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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1. Background 

In 2020, COVID-19 pandemic led to a significant decrease in the demand for construction in major 

economies. The reasons for this could be workplace closures due to the epidemic closure, labor and 

material shortages, and changes in work patterns. The result is that construction undergoes the sharpest 

decline in CO2 emissions in the last decade [1]. However, in 2021, construction activity picked up in 

most major economies, workplaces reopened, and energy-intensive use of buildings increased. In 

addition, more emerging economies are increasing the use of fossil fuel gases in buildings. As a result, 

CO2 emissions from building operations reach an all-time high of about 10 billion tons. If the estimated 

3.6 billion tons of CO2 emissions from the production of building materials (such as concrete, steel, 

aluminum, glass and bricks) are included, buildings account for about 37% of global emissions in 

2021 [2]. 

 

Figure 1–1 Direct reference path to a zero-carbon building stock target in 

2050 (left); zoom into the period between 2015 and 2021, comparing the 

observed Global Buildings Climate Tracker to the reference path (right) [2]. 

The Global Buildings Climate Tracker monitored the progress of the building construction industry 

towards the Paris Agreement. The current results indicate a negative rebound in decarbonization of the 

building sector since 2020. Energy intensity has increased, and emissions have grown. This has led to 

a growing gap between observed energy efficiency and the reference path pathway, as shown in Figure 

1–1 [2]. By 2060, as the world's economy grows and living standards increase the global consumption 

of raw materials will almost double, exacerbating the environmental overload we experience today 

(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD] 2019). The International 
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Resource Panel highlighted that the application of material efficiency strategies throughout the 

building stock has tremendous potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Measures include 

reducing building and material requirements, using low carbon materials, operations, methods and 

design. The most urgent priority must be to increase the longevity of existing and new building stock 

and reuse existing components whenever possible [2]. 

In recent years, an increasing number of countries have recognized the importance of the building 

sector in decarbonization initiatives and have taken active action to introduce and revise various 

building codes and standards (UN Climate Change Conference 2022). At the same time, various 

governments are providing financial assistance and support to address building and infrastructure 

issues, especially in maintenance and improvement of existing buildings. In Japan, for example, the 

building industry has shifted from “Scrap & Build” to “Storage & Renovation” in the last two decades. 

As shown in Figure 1–2, the rate of maintenance and refurbishment has been increasing year by year 

and has exceeded 30% in 2020. 

 

Figure 1–2 Variations of maintenance & renovation in construction works in 

Japan (data from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport (MLIT)). 

According to the 2022 Annual Report on Housing Consultation Statistics released by the Dispute 

Resolution Support Center and Home Renovation (Public Interest Incorporated Foundation) in Japan, 

the highest-ranking part of renovation work on individual houses is the roof, accounting for 60.5%. In 

second place is the exterior, accounting for 47.6% [3]. For buildings, the envelope is critical and plays 

a role in protecting the building interior from the external environment. It is because of the envelope 

that a building can withstand natural forces such as wind, rain, sunlight and temperature changes. 

Because of this, the building envelope is also the part of the building that is most susceptible to 

deterioration. Specifically, the Dispute Resolution Support Center and Home Renovation also reported 

Rebuilding 

after the 3.11 

earth uake
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the building parts most involved in building deficiencies when tenants consulted with experts, and the 

statistics are shown in Figure 1–3. Exterior walls and roofs accounted for 16.7 % and 12.0 %, 

respectively. In addition, the statistics of expert consultation according to the type of defects are shown 

in Figure 1–4. Homeowners have the highest concern about cracks, with a mention rate of 17.8%. 

 

Figure 1–3 Percentage results of construction defective parts in the expert 

consultations (data from Dispute Resolution Support Center and Home 

Renovation in Japan). 

 

 

Figure 1–4 Percentage results of types of construction defects in expert 

consultations (data from Dispute Resolution Support Center and Home 

Renovation in Japan). 
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The occurrence of cracks in concrete buildings is a common phenomenon and almost inevitable. It 

is caused by the properties of concrete and the influence of environmental factors, including shrinkage 

of concrete, temperature changes, earthquakes or structural loads. Cracks can lead to structural 

weaknesses and accelerated damage. Therefore, crack repair plays a vital role in the longevity and 

sustainability of buildings. With timely repair and the use of appropriate repair materials and 

techniques, we can extend the life of buildings, reduce maintenance costs, and ensure their 

sustainability on an economic, environmental and social level. 

As mentioned above, the building envelope also plays a key role in reducing energy consumption. 

A well-designed and constructed envelope system can provide insulation and thermal insulation, 

reducing heat transfer and energy consumption. Owing to its high energy consumption and 

predominant use of refrigerants with significant global warming potential, space cooling is one of the 

major contributors to climate change [4]. According to the International Energy Agency, the energy 

utilization for space cooling has doubled since 2000. The Programme for Energy Efficiency in 

Buildings reports that the energy needs of space cooling could triple by 2050, particularly in hot and 

tropical countries. To address this issue, improving the thermal insulation efficiency of buildings and 

raising public awareness seem to be effective approaches [4]. 

1.2. Purpose of this study 

The building envelope is crucial in the sustainable development of the construction industry. In this 

paper, the crack repair and thermal insulation renovation issues of the building envelope are studied 

for the following purposes: 

Purpose 1: To establish crack movement simulation experiments for evaluating repair durability. 

Proper crack repair can extend the life of a building and contribute to the sustainability of the 

construction industry. However, premature repair failures have been observed and one of the possible 

reasons for this is that crack movement has not been adequately considered. In reality, crack repair 

involves the joint work between two materials, and the difference in their physical properties can 

greatly affect the durability of the repair. And crack movement can cause this difference to act 

frequently at the crack leading to failure. 

To achieve the evaluation of repair effectiveness against crack movement, it is necessary to establish 

the corresponding experimental methods. First, the investigation of actual building crack movement 

needs to be carried out. Although non-through cracks are common, the purpose of this paper is to focus 

on through-thickness cracks, which are the most harmful. In the exterior walls of buildings, through-

thickness cracks occur owing to the drying shrinkage of concrete, which can cause serious 

deterioration conditions as harmful substances invade the structure along with air and water through 

the cracks. Starting with the most harmful through-thickness cracks, it is necessary to accumulate a 
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large amount of measurement data to generalize whether there is a pattern of crack movement. Then, 

for the recurring specific crack movement pattern, it needs to be reproduced in the laboratory. The key 

points include reproduction of the deterioration elements and of the influence factors. 

Purpose 2: Evaluation of common repair solutions for resistance to crack movement to establish 

a more appropriate solution selection system 

To fully consider the effect of crack movement when selecting a crack repair solution, data on the 

durability evaluation of common repair solutions against crack movement are needed to support the 

selection. Common crack repair methods may include injection method, U-groove routing and sealing 

method, and surface coating method. The materials involved mainly include epoxy resins, polymer 

cements and waterproofing coatings. Durability can be evaluated by measuring their ability to suppress 

crack movement and the number of cycles they withstand. In addition, for the results to be widespread, 

the relationship between their physical properties and durability needs to be clarified so that it can be 

generalized to similar materials. Moreover, for different climatic conditions and movement conditions 

through-thickness cracks should also be evaluated to simulate more variables of real buildings. 

Purpose 3: To establish a simple thermal insulation performance evaluation method and a 

prediction formula for heat-flow density 

A proper insulation system can reduce a building's energy consumption. Making homeowners aware 

of the importance of insulation construction and renovation helps the building industry to be 

sustainable. One of the keys is to use simple evaluation methods and indicators to communicate with 

the non-expert. To this end, small heat-flow sensors are a possible solution. Different heat transfer 

experiments should be designed to clarify the effectiveness of heat-flow sensors. Using indoor 

temperature increment as an evaluation indicator allows everyone to understand the performance of 

insulation materials, therefore, the relationship between heat flow and temperature increment needs to 

be clarified. In addition, simulation calculations of full-size building models can help to use the 

experimental data for more scenarios. A quantitative comparison of common insulation systems on the 

market should be performed after establishing the experimental approach. This can accumulate 

experimental data to help establish a correspondence table between heat flow and temperature 

increment in the future, making the thermal insulation evaluation convenient. 

1.3. Scope of this study 

The main structure of this paper is shown in Figure 1–5. The main contents of each chapter are as 

follows: 
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Chapter 1 

This chapter provides the background, purpose and main content of the study. The importance of 

sustainable development in the construction industry is described. It is particularly important to extend 

the service life of existing buildings and to reduce CO2 emissions in the construction industry. For this 

reason, two main research objectives have been chosen for the most deterioration-prone parts of the 

building envelope: crack repair and thermal insulation construction. 

Chapter 2 

This chapter addresses a literature review of the building envelope regarding crack repair and 

insulation construction. The causes of cracks and their effects on buildings were investigated. By 

measuring the crack width variation, the possible crack movement caused by temperature fluctuations 

is clarified and the movement is found to be a potential factor affecting the durability of the repair. 

The current methods for evaluating the effectiveness of crack repair were sorted out, and it was found 

that the element of bending-like movement has yet to be studied. 

In terms of insulation construction, based on a survey of common insulation solutions, the research 

was conducted on insulation materials that are not restricted by the site and can be easily renovated. 

In terms of insulation construction, based on a survey of common insulation solutions, the research 

was conducted on insulation materials that are not restricted by the site and can be easily renovated. 

By compiling methods for evaluating the effectiveness of insulation, the problem that professional 

metrics are not conducive to communication with homeowners was identified. Establishing a 

relationship between everyday physical quantities and professional physical quantities may help 

homeowners realize the importance of insulation construction and renovation. 

Chapter 3 

To address the issue that through-thickness crack movement, a degradation factor, has not been 

adequately studied, two laboratory-scale simulation experimental methods are proposed in this chapter. 

First, the movement of actual buildings with through-thickness cracks is measured. After clarifying 

the mechanism of the bending-like movement, it is proposed that the simultaneous application of 

thermal and mechanical loads to the cracks is the key to the reproduction experiments. A reproduction 

test method for evaluating the resistance of repair solutions to crack movement was established after 

the scheme simulation of the constraints of mortar specimens using the finite element method. 

In addition, mechanical fatigue experiments simulating bending-like movement can be used to 

evaluate the durability of crack repair solutions. The effectiveness of the proposed test setup was 

verified by the digital image correction method. The use of top and bottom symmetrical specimens 

can produce a force state with bending-like movement where one side is tensioned, and the other side 

is compressed. 
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Chapter 4 

This chapter evaluates common crack repair methods and materials for resistance to crack 

movement. Methods covered are injection method, U-groove routing and sealing method, and surface 

coating method. The materials used include mainly epoxy resin type, polymer cement type and water-

based acrylic waterproofing coatings. In the reproduction experimental method, it was found that 

different repair solutions have different ability to suppress crack movement and may also change the 

pattern of crack movement by comparing the data before and after repair. The durability of repair 

materials other than polymer cement was demonstrated for a limited test time. By varying the initial 

temperature of the experiments, it was found that the change in the physical properties of the repair 

material may be a key factor in changing the crack movement pattern, and numerical simulations were 

performed using the finite element method. 

In the fatigue tests, specimen deterioration forms, damage rates and strain levels were discussed 

around injection and surface coating methods. The tendency of hard resins not to be suitable for large 

movements as well as soft resins not to be suitable for high temperatures was found. For the surface 

coating method, the effectiveness of water-based acrylic waterproofing coatings in repairing small 

movements was confirmed. When movement conditions become large, additional crack bridging 

functional layers are required. 

Chapter 5 

To address the potential problems of existing insulation performance assessment methods with 

difficult equipment control and long testing times, this chapter designs a simple laboratory-scale 

method to evaluate the insulation performance of building components. The effectiveness of the heat-

flow sensor is demonstrated in static and dynamic heat transfer experiments. When the boundary 

conditions are the same, a larger absolute value of the heat-flow sensor implies a better insulation 

performance. In tests on two roof slab samples with different insulation levels, it was found that the 

insulation substantially reduced the indoor temperature increment by increasing its own temperature 

gradient. 

Chapter 6 

To establish the relationship between heat-flow values and temperature to evaluate the insulation 

performance of building elements, this chapter conducted static and dynamic heat transfer experiments 

on two factory roof slab specimens using an environmental simulation chamber and heat-flow sensors. 

The relationship between heat-flow density with time was proposed. Using this method, in the field, 

the long-time indoor temperature increment can be roughly predicted from the short-time heat-flow 

measurements. In addition, the insulation performance of 14 experimental specimens was evaluated, 

including self-developed and commercial insulation materials and construction methods of factory 

roof slabs. 
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Chapter 7 

This chapter summarizes the main conclusions, limitations of this study. Recommendations for 

future research are also listed. 
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Chapter 2  Literature review 

2.1.  racking and crack  o e ent in reinforced concrete 
 ui ding exterior  a  s 

2.1.1. Concrete cracks  causes, impacts and detection 

(1) Causes of cracking 

Cracking is one of the most common forms of deterioration in reinforced concrete structures. In 

Japan, among the various failures of structures, the demand for crack repair is usually the most required 

service [5]. Cracking occurs whenever the principal tensile stresses of the load or restraint exceed the 

tensile strength of the concrete, usually caused by shrinkage [6][7], thermal stresses [8], chemical 

reactions [9][10], etc. In addition, the poor construction practices, loading, unsoundness, and 

earthquake are also the causes of the cracking of the concrete structures[11][12][13][14]. 

 
  

Figure 2–1 Main types of concrete cracks. 

The causes of cracks in concrete are classified in the current standards of various countries. Some 

tend to be classified into material, construction, environment, and external forces, such as standards 

in Japan. Others like standard in American tend to classify depending on the three phases of the 

concrete life cycle: plastic (phase while it has still not set), hardening (phase while it is still green), 

hardened (phase and in service). The types of concrete cracks are roughly summarized in the Figure 

2–1. Some typical crack patterns are described in the Figure 2–2 and Table 2–1 [15]. 

Types 
of 

cracks 

After 
heardening

Physical
Shrinkable aggregates

Crazing

Chemical

Corrosion of reinforcement

Alkali-aggregate reactions

Cement carbonation

Thermal

Freeze/thaw cycles

External seasonal 
temperature variations

Early thermal contraction

External restraint

Internal 
temperature 

gradients
Structural

Accidental overload

Creep

Design loads

Before 
heardening

Early frost damage

Plastic
Plastic shrinkage

Plastic settlement

Constructional  movement
Formwork movement

Sub-grade movement
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Figure 2–2 Patterns of concrete cracks [15]. 

 

Table 2–1 Details of cracks in Figure 2-1 [15]. 

Letter 
Type of 

Cracking 
Subdivision Most Common Location 

Primary Cause 

(excluding 

restraint) 

Secondary 

Causes/Factors 

Time of 

Appearance 

A 
Plastic 

settlement 

Over 

reinforcement 
Deep sections 

Excess bleeding 

Rapid early 

drying 

conditions 

Ten 

minutes to 

three hours 
B Arching Top of columns 

C Change of depth Trough and waffle slab 

D 

Plastic 

shrinkage 

Diagonal Roads and slabs 
Rapid early drying 

Low rate of 

bleeding 

Thirty 

minutes to 

six hours 

E Random Reinforced concrete slabs 

F 
Over 

reinforcement 
Reinforced concrete slabs 

Ditto plus steel 

near surface 

G 
Early thermal 

contraction 

External restraint Thick walls 
Excess heat 

generation 
Rapid cooling 

One day or 

two or 

three weeks H Internal restraint Thick slabs 
Excess temp. 

gradients 

I 

Long-term 

drying 

shrinkage 

 Thin slabs (and walls) Inefficient joints 
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For concrete exterior walls, the common causes of cracks may include dry shrinkage, which takes 

the common form shown in the Figure 2–3 [11]. Dry shrinkage is the main cause of cracking in 

hardened concrete. This cracking takes place near the restraints due to volume changes in the concrete. 

When concrete is exposed to moisture it swells and when it is exposed to air with relatively low 

humidity it shrinks, such air drawing water out of its cement paste. This cracking is the result of a 

combination of factors that influence the magnitude of the tensile stresses that cause it. These factors 

include the amount and rate of shrinkage, the degree of restraint, the modulus of elasticity, and the 

amount of creep. Additional factors to be aware of include the type of aggregate, water content, binder 

type, and the concrete’s mix proportions and mechanical properties. The amount and type of aggregate 

and the cement paste are the main influences on the amount of drying shrinkage. 

 

Figure 2–3 Example of dry shrinkage cracks in building exterior walls [11]. 

Thermal stress can also lead to concrete cracking. The concrete then cracks when the tensile stresses 

imposed by a change in volume differential exceed that of its tensile strength. Environmental factors 

such as freezing and thawing, wet and dry, and hot and cold cycles can also cause stress changes in 

concrete and thus cracking. For concrete exterior walls, drying shrinkage due to changes in ambient 

humidity, and deformation due to temperature changes caused by sunlight exist. These changes can 

cause diagonal cracks at the end and top of the exterior wall, cracks at the corners of the openings, and 

vertical cracks in the restrained sections like the beams as shown in the Figure 2–4 [11]. 
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Figure 2–4 Exterior wall crack patterns caused by environmental humidity and 

temperature changes [11]. 

 

(2) Impact of concrete cracks 

Cracks usually lead to aesthetic defects, leakages resulting in corrosion, spalling, and in extreme 

cases, structural failures [12][13]. Aesthetic defects due to concrete cracks can vary in severity, from 

small hairline cracks that are barely noticeable to larger cracks that can be seen from a distance. The 

size and location of the crack can greatly affect its impact on the building's appearance. Aesthetic 

defects can lower the value of the building and make it unappealing to potential buyers or tenants. 

Additionally, and more seriously, cracks can allow foreign and aggressive materials to penetrate the 

concrete (Figure 2–5). Chlorides in de-icing salts and sea salts can rapidly reach the reinforcing steel 

through cracks and initiate corrosion. When the cracks open, carbonation is accelerated and the high 

pH of the concrete decreases, causing passivation of the reinforcement in the concrete. As steel 

corrodes, it expands, causing the surrounding concrete to crack and spall. This can weaken the entire 

structure and potentially lead to a total collapse. In addition, when water is present in the cracks, the 

moisture content of the concrete increases significantly, which also leads to an increase in the corrosion 
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Figure 2–5 Possible serious impact of cracks. 
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rate of the steel. In combination with mechanical effects such as runoff, water can also widen and 

deepen cracks. In the case of frost, water in the cracks can quickly cause more serious damage. 

In addition, our research team measured the micro-vibration of a building. The results indicated that 

the cracks may also cause abnormal vibrations in the building. The target of the investigation was 

Building No. 1 of the four buildings of the Former Army Clothing Depot located in Hiroshima 

Prefecture, Japan. The outline and appearance of the building are shown in Table 2–2 and Figure 2–

6, respectively. 

Table 2–2 Building outline. 

Building name Former Army Clothing Depot 

Location 2–4–60 Deshio, Minami Ward, Hiroshima City 

Building area 2340 m2 (Each building) 

Total Floor Area 5289 m2 (Each building) 

Start of construction Year of 1912 

Completion Year of 1913 

Structure Three floors, reinforced concrete structure, brick exterior walls 

Building Experience 

(Building No. 1) 

Obtained by Hiroshima Prefecture from the national government 

(Ministry of Finance). After being used as a prefectural technical high 

school, it was rented to a transportation company, and since 1995 it has 

been completely closed and is now an unused structure. 

 

 

Figure 2–6 Appearance of the Former Army Clothing Depot (taken in October 

2018). 

There were many cracks in the building. Figure 2–7 shows typical cracks in the beam-to-beam 

cross section. As shown in the figure, the damage was most conspicuous in the inner columns on the 
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third floor, where ring-shaped cracks were observed along the entire length of the columns (Figure 2–

8). The average crack width was 2.2 mm, which was significantly larger than typical crack widths. We 

speculated that these cracks on the third floor were caused by the differential settlement of the building. 

The settlement in the middle of the building was larger than that in the periphery. 

Micro-vibrations in the height direction of the building were measured. A high sensitivity triaxial 

accelerometer that integrates a wireless communication unit and crystal acceleration detector was used 

for the measurement. The measurement device uses Bluetooth wireless communication based on long-

range communication standards (100 m communication distance). The sensors can be easily installed 

in places where wiring is difficult, such as under the floor, on the eaves, behind the ceiling, etc. In the 

measurement of vibration characteristics in the height direction of the building, the sensors were set 

up in the positions shown in the Figure 2–9. 

 

Figure 2–7 Cross-sectional view in beam-to-beam direction. 
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(a) Third floor with cracked columns 

 

(b) Column with ring-

shaped cracks (middle 

column on the third floor) 

 

(c) Large horizontal cracks in the wall 

on the third floor 

 

(d) Cracks in the same location on 

the second-floor beams 

  

Figure 2–8 Typical cracks in the building. 
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Figure 2–9 Sensor location. 

Acceleration waves were measured for 10 minutes (600 seconds) with 100 Hz sampling, and the 

average Fourier spectral was obtained from the measured waves. The 2048 data in the 20.48 s interval 

were taken as a set, and two adjacent sets of data were overlapped by 50% of the interval. The response 

ratio of each floor to the first-floor response spectral, i.e., the transfer function, was calculated. Figure 

2–10, Figure 2–11 and Figure 2–12 shows the transfer function in the X direction (long-side direction), 

Y direction (short-side direction) and Z direction (vertical direction), respectively. Band-pass filtering 

(target frequency ±0.1 Hz) was performed for each peak period to obtain the average response value 

of the peak acceleration at each measurement point. The average response values of each layer were 

concatenated into a vibration mode plot as shown in Figure 2–13. In Figure 2–13, for the vibration 

mode in the X direction, the third-floor slab shows a greater response than the top part of the shed 

beam. In the Y direction, the uppermost floor shows the largest response. This may be explained by 

the continuous atrium in the long direction shown in the third-floor plan in Figure 2–9, in addition to 

the differential settlement shown in Figure 2–7. The third-floor slab of the building had a continuous 

atrium to ensure ventilation, and the third-floor slab hardly had a rigid floor structure. We believed 

that the vibration modes shown in Figure 2–13 and Figure 2–14 are very dangerous during 

earthquakes, thus the atrium needs to be reinforced. The first mode natural period of this building was 

about 0.153 sec. in the X direction and 0.172 sec. in the Y direction. 
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Figure 2–10 Transfer function (X direction). 

 

 

Figure 2–11 Transfer function (Y direction). 

 

 

Figure 2–12 Transfer function (Z direction). 
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Figure 2–13 Vibration mode (1st order mode). 

 

 

(a) 0.0352 sec. period 

band 

 

(b) 0.153 sec. period 

band 

 

(c) 0.172 sec. period 

band 

  

Figure 2–14 Extraction of waveforms in the specific period bands (main 

response for 20.48 sec.). 

 

Table 2–3 Natural period and natural fre uency of buildings. 

Direction T1 (sec.) f1 (Hz) 

X direction (Long-side direction) 0.153 6.54 

Y direction (Short-side direction) 0.172 5.81 

 

Table 2–3 summarizes the natural period and natural frequencies of the building. The period in the 

X direction (long-side direction) is shorter than that in the Y direction (short side direction). The 

measurements were performed at the center of each floor; thus, the obtained period characteristics are 

representative of the typical vibration characteristics of the whole building in both long and short 
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directions. The external surface of the target building was a brick wall structure in the long-side 

direction. In the short side direction, except for wall structures such as gable walls, the main structural 

form inside was RC rigid frame structure. Thus, the long-side direction had a structure with higher 

layer rigidity than the short-side direction. 

Figure 2–10 also shows that the vibration characteristics at measurement point N4, which was 

measured on the beam of the roof truss, has a peak period of 0.0352 sec. on the short-period side. 

Figure 2–14 shows a Lissajous drawing of the mode waveforms of the specific period bands (0.0352 

sec., 0.153 sec., 0.172 sec.) of the building, including this period band. The peak period of 0.0352 sec. 

corresponds to the peak period band in the vertical direction of the first floor, as can be seen in Figure 

2–12. The transfer function in the Y direction shown in Figure 2–11 does not show any peak in this 

period band. Therefore, only the vibration characteristics in the X direction of roof truss beam (N4-X) 

shown in Figure 2–10 are affected in this period band. This may be caused by the structural difference 

between the short and long-side directions. In other words, the structure in the short side direction is 

a triangular truss structure consisting of roof raking beam, a third-floor middle column, and second-

floor beam members. Horizontal vibrations caused by excited rocking are less likely to occur in the 

frame. Conversely, in the long-side direction, the third floor is a rigid frame structure. This structure 

tends to have a vertical rocking vibration of the middle columns, which causes a horizontal vibration 

of the plane. In general, cracks can also cause abnormal vibration in buildings. 

Therefore, proper crack repair is an important part of extending the service life of a building and 

ensuring its economic value [14][16]. It is essential to address concrete cracks promptly to prevent 

these hazards from occurring. Regular inspection and maintenance can help identify and repair cracks 

before they become a significant issue. 

(3) Concrete crack detection 

The detection of concrete cracks is crucial for ensuring the structural integrity and safety of a 

building. Visual inspection is one of the most basic and straightforward methods for detecting cracks 

in concrete. Aids that can be used typically include crack width ruler, crack width microscope, and 

tell-tale crack monitor as shown in Figure 2–15. Other methods for detecting cracks are shown in the 

Figure 2–16 including the use of acoustic and ultrasonic testing [17][18][19][20], ground-penetrating 

radar [21][22], and infrared thermography [23][24]. Acoustic and ultrasonic testing can detect cracks 

by analyzing the sound waves or vibrations that are generated when the concrete is struck with a 

hammer or other instrument. Ground-penetrating radar uses radar waves to detect and map the location 

of cracks in concrete. Infrared thermography detects cracks by measuring the temperature changes in 

the concrete surface. 

The method used for crack detection depends on various factors, including the size and location of 

the cracks, the accessibility of the concrete surface, and the budget available for inspection and 

maintenance. 
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(a) Crack width ruler 

 

(b) Crack width 

microscope 

 

(c) Tell-tale crack 

monitor 

  

Figure 2–15 Some tools for measuring crack width 

 

 

(a) Ultrasonic testing 

[20] 

 

(b) Ground-penetrating 

radar inspection [22] 

 

(c) Thermal infrared 

image [24] 

  

Figure 2–16 Non-destructive crack detection methods. 

2.1.2. Crack movement  measurement and pattern 

The crack movement involved herein refers to the change in crack width caused by the expansion 

or contraction of concrete materials under the influence of ambient temperature changes. These daily 

crack movements of approximately 0.02 mm to 0.2 mm have been reported in bridge [25], pavement 

(Figure 2–17) [26][27], track [28], beam [29], and wall [30] concrete elements (excluding traffic 

factors). Furthermore, the magnitude of daily crack movement may be influenced by temperature [26] 

and structural constraints [28]. This crack movement occurs almost every day, and although the 

movement becomes smaller after the crack has been repaired, it still exists as shown in Figure 2–18 
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[31]; this could be explained by the difference in thermal expansion or contraction between the repair 

material and the concrete substrate. In other words, crack movement exists throughout the entire life 

cycle of a building. 

The movement generates repeated cycles of tensile and compressive stresses in the repair area, 

which may cause fatigue failure of the material [32]. In the case of insufficient strength of concrete 

substrate and repair material, or the lack of adhesion between the two, it leads to repair failure with 

re-cracking or debonding [33][34][35]. Most importantly, crack movement occurs in conjunction with 

temperature changes. This is true for components such as exterior walls exposed to a wide range of 

temperatures, from sub-zero to temperatures as high as 40 ◦C or 50 ◦C. Cyclic temperature changes 

are a highly adverse degradation condition, especially for polymeric repair materials, which are 

extremely sensitive to temperature for both mechanical properties [36][37] and adhesion to concrete 

substrates [38][39]. Thus, it is argued that external mechanical forces coupled with temperature 

loading expose the repair area to more complex deterioration conditions, which is why crack 

movement can be considered to affect the durability of the repair. 

 

Figure 2–17 Crack width and temperature [26]. 
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Figure 2–18 Measurement and calculated value of crack movement before 

and after injecting epoxy resin [31]. 

Additionally, our research team noticed a new possible crack opening and closing movement pattern 

when measuring the crack movement in actual building walls in the Hiroshima [40], Aichi [41], and 

Hokkaido regions [30][42]. As an example, the measurement results of the exterior wall of a building 

located in Aichi Prefecture is shown in the Figure 2–19. When the measurements were made on cracks 

that penetrated the thickness of the wall (through-thickness cracks), the change of crack widths on the 

indoor side and the outdoor side were in opposite directions, showing a bending-like movement 

(Figure 2–20): as the outdoor temperature increased, the outdoor crack widths became smaller, while 

the indoor crack widths became larger. In this case, the repair material is no longer subjected to pure 

axial compression or tension during the work, but to compression on one side and tension on the other 

side, depending on the position in the cross-section of the wall. Moreover, the change in crack width 

occurred simultaneously and cyclically with temperature changes. This movement pattern of through-

thickness cracks can also have an impact on the durability of the repair and can even place demand on 

the timing and location of the repair. The timing of the repair refers to whether the repair is done when 

the crack width is large or when the crack width is small, which determines how the repair material 
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should be stressed in the future. The location of the repair may refer to the injection method being 

used either on the outdoor side of the wall, or both on the outdoor and indoor side. However, there is 

no test method that can satisfy the special opening and closing pattern of through-thickness cracks to 

evaluate the durability of the repair. 

 

Figure 2–19  all surface temperature and crack width change over time on 

August 18, 2019 (Chubu University, Aichi Prefecture, Japan). 

 

 

Figure 2–20 One pattern of opening and closing movement of through-

thickness cracks under influence of temperature gradient. 

2.2.  rack repair techno ogies and e a uations 

2.2.1. Crack repair solutions and re uirements 

Concrete crack repair is a necessary maintenance task for concrete structures to prevent further 
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damage and ensure their durability. Various methods are available, such as epoxy injection, routing 

and sealing, and grouting. A variety of crack repair guidelines are available in various countries, the 

more commonly used being ACI 224.1R-07 [43], which is a technical report published by the 

American Concrete Institute (ACI) that provides guidance on the cause, evaluation and repair of cracks 

in concrete structures. The report covers 13 types of repair methods including injection, drilling and 

plugging, and stitching, among others, as shown in the Figure 2–21. It provides detailed guidance on 

the selection of appropriate repair materials and methods based on the type of crack and structural 

requirements. 

 

Figure 2–21 Some typical crack repair methods [43][44]. 

In addition, the European standard BS EN 1504 is an important reference guide for crack repair. 

First, it selects methods for dealing with concrete defects based on six main principles: 1. Protect 

against ingress; 2. Moisture control; 3. Concrete restoration; 4. Structural strengthening; 5. Physical 

resistance; 6. Resistance o chemicals. Next, based on the above principles, structural and non-

structural repairs such as impregnation, coating, filling, injection, electrochemical treatment, and 

replacement are recommended for selection. In subsequent sections of BS EN 1504, the requirements 

of the desired materials are made explicit for the selection of suitable commercially available products. 

In general, according to the required performance, crack repair materials can be divided into 

injection materials and filling materials. Alternatively, the repair materials can also be classified 

depending on the main components into cement-based and resin-based repair materials. These 

materials should focus on satisfying strength, followability (elastic resilience), fluidity, etc. 

Specifically, ACI 224.1R-07 [43] and [45] provide details on crack repair materials, which include, 
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but are not limited to: 1. Epoxy resin; 2. Urethane resins; 3. Polyurethane chemical grouts; 4. 

Polyurethane sealant; 5. Silicone sealant; 6. Methacrylates; 7. Polymer grout; 8. Polymer-cement grout; 

9. Cement grout. 

There are many researchers who have conducted various studies on concrete crack repair materials. 

By replacing the cement binder of the concrete mixture by polymer partially, polymer modified 

cementitious (PMC) repair materials can be obtained. Coalescence of the polymer occurs as the cement 

hydrates, resulting in a co-matrix of hydrated cement and polymer film throughout the concrete. The 

modified repair material has improved mechanical properties, bond strength, abrasion resistance and 

impermeability [46][47]. Polymer concrete (PC) is a type of concrete in which a polymer binder, such 

as epoxy or polyester resin, is used instead of Portland cement as the binding agent. This results in a 

high-strength material that is resistant to chemical attack and has low permeability. PC has a higher 

initial cost than traditional materials and is typically used in applications that require high strength and 

durability, such as bridge decks and pavements [48][49]. In addition, geopolymer concretes (GPC) is 

considered a relatively new sustainable construction material due to its incorporation of industrial 

waste materials into its composition. They are cement-free alternative materials produced by the 

chemical action between alumino-silicate materials such as fly ash, metakaolin and/or granulated blast 

furnace slag and an alkali activator, often a mixture of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate 

solution (Na2SiO3) [50]. GPC also has good durability, adhesion characterization and resistance to 

chemical attack, making it suitable for use in harsh environments such as wastewater treatment plants, 

chemical storage facilities, and marine structures [51][52][46]. Moreover, in the last two decades, 

various fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have gained attention for strengthening and 

repairing concrete facilities. FRPs are high-strength, durable, easy to install, and can be selected from 

a wide variety of fibers that balance functionality with environmental friendliness [53]. The fibers can 

both enhance the shear strength initially and also act as a bridge to control the crack width after the 

cracks appear. In this case, the use of high-performance fiber-reinforced cementitious composites can 

provide additional benefits for self-healing concrete [46][53]. 

Regarding the selection of repair solutions, in majority of the specifications related to crack repair, 

the scale of the crack (width, depth, density), progression of the crack (change in width, also known 

as crack movement), and environment in which the crack is located (temperature and humidity) are 

the main selection criteria [11][54][45]. In actual engineering applications, while data such as crack 

width and ambient temperatures are easily obtained for repairing cracks, data on crack movement is 

hardly obtainable due to the high cost of service, equipment, and continuous monitoring time [55]. As 

a result, crack repair solutions are usually chosen based on visual inspection or human experience 

instead of quantitative data [55][56]. Coupled with multiple and complex deterioration conditions, 

failures such as re-cracking, sealant peeling, and other repair failures often occur prematurely after 

crack repair [57][44][58][33]. 
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2.2.2. The evaluation of crack repair 

Currently, the main subjects of experimental evaluation of concrete crack repair performance 

include the physical and mechanical properties of the repair material and its compatibility with the 

concrete substrate. For instance, the filling condition [59][60], compressive strength [61][62], tensile 

shear strength [62], flexural toughness [63], and bonding behavior with concrete substrate [64][65][66] 

are utilized in many studies to evaluate the performance of repair materials. In addition, water 

resistance [67][68], chemical corrosion stability [69][70], and resistance to freeze-thaw cycles [70][46] 

are also important test objects for evaluating the durability of various repair systems. 

Specifically, the repair of cracks often involves covering the existing concrete substrate with a new 

layer of material. However, owing to the mismatch of material properties, additional stresses are 

generated at the new-old interface, i.e., it is the weakest part of the system. Therefore, it is important 

to assess the integrity of the interfacial bond. Figure 2–22 shows the test methods that can be used to 

measure the bond strength at the interface. These methods are mainly divided into direct tension tests, 

indirect tension tests (including splitting tests and flexure tests), pure shear tests and combined shear-

compression tests [71]. Direct tension testing ((a) and (b)) are the most effective and direct in situ test 

methods, which have been developed as standard test procedures and are widely used to characterize 

the interface bond strength. A potential drawback may be the dependence on the test sampling location. 

Moreover, the results of this type of test tend to be on the conservative side. Regarding the indirect 

tension tests, they are popular because they can be performed using standard compression test 

machines. Specifically, the flexure tests ((s) to (w)) evaluate the bond strength by bending elongated 

specimens. The advantage is the simple operation, and the disadvantage is the low efficiency caused 

by the smaller test surface-to-volume ratio. Splitting tests ((c) and (d)) are performed using application 

of compressive load and Poisson effect to generate tensile stresses on the bonding surface. They offer 

a higher surface-to-volume ratio than flexure tests and are the most widely used type of indirect tension 

tests. Shear tests ((e) to (m)) are test methods in which torsion or direct shear forces are applied at the 

interface. Possible disadvantages are the failure to achieve pure shear owing to the presence of bending 

moments, and stress concentrations at the edge areas. The combined shear-compression tests ((e) to 

(m)) are test methods that have been developed to reduce this stress concentration. One of the most 

frequently applied is the slant shear test. The lower the angle of inclination, the lower the shear bonding 

strength. However, since friction is more prominent in these tests, it leads to a tendency to measure 

larger shear strength. 
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Figure 2–22 Tests for assessing bond strength [71]. 

However, there are many deterioration conditions in the field, and therefore, there are many crack 

repair evaluation methods that consider multiple factors. Jiang et al identified six complex forms of 

degradation factors (‘‘thermal stress, chemical corrosion, erosion due to ground water flow, hydrostatic 

pressure, substrate movement, and humidity on concrete surface’’) to evaluate the performance of 

various types of grout-injection materials and presented a new comprehensive evaluation system that 

allows for quantitative comparisons [72]. Rashid et al studied the interface between concrete and 

polymer cement mortar (PCM) under a variety of hygrothermal conditions and observed that the 

interfacial strength decreased significantly with increasing temperature, while the effect of moisture 

was minimal [73]. Meanwhile, discussing the effect of continuous and cyclic temperature durations 
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on PCM-concrete interface, Rashid et al pointed out that temperature cycling conditions have the most 

detrimental influence on the mechanical behavior compared to other conditions [74]. In terms of test 

methods involving crack movement, Delucchi et al conducted a series of experiments on the crack 

bridging ability (CBA) of coatings (the test method is summarized in EN 1062-7 [75]) and highlighted 

that temperature would affect the CBA values by changing the mechanical properties of the material 

[76]. Tanaka et al developed a deterioration machine that can apply axial movements to the repair area 

based on measurements of crack movements in actual building walls and beams, and experimental 

results showed that repeated movements as small as 2 μm can lead to rupture [29]. Shin et al from the 

same research team, also investigated the effect of actual weather deterioration on the fatigue 

resistance of the epoxy resin injection repair area, and after comparing the results of laboratory 

deterioration experiments, they suggested that complex deterioration conditions in accelerated 

deterioration tests were needed [77]. Since then, that team has performed further fatigue tests under 

various conditions and highlighted those large movements and high temperatures, lead to a lower 

fatigue resistance of the repair area [78][31]. 

2.3. Bui ding en e ope insu ation  ethods and  ateria s 

2.3.1. Common insulation solutions 

The building envelope is the physical barrier between the indoor and outdoor environments of a 

building. Ensuring the good insulation performance of building envelopes is important for improving 

their energy efficiency and reducing structural deterioration factors [79][80][81]. During summers, 50% 

to 70% of the total energy may penetrate building structures from roof elements [82][83][84], as they 

are highly exposed to solar radiation for extended periods. Therefore, the use of insulation solutions 

on roof elements can limit the entry of heat into a building’s interior space, thereby reducing the 

thermal load and, consequently, the demand for refrigeration equipment to provide comfort to 

occupants. 

From this perspective, at the structural level, possible solutions to address this issue are: 

1. Green roofs [85][86][87][88] in Figure 2–23; 

2. Reflective systems [89][90][91] in Figure 2–24;  

3. Radiant barrier configurations [92][93][94][95] in Figure 2–25. 

Alternatively, at the material level, there are: 

4. Various thermal insulation materials in Figure 2–26. 

The insulation materials are not limited by building type and offer the advantages of low cost, high 

flexibility, and high compatibility. 
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Figure 2–23 Classification of green roofs [85]. 

 

 

Figure 2–24 Mechanism of reflective material [91]. 

 

 

(a) Horizontal radiant barrier configuration 

 

(b) Truss radiant barrier configuration 

 

Figure 2–25 Radiant barrier configurations [92]. 
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Figure 2–26 Classification of the most used insulating materials [96]. 

2.3.2. The conventional insulation materials involved in this study 

Notably, good insulation materials can maintain thermal comfort inside a housing environment and 

prevent heat exchange with the surrounding environment. Conventional insulation materials are 

available in a range of options to suit different applications. Each insulation material has its own 

advantages and disadvantages, and it is necessary to choose the right one for the specific situation. 

The next space will be devoted only to the insulation materials involved in this study. 

(1) Polyurethane 

Polyurethane (PUR or PU) is produced through an exothermic reaction between di- or 

polyisocyanate with a polyether polyol [80]. Thermal conductivity varies from 0.022 to 0.040 W/mK, 

density from15 to 45 kg/m3 and specific heat is between 1.3 and 1.45 kJ/kgK [80][97]. Thermal 

conductivity is influenced by the cell size and decreases when the cell size decreases [98]. 

Polyurethane can be used to produce panels and pipe sections (the following type A), or it can be 

expanded in the building site as a foam (the following type B). 

Type A: Rigid polyurethane foam (PUF). PUF is made into boards at the plant and cut into various 

sizes in situ as needed. It is lightweight and easy to install, making it a popular choice for many 

construction projects. It is cost effective and durable. However, the joints between the panels may 
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require extra attention to maintain air tightness and thermal insulation. 

Type B: Sprayed polyurethane foam (SPF). SPF is applied to surfaces as a liquid, which then 

expands and hardens into a foam. It is typically applied using a spray gun, and it can be used to insulate 

a wide range of surfaces, including roofs, walls, floors, and attics. The major advantages of SPF 

insulation are that it can be applied to irregularly shaped surfaces and can easily conform to the shape 

of the surface it is applied to. 

(2) Extruded polystyrene 

The extruded polystyrene (XPS) is produced by melting the polyester grains into an extruder, with 

the addition of a blowing agent. It has a thermal conductivity of 0.031 to 0.037 W/mK, a density of 

15 to 75 kg/m3, and a specific heat between 1.3 and 1.7 kJ/kgK [80][99]. High humidity can reduce 

its insulation performance [100]. Since the material is easily flammable and burning releases 

dangerous gases, a fire retardant is often added in the manufacturing process. 

2.4.  her a  insu ation perfor ance  e a uation indicators and 
 easure ent  ethods 

Currently, indicators for evaluating the performance of insulation materials include the thermal 

conductivity (K-value) and thermal resistance (R-value). Thermal conductivity measures the rate at 

which heat flows through the material, with a lower K-value indicating better insulation. R-value is a 

measure of the resistance of the material to heat flow, with a higher R-value indicating better insulation 

performance. These values can be measured using several different methods. The most accurate 

method for measuring thermal conductivity is the guarded heat plate method (GHP) according to 

standards ISO 8302 [101] as shown in Figure 2–27 [102], which involves sandwiching the insulation 

material between two plates and measuring the rate of heat transfer through the material. Another 

method for measuring thermal conductivity is the heat flow method according to standards ISO 8301 

[103] as shown in Figure 2–28 [102], which measures the rate of heat flow through a small sample of 

insulation material. R-value can be calculated by dividing the thickness of the insulation material by 

its thermal conductivity. These methods are commonly used to determine the effectiveness of 

insulation materials and to ensure that buildings are properly insulated to improve energy efficiency 

and occupant comfort. 
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Figure 2–27 Principle of the guarded heat plate method (GHP) with a two-

specimen apparatus (A) and a single-specimen apparatus (B) [102]. 

 

 

Figure 2–28 Heat flow method [102] for measuring thermal conductivity. 

However, in the field, a typical building envelope may consist of multiple layers such as the 

substrate, insulation, and decorative layers, which makes it difficult to determine the physical 

properties of each layer of the element. Therefore, in actual practice, the indicators for evaluating the 

thermal insulation performance of building elements generally include the total thermal resistance and 

thermal transmittance (U-value) determined in ISO 6946 [104]. A lower U-value indicates better 

insulation performance and means that less heat can flow through the component. Additionally, the 

common measurement methods for the U-value include the Calibrated Hot Box (CHB) and Guarded 

Hot Box (GHB) method according to ISO 8990 (Figure 2–29) [105], heat flow meter method (HFM) 

based on ISO 9869-1 (Figure 2–30) [106], infrared thermography method (IRT) (Figure 2–31(a)) 

[107][108], and temperature-based method (TBM) (Figure 2–31(b)) [107][109][110]. The 
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comparison of various U-value measurement methods is summarized in Table 2–4.However, most of 

these measurements must satisfy the approximate steady-state heat-transfer conditions for large 

temperature differences. Therefore, in situ measurements over at least 72 h in specific seasons are 

usually required to obtain reliable data [104][111]. Alternatively, it is necessary to filter the data [112] 

or use dynamic theory to consider the fluctuations, hysteresis, and decay of the heat-flow density and 

temperature [113][114][115]. 

 

Figure 2–29 (A)  Calibrated Hot Box (CHB) and (B)  Guarded Hot Box (GHB) 

method [105]. 

 

 

Figure 2–30 Heat flow meter method (HFM) for measuring U-value [106]. 

 

(A) (B)
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(a) Infrared thermography method 

(IRT) 

 

(b) Temperature-based method 

(TBM) 

 

Figure 2–31 Other common U-value measurement methods [107]. 

 

Table 2–4 Comparison of U-value measurement methods [107][116][111][117]. 

M
et

h
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CHB 

GHB 
HFM IRT TBM 

A
cc

u
ra

cy
 R

an
g

e 
[%

] 

n.a. 
Winter: 0–163 Avg. 24 

Summer:45–142 Avg. 90 

Winter: 0–162 Avg. 19 

Summer:1–286 Avg. 55 

Winter: 4–37 

Summer:2–62 

C
o

st
 

High High High Low 

T
im

e 

n.a. Min. 3 days Less than1 day Min. 3 days 
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A
d

v
an

ta
g

es
 

CHB: 

Apparatus is simpler in 

design and operation 

than the GHB; 

 

Allows testing of larger 

specimens. 

 

GHB: 

Does not need to have a 

calibration factor for the 

flanking loss of the 

metering box, due to the 

existence of the guard 

box; 

 

Simpler to calibrate than 

the CHB. 

Non-invasive method; 

The higher the 

temperature gradient, 

the more reliable the 

results are; 

 

Internationally 

recognized and most 

widely used; 

 

Lightweight and easy to 

carry equipment; 

 

Both in laboratory and 

in-situ. 

Non-destructive method; 

 

Large number of 

applications, can detect 

multiple pathologies; 

 

No direct contact and 

can be used over long 

distances; 

 

Lightweight, short time 

and in real time. 

A relatively new 

method; 

 

Simple and economical 

equipment; 

 

Non-destructive method; 

 

Simple calculation. 

D
ra

w
b

ac
k

s 

CHB: 

Flanking loss between 

the metering chamber 

and the climatic 

chamber through the 

specimen frame; 

 

The lab temperature 

must be controlled to 

avoid corrections in the 

calibration factor. 

 

GHB: 

The measuring area is 

limited to the size of the 

metering box; 

 

More challenging to 

analyze inhomogeneous 

specimens due to the 

size of the metering box. 

The measurement is 

local; 

 

Require direct contact; 

 

For homogenous object; 

 

Lightweight 

construction elements 

and the presence of 

multi-layered air spaces 

lead to questionable 

results; 

 

Highly dependent on the 

calibration and the 

equipment. 

Very high price for the 

equipment; 

 

Qualified person to 

analyze the results and 

to operate the IR 

camera; 

 

Highly dependent on 

climatic conditions; 

 

Misreading information 

is taken by the camera 

when temperatures have 

very close range. 

Non-standardized 

method; 

 

The transfer coefficients 

used in the calculations 

represent estimates only 

and are not necessarily 

the actual values 

between the 

environment and the 

wall; 

 

The accuracy of the 

measurement results 

depends on 

environmental 

conditions, such as 

temperature differences 

and temperature 

fluctuations; 
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2.5.  esearch cases and cha  enges in  ui ding insu ation 

So far, based on these indicators, the effectiveness of various insulation materials has been evaluated 

in several studies. Su et al. designed and fabricated basalt fiber-reinforced plastic roof panels with core 

materials of extruded polystyrene, polyurethane, and rock wool. They conducted a series of 

investigations on the thermal conductivity, U-values, and thermal bridge effects of these experimental 

specimens by means of GHP and CHB experiments and Abaqus software analysis [118]. Geoola et al. 

designed a guarded hot box wherein the use of a thermal screen could reduce the U-value by 

approximately 30% at different wind speeds and temperature differences [119]. Pasupathy et al. 

performed experimental investigations and numerical simulations on the thermal behavior of a 

residential roof using phase-change materials (PCMs) [120]. In a transient analysis, Prakash et al. 

demonstrated that the use of PCMs can reduce the heat entering a room by 13% [121]. Costantine et 

al. conducted experimental and numerical investigations on the temperature, humidity, and heat flux 

in an office with hemp-lime insulation [122]. The ability of natural mesoporous materials to reduce 

surface temperatures was validated based on both steady-state and periodic experiments by Rahman 

et al. [123]. Altin et al. built three full-scale buildings and conducted temperature, moisture, and sound 

tests on boron-doped sheep wool, expanded polystyrene, and rock wool insulation [124]. Yin et al. 

carried out in situ tests on the thermal performance of a double-layered dome with aerogel-glass wool 

insulation and provided numerical analysis data for the design of the combination of insulation 

materials [125]. Hasan et al. investigated roof insulation in Iraq and discovered that certain 

combinations of insulation could reduce the heat flow by more than 79% [126]. Kuma et al. measured 

the thermal conductivity of insulation materials available in the Indian market using an automatic 

guarded hot plate apparatus and computed the thermal resistance and thermal transmittance of 112 

wall and roof sectors [127]. Zhao et al. evaluated the bulk density, thermal conductivity, water 

absorption, and compressive strength of a large number of environment-friendly building insulation 

materials. They also selected seven of the most competitive insulation materials using the city of 

Harbin, China, as an example, by life-cycle cost [128]. 

To better address the energy management problems encountered by building owners, the economic 

aspects and applications of common building insulation materials, in addition to their performance 

characteristics, were also discussed by Al-Hamoud and Aditya et al. [129][97]. Halwatura et al. 

investigated the impact of insulated roof slabs on air-conditioning loads and estimated their life-cycle 

cost benefits [130]. Papadopoulos discussed various aspects of insulation materials, including their 

environmental and public health impacts, within the framework of legislation and the market [96]. 

Notably, in most cases, the evaluation indicators are targeted toward practitioners in the building 

industry. However, for owners, it is sometimes difficult to intuitively predict the insulation 

performance. We believe that establishing a connection between professional evaluation indicators 

and temperature, a common physical quantity, may be a solution to this issue. 
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2.6.  onc usions 

This chapter addresses a literature review of the building envelope regarding crack repair and 

insulation construction. The main findings are as follows: 

1. Cracks are the most common form of deterioration in reinforced concrete buildings. Harmful 

substances can invade the interior of the structure through cracks, and untimely treatment can 

accelerate the serious consequences. Measurements of actual buildings have shown that cracks 

also cause abnormal vibrations in the structure. Proper repair of cracks can extend the life of a 

building. 

2. Daily temperature fluctuations cause changes in crack width, i.e., crack movement. This means 

that crack movement occurs almost every day. In addition, because the physical properties of the 

repair material and the concrete material are different, the crack movement still exists after the 

repair. The movement affects the durability of the repair effect. For the through-thickness cracks, 

when the outdoor surface temperature rises, the outdoor cracks close and the indoor cracks open, 

producing a bending-like movement. 

3. Current crack repair evaluations include filling conditions, physical strength, chemical resistance, 

etc. Experiments that simulate realistic coupling of multiple deterioration conditions usually 

include temperature conditions, hydrostatic pressure, etc. The degradation conditions of bending-

like cyclic movement have not been studied. Such deterioration is in the form of simultaneous 

thermal and mechanical loading, for which there is no corresponding experimental method. 

4. Among the various building insulation solutions, insulation materials are popular because of the 

lack of site restrictions and the variety of choices. The index of thermal insulation performance 

is clearly defined and measured in the codes of various countries. However, in the laboratory, the 

huge equipment and complicated calibration process are the main difficulties. In field 

measurements, long time monitoring is a must. When evaluating the effectiveness of insulation 

construction, common physical quantities rather than specialized indicators might improve the 

efficiency of communication with the building owner. 
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Chapter 3  

Proposal for laboratory-scale crack movement 

simulation methods for repair evaluation 

3.1. Purpose 

This chapter mainly proposed two lab-scale test methods for reproducing the movement of through-

thickness cracks. The test method in this chapter can provide an accessible way to evaluate the 

effectiveness and durability of various repair solutions under the influence of crack movement. 

To this end, this chapter gave measurements of through-thickness crack movement on actual 

buildings, and their movement mechanism diagrams. The factors that may affect the movement 

amplitude were also discussed and summarized to provide a basis for the establishment of the test 

methods. After the practicality and stability of the proposed test methods were verified, an application 

example for the effect of specimen temperature reduction on the crack movement was also given. We 

believe that the optimum crack repair solution can be selected by establishing the test methods that 

simulate the opening and closing of cracks at the laboratory scale. 

3.2. Mo e ent of through thickness cracks in actua   ui dings 

3.2.1. Monitoring of crack movement 

To exclude the influence of individual cases and to improve the representation of the measurement 

results, our team conducted measurements of cracks on actual buildings at different latitudes in Japan: 

Hokkaido (higher latitude, colder region), Hiroshima Prefecture (lower latitude, warmer region), and 

Aichi Prefecture area (central region of Japan). This paper reports the measurement results of through-

thickness cracks in Hiroshima Prefecture. 

The measurement object was a pharmaceutical warehouse building located at Hiroshima University 

in Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan. The through-thickness crack was located on the exterior wall of the 

reinforced concrete structure, as shown in Figure 3–1. The wall surface temperature and change in 

crack width were measured by Type T Thermocouples and KG-2 A Crack Displacement Transducers 

respectively. Displacement transducers were mounted across the cracks on the concrete surface to 

continuously monitor the change in the crack width over time. Its waterproof structure allows this 

transducer to make stable measurements outdoors over a long period of time, with sensitivity and 

capacity of 1500 × 10−6 strain/mm and ±2 mm, respectively. The effect of temperature variations on 

this sensor is negligible. The specifications of the displacement transducers used in this work for the 
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continuous monitoring of the crack width change are listed in Table 3–1. The preparation before the 

monitoring is the same for two types of transducers, taking the PI-2-50 as an example, and the 

procedure is shown in Figure 3–2. The data recording interval is 10 minutes. 

 

 

 

Figure 3–1 Measurement object appearance (Hiroshima University, Hiroshima 

Prefecture, Japan). 
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Table 3–1 Information on transducers. 

Type KG-2A Crack Displacement Transducer 
PI-2-50 Pi-shape Displacement 

Transducer 

Dimensions 

  

Capacity ±2 mm ±2 mm 

Sensitivity 1500 × 10−6 strain/mm 2000 × 10−6 strain/mm 

Allowed 

temperature 

range 

−20 ◦C – 60 ◦C 0 ◦C – 60 ◦C 

Weight 180 g 40 g 

 

 

Figure 3–2 Preparation procedures for monitoring (data such as temperature 

calibration factors and temperature characteristic e uations for each sensor 

are provided by the manufacturer). 

The results of the wall surface temperature are shown in Figure 3–3. Among them, the results for 

the outdoor side are from October 28 to November 1 (Period I). However, the indoor side measurement 

results for the same period could not be obtained because of an instrument malfunction, thus the graph 

shows the temperature results from November 3 to 7 (Period II). In addition, the air temperature data 

for Period I to Period II were all available, as shown in Figure 3–4. Excluding the gray area periods 
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in the Figure 3–4, the air temperatures of Period I and Period II are approximately the same, and 

according to the local weather station data, the daylight hours on these days were approximately the 

same, which means that the climatic conditions were approximately the same. Therefore, in the 

subsequent discussion, the gray time domain in Figure 3–4 is discarded and the indoor side wall 

surface temperature of Period II is used to represent that of Period I. 

 

Figure 3–3  all surface temperature over time (Hiroshima University, 

Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan, 2021). 

 

 

Figure 3–4 Air temperature over time (Hiroshima University, Hiroshima 

Prefecture, Japan, 2021). 

The changes in crack width are shown in Figure 3–5. The curves were obtained by considering the 

initial crack width as zero, with larger values indicating crack opening and smaller values indicating 

closing. Here, the trend of crack width change showed a strong correlation with temperature change. 

When the temperature increased in the daytime, the outdoor side cracks were closed, while the indoor 

side cracks were opened. Subsequently, after the temperature recovered at night, the crack width 

returned to its initial state. This may be related to the inconsistent temperature variation of the indoor 

and outdoor surfaces during that period, that is, the existence of a temperature gradient in the cross-

section of the wall. 
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(a) Crack 1 

 

(b) Crack 2 

 

(c) Crack 3 

 

(d) Crack 4 

 

(e) Crack 5 

  

Figure 3–5 Crack width change over time (Hiroshima University, Hiroshima 

Prefecture, Japan, 2021). 
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Overall, based on measurements in actual buildings, it was found that a particular pattern of 

movement of through-thickness cracks can be monitored when a large temperature difference exists 

between the indoor and outdoor sides. When the outdoor temperature rises, expansion stresses are 

generated on the outdoor surface of the wall. There is no thermal expansion on the indoor surface at 

this time, which leads to a stress imbalance in the cross-section of the wall. In addition, the through-

thickness crack makes the wall structure non-integral, and under this stress state, a characteristic 

bending-like movement occurs. In this case, the indoor crack is represented as an opening movement. 

The outdoor crack is represented as a closing movement in the in-plane direction of the wall, once the 

temperature expansion component is greater than the reduction caused by bending. Afterwards, when 

the temperature difference decreases, the driving force of the movement becomes smaller, and the 

crack width returns to its original equilibrium state. 

3.2.2. Discussions of factors that may affect the crack movement 

In this subsection, we discuss the relationship between crack movement and three variables: the 

temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor surfaces of the wall, the strength of restraining 

force from the main structure, and the initial width of the crack. Although other variables may also 

affect the crack movement, the currently available measurement data demonstrate only the relationship 

between crack movement and these three variables; therefore, the other variables will not be discussed 

in this paper. The definition of the terms and the calculations involved in the discussions are shown in 

Figure 3–6. To exclude the effect of concrete shrinkage behavior as much as possible, the crack widths 

were set to zero at 0:00 each day during data processing. 

 

Figure 3–6 Terms and the calculations involved in the discussions. 
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(1) Temperature conditions 

As previously mentioned, the presence of temperature difference leads to a characteristic opening 

and closing movement of the through-thickness cracks. Therefore, the measured temperature 

difference versus movement amplitude for five days is plotted. The crack movement amplitude here 

was the difference between the crack width change on the two surfaces, which was taken to indicate 

the level of crack movement in this study. A larger value means that the difference in stress on the 

repair material or concrete at different locations in the wall cross-section is greater. In other words, the 

greater the movement amplitude, the more likely or earlier repair failure would occur. To get more 

positive values, the crack movement amplitude is calculated by subtracting the value of the crack width 

change on the high-temperature side from that on the low-temperature side. 

In this section, cracks in Hiroshima (Figure 3–7), Aichi (Figure 3–8) and Hokkaido (Figure 3–9) 

are discussed. These data contain both warm weather in summer and cold weather conditions in winter. 

As shown in Figure 3–8(a), the measurement object located in Aichi Prefecture was a through-

thickness crack that occurred in a reinforced concrete exterior wall on the first floor. The measurement 

object in Hokkaido was a through-thickness crack occurring in the cantilevered wall of a five-story 

reinforced concrete building. The dry shrinkage crack penetrated through the wall from south to north, 

and the east side of the wall was restrained by its connection to the main building structure, as shown 

in Figure 3–9(a). 

 

Figure 3–7 Relationship between temperature difference and crack 

movement amplitude in five cracks over five days (Hiroshima University, 

Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan, 2021). 
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(a) Measurement 

appearance 

 

(b)  arm days in summer 

  

Figure 3–8 Relationship between temperature difference and crack width 

change in five days (Chubu University, Aichi Prefecture, Japan, 2019). 

 

 

(a) Measurement 

appearance 

 

(b) Cold days in winter 

  

Figure 3–9 Relationship between temperature difference and crack width 

change in five days (Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan, 2018). 

In Figure 3–7, the greater the temperature difference, the greater the crack movement amplitude 

tends to be. All five cracks roughly conform to this pattern, except that the slope of each differs. From 

Figure 3–8(b), on days with a large temperature difference, the crack movement amplitude is also 

large, and there is a linear correlation. However, the data on August 16 had a significant deviation. In 

fact, the local precipitation for that day changed dramatically because of a typhoon. Concrete manifests 
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wet expansion deformation when the moisture content of concrete increases via the seeping of water 

into the pores of the concrete [131][132]. In addition, the shrinkage of concrete can be greatly inhibited 

by rainfall and the loss of solar radiation [133][134]. These factors could explain the deviation of the 

crack movement on August 16. In this case, because the focus is only on the effect of temperature 

difference, a linear relationship is simulated for the data of the other four days, and a coefficient of 

determination of 0.92 is obtained. In addition, Figure 3–9(b) shows an example of the relationship 

between temperature difference and movement amplitude during cold days. The temperature 

difference existed for a shorter period, and the data points in the big temperature difference part are 

more dispersed; thus, the coefficient of determination is 0.81. 

In general, the temperature difference between the two surfaces of the wall is considered to have a 

strong linear relationship with the opening and closing movement of the through-thickness cracks; the 

greater the temperature difference, the larger the movement amplitude. 

(2) Restraining force conditions 

A numerical simulation analysis of the effect of member constraint conditions on crack movement 

has been reported in previous research, but analysis of data measured from actual buildings has not 

been done. In this subsection, the data measured by our team in Hokkaido are utilized for discussion. 

Data for the days with the approximate maximum temperature differences between the two surfaces 

of the wall throughout the year are chosen as the subject of the present discussion. The selected data 

period is from October 18 to 22, 2018. As shown in Figure 3–9(a), measurement was done at two 

points on each of the north and south sides, such that Position-1 was located at the end, and Position-

2 was placed closer to the main structure. Position-2 was subjected to greater restraint than Position-

1. 

Figure 3–10 shows the graph of the temperature difference versus movement amplitude for two 

positions over five days. When the temperature conditions at the two positions are almost the same, 

there was a difference in the crack movement amplitude, implying that the restraining force can affect 

the crack movement. The approximation curve of Position-1 (0.0031) has a larger slope value than 

that of Position-2 (0.0025). Therefore, it implies that the smaller the restraining force, the larger the 

movement amplitude of the through-thickness cracks. In this example, the crack occurred in a 

cantilevered wall where the external restraint was primarily from the main structure. In a typical 

building exterior wall, the external constraints may be from beams and columns. It is hypothesized 

that the amplitude of the crack movement may be smaller near the beams and columns, and the 

amplitude of the cracks at the window and door openings may be larger. 
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Figure 3–10 Relationship between temperature difference and crack width 

change in five days for Position-1 and Position-2 (Sapporo, Hokkaido, 

Japan,2018). 

(3) Initial crack width 

The crack width is a very important indicator for selecting a repair solution; thus, the relationship 

between crack width and crack movement is chosen for discussion. Nine cracks are selected, and the 

crack width of the objects at night, without solar radiation, is considered as the initial crack width. The 

details of the target cracks are listed in Table 3–2. However, the movement amplitudes of all cracks 

could not be provided because of missing data. Considering that the movement of the through-

thickness cracks is characterized by the changes in temperature, the outdoor cracks are closed, and the 

indoor cracks are opened. Normally, during the daytime when temperatures are rising, cracks should 

be closed owing to concrete expansions. If the indoor side cracks are opened during this time, then 

this may represent a characteristic opening and closing movement of the through-thickness cracks 

taking place. Following this idea, the maximum value of the indoor crack width change during daytime 

hours is considered in the discussion of the relationship with the initial crack width. Although a larger 

indoor crack width change does not represent a larger crack movement amplitude, this is regarded as 

a reasonable application of the currently available data. Moreover, to exclude the effect of temperature 

difference as a driving force of the movement, data with a temperature difference of around 10 ◦C are 

utilized as much as possible. For those cracks for which temperature data were not available, the data 

for the day that had the largest crack width change during the measurement periods (about a week) 

were used. 
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Table 3–2 Information on object cracks. 

No

. 

Initial 

crack 

width 

(mm)*1 

Object crack description 

Temperature Daily crack movement 

Time of the 

data 

Indoor side 

surface 

temperature 

(◦C) 

Outdoor side 

surface 

temperature 

(◦C) 

Temperature 

difference 

(◦C) 

Maximum 

indoor side 

crack width 

change 

(mm)*2 

Maximum 

outdoor side 

crack width 

change 

(mm)*3 

Maximum 

Movement 

amplitude 

(mm) 

1 
0.05 

(indoor) 

Crack in the cold joint on the 

south wall of the eighth floor 
30.9 ― ― 0.051 ― ― 2006/8/15 

2 
0.15 

(indoor) 

Crack in the diagonal direction 

at the opening of the wall on 

the north side of the sixth floor 

30.9 ― ― 0.018 ― ― 2006/8/15 

3 
0.15 

(indoor) 

Dry shrinkage crack in the 

cantilever wall on the first 

floor 

20.9 30.5 9.6 0.008 0.021 0.029 2018/9/19 

4 
0.30 

(outdoor) 

Dry shrinkage crack in the first 

floor walls 
33.4 42.9 9.5 0.006 0.033 0.040 2019/8/14 

5 
0.35 

(indoor) 

Crack in the diagonal direction 

at the opening of the wall on 

the south side of the sixth floor 

30.3 ― ― 0.056 ― ― 2006/8/15 

6 
0.45 

(indoor) 

Crack in the diagonal direction 

at the opening of the wall on 

the south side of the third floor 

24.8 35.0 10.2 0.043 0.040 0.083 2007/9/27 

7 
0.45 

(indoor) 

Dry shrinkage crack in the 

middle of the narrow wall of 

the second floor in the 

longitudinal direction 

25.6 34.3 8.7 0.029 ― ― 2007/9/26 

8 
0.60 

(indoor) 

Dry shrinkage crack at the end 

of the eighth-floor wall in 

diagonal direction 

― ― ― 0.056 ― ― 2005/9/22 

9 
2.00 

(indoor) 

Crack in the diagonal direction 

at the opening of the wall on 

the north side of the sixth floor 

― ― ― 0.023 ― ― 2005/9/8 

10 

0.25 

(indoor) 

0.60 

(outdoor) 

Dry shrinkage cracks in the 

vertical direction at the 

opening of the wall 

― 27.9 ― 0.008 0.016 0.023 2021/10/29 

11 

0.40 

(indoor) 

0.50 

(outdoor) 

Dry shrinkage cracks in the 

vertical direction at the 

opening of the wall 

― 27.9 ― 0.013 0.006 0.019 2021/10/29 

12 

0.15 

(indoor) 

0.35 

(outdoor) 

Dry shrinkage cracks in 

diagonal direction at the 

opening of the wall 

― 27.9 ― 0.019 0.040 0.059 2021/10/29 

13 

0.20 

(indoor) 

0.35 

(outdoor) 

Dry shrinkage cracks in 

diagonal direction at the 

opening of the wall 

― 27.9 ― 0.040 0.013 0.053 2021/10/29 

14 

0.30 

(indoor) 

0.35 

(outdoor) 

Dry shrinkage cracks in 

vertical direction near the 

foundation beam of the wall 

― 27.9 ― 0.048 0.029 0.077 2021/10/29 

 

*1 For the cases where the entire crack was not consistent in width, the local crack width at the monitoring point has been noted. 

*2 The crack movement on the indoor side was the opening movement. 

*3 The crack movement on the outdoor side was the closing movement. 
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The relationship between the initial crack width (using the width of indoor side, except for No.4 

crack) and the daily maximum value of the indoor side crack width change is summarized in Figure 

3–11. The magnitude of the crack movement seems to be unrelated to the initial crack width. 

Considering the limitations of the data, it is not completely certain that there is no influence 

relationship between the two, but it is certain that the influence coefficient of crack width is extremely 

small. It is indicated that narrow cracks may also undergo large opening and closing movements like 

wide cracks. This needs to be considered when selecting crack repair solutions. 

 

Figure 3–11 Relationship between initial crack width and maximum indoor 

side crack width change for each crack. 

3.3.    a  sca e test  ethod for reproducing the  o e ent of 
through thickness cracks 

3.3.1. A proposal of crack movement reproduction test method 

(1) Experimental specimens 

Commercially available ready-mixed mortar conforming to JASS 15 (bulk density: 1737 kg/m3) 

was utilized. The ratio of fine aggregate to cement was 3:1 and the water-to-cement ratio was 0.6. The 

28-day compressive strength was 30.7 N/mm2 (testing method: JIS R 5201). These mortar mix 

proportions are only an example and are not a mandatory condition for this test method. 

First, considering the versatility of the test method, commercially available styrene square boxes 

were utilized as molds for mortar specimens; therefore, the specimen dimensions here are of no 

particular significance and are considered feasible even with slight changes. To ensure that the 

specimens with through-thickness cracks remain whole, two 5 mm diameter threaded rods were pre-

embedded. Cracks were induced by greased metal or resin sheets of appropriate thickness. The mortar 

was then mixed and poured into the mold. Next, after the initial setting of the mortar, the sheets used 

to generate the crack were pulled out towards the upside and downside, respectively. Finally, 

specimens were cured at 20 ◦C, RH 60% for 28 days. Examples of mold and specimen dimensions are 

shown in Figure 3–12(a) and Figure 3–12(b), respectively. 
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(a) Mold for specimen 

 

(b) Specimen dimensions 

  

Figure 3–12 Mold for making through-thickness crack specimens and 

dimensions of experimental specimens. 

(2) Proposals for experimental setup based on numerical simulations 

As previously discussed, temperature difference is the driving force for the opening and closing 

movement of through-thickness cracks. When reproducing it on a lab-scale, the thermal load is not 

difficult to achieve; however, the challenge is to retrain the experimental specimen. For this reason, 

the Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis is employed to simulate the experimental state to give a 

reference for the development of the experimental setup. Note that the numerical simulations involved 

here are a highly simplified model and are only a reference for simulating the restraining approach. 

The analysis was carried out using the 3D FEM program, ANSYS Workbench. The dimensions of 

the numerical model are shown in Figure 3–12(b), and the material properties are shown in Table 3–

3. The threaded rod was simulated using the ‘‘structural steel’’ unit that comes with the system. One 

side of the model was assumed to be the outdoor surface of the wall, and a heating operation was 

performed on it. The opposite side of this surface was assumed to be the indoor surface. To correspond 

with the measurement results of the displacement sensor during the actual building measurement, the 

deformation in the X-direction at the cracks was observed here. The settings for analysis are shown in 

Table 3–4. In the thermal loading of the assumed outdoor surface, a total of 6 sub-steps were set, and 

the sub-step end time was 6 s. ‘‘Transient Thermal’’ and ‘‘Transient Structural’’ analysis systems were 

utilized. The link between the analysis systems is shown in Figure 3–13. This numerical simulation is 

a highly simplified model for the reference of constraint conceptions selection only. 
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Table 3–3 Material properties for FEM analysis. 

Property  Mortar Threaded rod Unit 

Density  2100 7800 kg/m3 

Isotropic Secant Coefficient of 

Thermal Expansion 

Coefficient of Thermal 

Expansion 
1.5E−0.5 1.2E−05 1/K 

Isotropic Elasticity 
Young’s Modulus 2E+10 2E+11 Pa 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.2 0.3 ― 

Isotropic Thermal 

Conductivity 
 1.51 60.5 W/(m K) 

Specific Heat, Cp  700 434 J/(kg K) 

 

Table 3–4 Details of settings. 

Mesh method Tetrahedrons 

 

Body sizing 5 mm 

Nodes 205922 

Elements 144316 

Contact type Bonded 

Step controls Defined by substeps 

 

 

Figure 3–13 Analysis systems and their links. 

The first conception was to screw the threaded rod to fix the specimen to a device. The applied force 

corresponding to the FEM model is represented in Figure 3–14(a). The deformation at the highest 

temperature is shown in Figure 3–14(b). The changes in temperature and crack width for the full sub-

steps are shown in Figure 3–14(c). Thermal expansion can be seen to have occurred on the outdoor 
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surface, but because this was a free surface, most of the deformation was concentrated at the ends 

rather than at the crack. Coupled with the fact that cracks on both indoor and outdoor sides are opening 

movements under thermal history, this concept is considered unworkable. 

 

(a) Schematic diagram of fixing 

method 

 

(b) Deformation in X-direction of sub-

step 6 

 

(c) Results of temperature and crack width change for each sub-step 

  

Figure 3–14 Numerical simulation to fix specimen  Conception one. 

Based on this, the second conception was to strengthen the constraint at both the ends of the 

specimen to make the deformation more concentrated at the cracks (Figure 3–15(a)). From the 

deformation results in Figure 3–15(b), the amount of expansion on the assumed outdoor side mostly 

occurred at the cracks. With increasing temperature, the model showed the expected movement pattern 

of the outdoor cracks closing and the indoor cracks opening. However, the crack width change in the 

full sub-steps (Figure 3–15(c)) revealed that the indoor side cracks were opened by approximately 

0.01 mm in a small order of magnitude, possibly because the constraints were too strong; therefore, 

Conception two was considered to have room for improvement. 
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(a) Schematic diagram of fixing 

method 

 

(b) Deformation in X-direction of sub-

step 6 

 

(c) Results of temperature and crack width change for each sub-step 

  

Figure 3–15 Numerical simulation to fix specimen  Conception two. 

Thus, Conception three was to weaken the restraining force on the indoor side (Figure 3–16(a)). In 

this case, Figure 3–16(b) was obtained, and the characteristic opening and closing movement of the 

through-thickness crack was still satisfied. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3–16(c), the crack width 

changes on the indoor and outdoor sides were of the same order of magnitude. 
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(a) Schematic diagram of fixing 

method 

 

(b) Deformation in X-direction of sub-

step 6 

 

(c) Results of temperature and crack width change for each sub-step 

  

Figure 3–16 Numerical simulation to fix specimen  Conception three. 

In summary, it was inferred that asymmetric forms of restraining force on the indoor and outdoor 

sides may be the key to reproduce the crack movement at lab-scale, which provides an approach for 

the development of a test method. Note that symmetric restraint can also reproduce the bending-like 

movement; however, the asymmetric restraint is chosen to be closer to the movement pattern of the 

onsite buildings. This can be explained by the fact that the larger the amplitude available in the 

experiment, the more variables can be adjusted, and more cracks can be reproduced. 

(3) Experimental setup and procedure 

The experimental setup was designed according to Conception three described in the above section. 

As illustrated by Figure 3–17(a), the restraining device contained three parallel stainless-steel plates 

and four support rods. The two plates that had contact with the experimental specimen were designed 

with notches to facilitate fixing the specimen. The threaded rods were held by nuts and washers to 

provide the end surface-fixed support displayed in Figure 3–16(a). Two round steel rods were placed 
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in the notches such that they were sandwiched between the specimen and the device to supply the 

linear fixed support shown in Figure 3–16(a). A photo of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 

3–17(b). An infrared lamp was used for thermal loading. The irradiated side was assumed to be the 

outdoor side, and the opposite unirradiated side was the indoor side. 

 

(a) Sketch of experimental setup 

 

(b) Photo of experimental setup 

  

Figure 3–17 Lab-scale crack movement reproduction experimental setup. 

The experimental procedure was irradiated for one hour, followed by natural cooling at 20 ◦C. The 

distance between the infrared lamp and experimental specimen was 100 mm. For measurements, two 

PI2-50 Pi-shape Displacement Transducers were placed on the indoor and outdoor surfaces of the 

experimental specimen, and two Type T Thermocouples were placed in the same position as the 

displacement transducers. The transducer could be easily accessed at the laboratory scale owing to its 

simple structure, with sensitivity and capacity of 2000 × 10−6 strain/mm and ±2 mm, respectively. The 

effect of temperature variations on this sensor is negligible. Further details on displacement 

transducers and monitoring preparation are presented in Table 3–1 and Figure 3–2,respectively. 

During the experiment, all parts other than the specimens were shielded with plasterboard or insulating 

material to avoid direct radiation and unwanted thermal expansion. In addition, the transducers were 

ensured to be within the specified allowed temperature range. 

(4) Experimental results 

An example of the result for crack movement reproduction experiment is shown in Figure 3–18. 

The maximum outdoor surface temperature was 54.2 ◦C, while the maximum indoor surface 

temperature, delayed by 14 min, was 32.1 ◦C; these were reasonable temperatures that could occur. In 
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addition, when the temperature increased, the crack width on the indoor and outdoor sides went in the 

opposite directions. The outdoor side crack closed, and the indoor side crack opened by approximately 

0.039 mm and 0.031 mm, respectively. The change on the indoor side is slightly smaller than that on 

the outdoor side, consistent with the measured trend of the actual building. Furthermore, when the 

temperature decreased, and the temperature gradient disappeared, the crack width returned to its initial 

state. Therefore, it is confirmed that the proposed test method can reproduce the same opening and 

closing movement pattern of through-thickness cracks as in reality. 

 

Figure 3–18 Temperature and crack width change over time in lab-scale 

reproduction test method. 

3.3.2. Discussions on the practicality of the test method 

Practicality refers to the ability of the proposed test method to reproduce a wide range of crack 

movements consistent with actual buildings. Through-thickness cracks may be affected by temperature, 

restraining forces, etc., producing a wide variety of movement amplitudes. Thus, experiments on the 

reproduction of these experimental variables were performed. 

(1) Influence of temperature conditions 

It is known that for the same crack, the amount of crack width change is strongly correlated with 

the temperature difference. To reproduce this relationship, five groups of experiments were carried out 

on the same experimental specimen. The distance between the infrared lamp and specimen was 

adjusted to obtain different values of temperature difference. The distance ranged from 100 mm to 300 

mm, with 50 mm adjustment in each group. The results of crack width change for each experimental 

group after one hour of thermal load are shown in Figure 3–19. 
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Figure 3–19 Relationship between temperature difference and crack width 

change in the reproduction experiment. 

From the results, the higher the temperature difference, the greater the crack width change. The 

results show a strong linear correlation between them. Therefore, it could be proven that the main 

driving force for the crack opening and closing movement in this reproduction experiment, same as in 

reality, is the temperature difference. Additionally, different crack movement amplitudes can be 

obtained by adjusting the distance between the lamp and specimen. A variety of experimental variables 

can be provided in the future evaluation of crack repair effectiveness, which can be considered as the 

advantage of this test method. 

(2) Influence of restraining force conditions 

It is demonstrated that the restraining force from the main structure affects the crack movement 

amplitude. As introduced, the experiment was performed using washers and nuts to hold the specimen 

to the device. Thus, an adjustable break torque wrench was employed to achieve different restraining 

forces by quantificationally adjusting the torque. Three experiment groups were performed with the 

torque of 1.0 N⋅m, 2.0 N⋅m, and 3.0 N⋅m, respectively. 

As seen in Figure 3–20, the greater the torque, the smaller the crack opening and closing movement. 

This means that when the temperature, driving force of the movement, and other conditions are the 

same, if the external force becomes larger, then the crack movement becomes smaller. Therefore, it is 

possible to reproduce the law of restraining force on crack movement at lab-scale, and the fact that it 

was achieved by various experimental groups having different movement amplitudes by adjusting the 

torque, illustrates the operability of this experimental method. 
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Figure 3–20 Relationship between tor ue and crack width change in the 

reproduction experiment. 

(3) Influence of initial crack width 

The initial crack width is not correlated with the crack movement amplitude in actual buildings. To 

test this, reproduction experiments were also carried out at lab-scale. Multiple specimens with different 

initial crack widths were prepared by adjusting the thickness of the metal or resin sheets in the mold 

(Figure 3–12(a)), and the accurate initial crack width of the finished specimens was measured using 

a microscope. These experimental groups were performed under the same conditions as described in 

Section 3.3.1. To correspond to the data measured in the actual building, only the maximum value of 

the indoor crack width change was selected. The results are shown in Figure 3–21. 

 

Figure 3–21 Relationship between initial crack width and maximum indoor 

side crack width change in reproduction experiment. 

In Figure 3–21, the data points of crack width change versus initial crack width show irregular 

distribution. On the one hand, the correlation between the two may indeed be very small, which still 

requires more investigation of on-site data. On the other hand, in this experiment, there are other 

experimental factors besides temperature difference and torque that may affect the crack movement, 
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thus leading to deviations. Note that the experimental specimens in the figure were not made in the 

same period of research. Thus, there are some slight differences between specimens: the position of 

the inside threaded rods, the cutout shapes of the metal or resin sheets used to make cracks, and the 

adhesive position of the displacement transducer in the experiment. In addition, for narrow crack, 

when there is a local lump inside the crack owing to poor fabrication, the movement may be obstructed 

to affect the movement amplitude thus causing errors. More on the human operation error of the 

experiment is presented in the next subsection. In general, it is currently confirmed that small cracks 

can also display large movement amplitudes. The proposed test method enables reproduction at lab-

scale, making it possible to evaluate the effectiveness of crack repair for various crack widths and 

movement amplitudes. 

3.3.3. Discussions on the stability of the test method 

The stability of the proposed test method is discussed by error analysis in this subsection. One 

mortar experimental specimen (1 mm initial crack width) was performed ten times in reproduction 

experiments (named 1st–10th) by different persons. The experimental procedure was as described in 

Section 3.3.1, except that the cooling time was extended to six hours so that the specimens could cool 

down to the initial ambient temperature. The temperature conditions here were the same, thus only the 

curves of the crack width change are presented. 

As seen from Figure 3–22, all ten experimental groups were able to reproduce the phenomenon of 

through-thickness crack movement by the proposed test method. The opening and closing of the indoor 

and outdoor surfaces of each group differed, but the group with a large movement amplitude also had 

larger residual values after cooling. Thus, it was also implying that in future experiments, the 

difference between the crack width change at the end point of cooling and the end point of heating 

should be considered as the movement amplitude for each experiment. The average amplitude of these 

ten experimental groups was about 0.095 mm, and the coefficient of variation was 7.73%, which 

proved that the error caused by human operation during the experimental setup was small, and the test 

method had good stability and universality. Note that the cause of the error could be a slight movement 

of the experimental specimen. The diameter of the threaded rods in the specimen is 5 mm, while the 

diameter of the pre-drilled holes in the experimental device is 12 mm. This spatial difference could 

lead to a shift in the geometric center or a twisting of the central axis of the specimen during each 

experiment. Thus, a more precise specimen placement needs to be specified in advance to reduce this 

error when using this experimental method. 
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Figure 3–22 Results of one experimental specimen repeated ten times. 

3.3.4. Efficiency of lowing temperature on reducing crack movement 

It has been shown that temperature is the main driving force for crack movement and this movement 

will inevitably result in structural weakness. This means that in practical applications, reducing the 

temperature gradient may also be an important part of the crack repair work. Thus, the specific effect 

of reducing the temperature gradient on the crack movement is the subject of the experiments in this 

section. 

(1) Experimental procedure 

First, a crack movement reproduction experiment was conducted on the mortar specimens, and the 

proposed lab-scale reproduction test method was employed (Figure 3–17). Mortar specimens with 1 

mm through-thickness cracks were prepared. The distance between the infrared lamp and specimen 

was set to 100 mm, and the torque of the nut for fixing the specimen was controlled at 1.0 N⋅m. The 

experiments were performed at a constant temperature of 20 ◦C. The heating procedure was one hour 

of infrared irradiation followed by six hours of natural cooling to ensure that the specimens returned 

to ambient temperature. For measurements, the displacement transducer and thermocouple were still 

set at the position shown in Figure 3–17, which is the upper part of the specimen surface (named 

‘‘up’’). In addition, two more temperature measurement points were set at the geometric centers of the 

indoor and outdoor surfaces of the specimens (named ‘‘mid’’) to capture the maximum temperature of 

the irradiated center. 

The next step was to apply various waterproof coatings to reduce the temperature gradient. The 

specimens were kept in a fixed state on the device, and the outdoor surface was coated. After coating, 

two more temperature measurement points were set at the same positions (‘‘up’’ and ‘‘mid’’) on the 

coating surface. 

Finally, a crack movement reproduction test was conducted again under the same experimental 

conditions. The effectiveness of the crack repair is discussed by comparing the measured values of 
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temperature and crack movement before and after coating. 

(2) Experimental material variables 

Four types of water-based acrylic waterproof coatings (JIS A6021) were considered in this 

experiment. These coatings can be classified according to the thermal insulation property (thermal 

insulation coatings (named T) and non-insulated coatings (named N)), and according to the top coating 

color (color A (named CA) and color B (named CB)). Each coating was applied on three specimens 

(named 1, 2, and 3), and the dosage, operation and other details were based on the manufacturer’s 

coating instructions. Photos of the coating process are shown in Figure 3–23. 

 

Figure 3–23 Photos of waterproof coating process. 

(3) Results 

The results of the experimental specimen T-CA-1, as a representative, after being irradiated for one 

hour are shown in Figure 3–24. The temperature at the same position on the mortar surface 

significantly decreased after coating, with the largest reduction of 11.3 ◦C in the center of the outdoor 

surface. As the temperature decreased, the temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor 

surfaces of the specimen also became smaller, leading to less driving force for the crack opening and 

closing movement; thus, the crack width change and movement amplitude are also significantly 

reduced. 

 

(a) Temperature results 

 

(b) Crack width results 

  

Figure 3–24 Reproduction experimental results before and after coating under 

same thermal load. 
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(4) Discussions 

To quantitatively evaluate the reduction effect of coating on temperature and crack movement, the 

T ratio is proposed: 

𝛾 =
𝐴

𝐵
(3 − 1) 

where γ is the ratio of ‘‘after repair to before repair’’, which indicates the reduction capacity of coatings. 

A and B are the values of temperature or crack width change after and before coating, respectively. 

The smaller the ratio γ, the better the coating’s ability to reduce temperature and crack movement. 

When γ is greater than 1.0, it implies that there is no reduction effect. The average values of three 

experimental specimens for each coating were calculated and plotted in Figure 3–25. 

 

Figure 3–25 γ ratios of temperature and crack movement for each coating. 

For the specimens coated with non-insulated performance coatings (N), the temperature did not 

decrease, which may be explained by the reduced heat convection on the mortar surface caused by the 

coating cover, resulting in a tendency of heat storage. Nevertheless, the non-insulated coatings (N) 

still exhibited the ability to inhibit crack movement. This may indicate that the mechanical properties 

of the coating itself or the adhesion to the mortar dispersed the stresses and thus could reduce the crack 

movement. 

For the thermal insulation coatings (T), the reduction in temperature led to a very significant 

reduction in crack movement. However, the T-CB specimens with the best temperature reduction 

capacity did not have the best ability to reduce crack movement. This could happen because more 

reduction capacity was acting on the crack movement on the indoor side, while the inhibition of the 

outdoor crack movement by the coating may have a limiting value or, more likely, an experimental 

error. Additional validation and discussion on this point including increasing the number of specimens 
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and experimental variables, is required. 

The experiment which proves that lowering the specimen surface temperature can reduce the crack 

movement amplitude was conducted and validated. For future crack repair operations, reducing the 

temperature may be considered an efficient way to improve repair effectiveness and durability. 

3.4. Fatigue test  ethod for si u ating  ending  ike 
 o e ents of cracks 

3.4.1. Experimental apparatus 

The fatigue experimental apparatus for simulating the bending-like movement of cracks is shown 

in Figure 3–26. The dimensional drawing of the main part of the apparatus is shown in Figure 3–27. 

The mechanism of the apparatus to achieve the bending-like movement is shown in Figure 3–28. 

 

Figure 3–26 Crack movement fatigue experimental apparatus. 
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Figure 3–27 dimensional drawing of the main part of the apparatus. 

 

 

Figure 3–28 Mechanism for achieving bending-like movement. 

The unit in the middle of the apparatus can be controlled by a hydraulic press to perform an up-and-

down translational movement. This movement allows the specimen to produce the same type bending-

like movement at the cracks as the building exterior wall, thus enabling durability evaluation of the 

repair solutions. The unit's pan has a range to ±2.0 mm and can be controlled with an accuracy of 

0.001 mm. In addition, this device has the advantage that the cycle time is controllable and can be 

measured in seconds to accelerate the experiment period. A cycle is the time it takes for the 
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translational movement unit to complete an upward plus a downward movement. Moreover, the whole 

device can be placed in a constant temperature and humidity chamber to evaluate repair solutions 

under various climates. 

3.4.2. Experimental specimens 

The experimental specimens were commercially available mortar blocks conforming to JIS R 5021. 

The specimen size was 40 × 40 × 160 mm. Two as a pair for making specimens to simulate crack 

repair. Photos of the specimen preparation are shown in Figure 3–29. As shown in Figure 3–30, the 

crack width was 0.5 mm. The specimen surface was cleaned with acetone only, left as cast. Two repair 

methods, injection and surface coating, are discussed in this section. The respective specimen 

preparation procedures are as follows: 

Injection method: 

1. Seal and fix the two mortar blocks using adhesive tape ensuring a crack width of 0.5 mm; 

2. Prepare a hole for epoxy resin injection at the central position at the top of the specimen. 

Prepare small holes on both sides at the bottom of the specimen for air discharge; 

3. Secure the syringe base with sealant and wait for the sealant to fully cure; 

4. Install the syringe and inject the epoxy until the cracks are completely filled; 

5. Remove the syringe kit and tape. 

Surface coating method: 

1. Sandwich the pre-prepared acrylic card between two mortar blocks to ensure that the crack 

width is 0.5 mm. Use C-clamp vise to fix the specimen; 

2. Control the coating width to 30 mm. Apply masking tape around the coating area; 

3. Apply the coating layer by layer according to the manufacturer's instructions; 

4. Remove the masking tape, C-clamp vise, and width control card. 

 

  
 

Figure 3–29 Specimen preparation photos. 
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Figure 3–30 Experimental specimen preparation. 

3.4.3. Validation of experimental methods based on digital image 
correlation (DIC) 

To discuss the effectiveness of the fatigue apparatus, a simple experiment based on the digital image 

correlation (DIC) method is designed in this section. The DIC method is to take two digital images of 

the specimen before and after deformation and obtain the strain information of the area of interest 

(AOI) by correlation calculation.  

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3–31. During the experiment, the light source intensity 

and camera position were kept consistent throughout the experiment. Each frame of the captured image 

is 1920 × 1080 pixels. Image processing was performed using the Vic-2D software from Correlated 

Solutions, with a computational subset of 40 × 40 pixels and an accuracy of 0.020 pixels. 
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Figure 3–31 The look of the DIC method experiment. 

The experimental setup for the injection method specimens was a translational unit movement of 

±0.4 mm with a period of 30 s. The DIC results for the upward and downward arrival vertices are 

shown in Figure 3–32. As shown in the figure, the specimen produced a half-tensioned and half-

compressed strain state at the crack under the effect of the fatigue apparatus. As shown in the figure, 

the specimen produced a half-tensioned and half-compressed strain state at the crack under the effect 

of the fatigue apparatus. In other words, the bending-like movement stress state of the actual building 

through-thickness cracks was reproduced by this experimental method. 

 

Figure 3–32 Injection repair specimens DIC results. 

For surface coating method specimens, the experimental setup was a translational unit movement 

of ±1.0 mm with a period of 30 s. The DIC results for the upward and downward arrival vertices are 

shown in Figure 3–33. As can be seen from the figure, the coating is subjected to compressive stresses 

as the unit travels upward, reproducing the situation of the actual building. However, when the unit 

travels downward, the lack of binding force at the bottom of the specimen caused the strain to be 
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concentrated at the lower crack apex. This resulted in the coating not being subjected to compressive 

stresses of the same magnitude as the tensile stresses. This inevitably affects the validity of the material 

evaluation. Therefore, we believe that in future experiments, the same surface coating should be 

applied to both the upper and lower surfaces of the specimen to ensure a reasonable distribution of 

strain. 

 

Figure 3–33 Surface coating repair specimens DIC results. 

3.5.  ir  eakage test for crack detection 

3.5.1. Air leakage test method 

Currently the harmfulness of cracks in buildings and the choice of repair methods are mainly based 

on the width of the cracks. In addition, to obtain information about the development inside the crack, 

complex equipment such as ultrasonic and radar may be required. For this purpose, our team proposed 

a simple experimental set for crack detection. 

This air pressure sensor-based experimental set can determine the state of the crack based on the 

change rate of the air pressure inside the negative pressure chamber. The mechanism diagram of the 

experimental set is shown in Figure 3–34. Cracks can be the path for substances such as air and water 

to ingress into the concrete, causing corrosion, spalling and other problems. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to assess the harmfulness of cracks by evaluating the condition of air leakage. The air in the chamber 

was manually pumped to a certain negative air pressure, and then the suction cup was placed on the 

measured surface. After the valve was opened, the crack condition of the measured surface could be 

determined by evaluating the air pressure in the air chamber. The air pressure sensor can record up to 

1000 data per second. The advantage of this experiment set is that it is lightweight, small, and portable. 

Simple operation allows anyone to detect cracks quickly and quantitatively. 
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Figure 3–34 Air leakage experiment set mechanism. 

3.5.2. Laboratory validation experiment 

Our team conducted a simple validation experiment of this test method. The experimental photo is 

shown in Figure 3–35. A 10 × 10 × 40 cm concrete specimen was bent until it fractured, creating a 

natural shape through-thickness crack. The ends of the specimens were clamped using a C vise clamp. 

The clamp was adjusted to add torque to obtain different widths of the through-thickness cracks. The 

widths of these crack were measured using a microscope. Air leakage experiments were performed for 

these widths of cracks and the results are shown in Figure 3–36. 

 

Figure 3–35 A simple validation experiment of air leakage test method. 
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Figure 3–36 Results of air leakage experiments in the laboratory. 

In Figure 3–36, the air pressure inside the negative air chamber varies with time and approaches 

standard atmospheric pressure. Note that the standard atmospheric pressure is zeroed in this 

experiment. For through-thickness cracks with the same internal shape, the larger the width, the faster 

the change in air pressure. This makes it possible to evaluate the harmfulness of the crack quantitatively. 

Moreover, extending the experiment time, the test can detect very small cracks. 

3.5.3. Survey of actual buildings 

Our team also conducted air leakage tests on the exterior walls of the actual building (same building 

as Section 3.2.1). The measurements included through-thickness cracks (Cracks A, C and D), surface 

crack (Crack B), and non-cracked areas, and the results are shown in Figure 3–37. Note that the crack 

surface width was measured using a crack width ruler. In the results, the difference in air leakage rate 

between various measurement locations is very obvious, indicating that the air leakage experiment can 

be used to detect the harmfulness of cracks. It was also found that observing only the surface width of 

the crack may underestimate the harmfulness of the crack, for example, at 0.1 mm of crack C. 
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Figure 3–37 Results of air leakage from cracks in the exterior walls of an 

actual building. 

3.6.  onc usions 

This chapter aims to establish test methods for the simulating of through-thickness crack movements 

to make lab-scale evaluation experiments possible. The main conclusions of this chapter are as follows: 

1. In most cases, the temperature difference in wall cross-sections causes the through-thickness 

cracks to undergo a bending-like movement: when the temperature changes, cracks on the high-

temperature side close and cracks on the low-temperature side open. This movement is a form of 

combined temperature and mechanical load deterioration that acts almost daily on the crack repair 

area. 

2. The daily movement amplitude of the through-thickness crack is proportional to the temperature 

gradient of the wall cross-section, inversely proportional to the strength of the restraining force 

applied, and not significantly related to the initial crack width. 

3. FEM numerical simulations reveal that imposing asymmetric restraining forces on the high and 

low temperature sides of the experimental specimen may be a more optimal solution for 

reproducing the bending-like movement of through-thickness cracks at the lab-scale. 

4. The proposed experimental setup was verified to be effective in simulating the characteristic 

movement patterns of through-thickness cracks and satisfying the deterioration form of the 

combined temperature and mechanical loading. The proposed test method reproduced the crack 

movement that satisfies the relationship between the movement amplitude and temperature 

difference, restraining force, and initial crack width in real buildings. In addition, this method can 

achieve a wide variety of experimental groups by adjusting parameters such as the infrared lamp 

intensity, wrench torque, and crack width; this method has excellent general applicability and 

stability. In the crack repair solution selection system given by the Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism of Japan, before the repair, the measurement of crack 
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movement is required. Using this method, a reasonable reproduction and evaluation can be 

realized by knowing the specific conditions of the target cracks. 

5. Lab-scale reproduction experiments have demonstrated that reducing the specimen surface 

temperature can effectively reduce the crack movement amplitude as a deterioration factor. On 

one hand, we verified that the driving force of crack movement in this test method is the 

temperature difference; on the other hand, a crack repair method that reduces the wall surface 

temperature can be expected to be more durable due to reduced movement amplitude is 

informative for practical engineering applications. 

6. This chapter also proposed an efficient fatigue apparatus for bending-like movement. The method 

can simulate the mechanical fatigue of the repair area, and together with the constant temperature 

and humidity chamber can also simulate the fatigue evaluation in multiple climates. The 

advantages are controllable movement and period, easy to increase the experimental variables 

and accelerate the degradation process to shorten the test period. 

7. However, this chapter has the following limitations. First, there are many forms of crack 

movements in on-site buildings. This work applies only to the reproduction of the bending-like 

movement of through-thickness cracks. Second, only three factors that may affect the crack 

movement amplitude have been discussed so far. Third, in the future, more on-site building 

measurements as well as crack repair work needs to be monitored and summarized to overcome 

the above limitations. In addition, too fast heating rates in reproduction experiments may lead to 

underestimation of the durability of the repair solution. An experimental cycle does not 

necessarily represent an actual day. In the future, after data accumulation, it may be a feasible 

solution to relate the number of cycles in the experiment to the number of days in the actual 

environment. 
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Chapter 4  

Evaluation of various repair solutions for 

resistance to the crack movement 

4.1. Purpose 

The main objective of this chapter is to evaluate the durability of various common crack repair 

solutions for crack movement. The evaluation methods were two approaches, the crack movement 

reproduction test method, and the mechanical fatigue test method, which were proposed in the Chapter 

3. The repair solutions evaluated mainly include the injection method, the U-groove routing and 

sealing method and the surface coating method. The repair materials involved include epoxy resin, 

polymer cement and waterborne acrylic waterproof coating, etc. In the reproduction experiments, we 

focused on the crack movement pattern before and after the repair, and the progress of deterioration. 

The feasibility of the heat-flow sensor and air leakage tests in detecting the defect areas and judging 

the extent of defects was also confirmed. In the fatigue test, the durability of various repair solutions 

under different amplitude and temperature environments was discussed. 

4.2.   a uation of repair so utions  ased on reproduction 
experi ents 

4.2.1. Materials and methods 

(1) Repair solutions 

Seven common crack repair solutions were evaluated in this section, as shown in Table 4–1.  

The injection method included three materials: hard epoxy resin (HE), soft epoxy resin (SE) and 

polymer cement (PC), and their properties are shown in Table 4–2, Table 4–3 and Table 4–4, 

respectively. 

The U-groove routing and sealing method is also a commonly used crack repair method because of 

its simplicity of operation. The properties of the grouting materials used in this experiment are shown 

in Table 4–5. 

The surface coating method (SC) covered three materials, A, B, and C. SCA is a membrane 

waterproofing material that meets the requirements of JIS A 6021. SCB is a type with an additional 

layer of crack bridging material applied versus SCA. Specific information and coating procedures for 

these two surface coatings are shown in Table 4–6 and Table 4–7, respectively. The tensile properties 

of SCA are shown in Table 4–8 and Figure 4–1. Regarding the crack bridging coating in the SCB 
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repair method, according to the Japan outer wall waterproofing association (NBK), it refers to a class 

of products that meet the corresponding specifications. The specific quality requirements are shown 

in Table 4–9. SCA and SCB simultaneously realize crack repair and full-surface waterproof coating 

effect. Simpler process and better aesthetics than the injection method. In addition, for the previous 

partial coating and covering method, after the cracks were partially coated, covering the entire wall 

with finishing coating again was desired. In contrast, SCA and SCB only need to be applied once to 

the entire wall. Certainly, applying SCA and SCB only partially to the cracks is acceptable if the 

homeowner is not concerned about aesthetic issues. However, the SCA and SCB used in this paper 

can only be used directly for the repair of cracks with an initial width of 1 mm or less, and cases larger 

than 1 mm need to be supplemented with a U-groove routing and sealing method. 

In addition, surface coating C (SCC) is a building waterproof finishing coating that meets JIS A 

6909, and its coating procedure is shown in Table 4–10. 

Table 4–1 List of repair solutions for reproduction tests. 

Notation Material Method Solution process Photos 

HE 
Hard epoxy 

resin 

Injection 

method 

 Surface preparation 

 Crack sealing 

 Epoxy preparation 

 Epoxy injection 

 Curing and drying 

 Finishing 

 

SE 
Soft epoxy 

resin 

PC 
Polymer 

cement 

UC 
Flexible 

epoxy resin 

U-

groove 

routing 

and 

sealing 

method 

 Crack preparation 

 Routing 

 Cleaning, priming 

 Sealant application 

 Tooling 

 Curing and drying  

SCA 

Waterborne 

acrylic 

waterproof 

coating 

conforming to 

JIS A 6021 

Surface 

coating 

method 

 Crack preparation 

 Surface priming 

 Crack bridging coating 

(In the case of SCB 

only) 

 Multiple coat 

application (The 

waterproof coating is 
SCB 

SCA with 

crack bridging 

Crack bridging coating
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coating divided into two (SCC) 

to three (SCA and SCB) 

coats, and the top 

coating is divided into 

two coats) 

 Curing and drying 

 

SCC 

Finishing 

waterproof 

material 

conforming to 

JIS A 6909 

 

Table 4–2 Hard epoxy resin properties (According to product provider). 

Principal components 
Main agent Epoxy resin 

Hardener Polyamine 

Mixing ratio (mass) Main agent: hardener = 2: 1 

Available time Approx. 40 min (30 °C, 500 g) 

Specific gravity 1.15 ± 0.05 

Viscosity (mPa·s) 12000 

Bond strength (method a of JIS A 6024) (MPa) (23°C ± 2°C) 8.5 

Tensile properties 

(method A of JIS A 

6024) (23°C ± 2°C) 

Tensile strength (MPa) 38.9 

Elongation at break (%) 6 

Curing shrinkage (%) 2 

 

Table 4–3 Soft epoxy resin properties (According to product provider). 

Principal components 

Main agent Epoxy resin 

Hardener 

Modified alicyclic polyamine, 

modified aliphatic polyamine, 

polyamidoamine 

Mixing ratio (mass) Main agent: hardener = 2: 1 

Available time 
Approx. 30 ± 10 min (20 °C, 500 

g) 

Specific gravity 1.15 ± 0.10 

Viscosity (mPa·s) (23°C ± 2°C) 5340 

Bond strength (method a of JIS A 6024) (MPa) (23°C ± 2°C) 13.5 
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Tensile properties 

(method B of JIS A 

6024) (23°C±2°C) 

Tensile strength (MPa) 4.7 

Elongation at break (%) 106 

Curing shrinkage (%) 2.6 

 

Table 4–4 Polymer cement properties (According to product provider). 

Principal components 

Slurry powder: 

Utrafine cement 

True specific gravity 3.0 ± 0.1 

Powder degree Approx. 9000 cm2/g 

Slurry mixture: 

SBR latex 

Specific gravity (20 °C) 1.00 ± 0.1 

Viscosity (mPa·s) (20°C) ＜50 

PH 9.5 ± 1.0 

Mixing ratio (mass) Powder: latex = 5: 3 

Shrinkage (%) (NSKS-003 4.7) 1.9 

Bond strength (N/mm2) (NSKS-003 4.8) 4.1 

Bending strength (N/mm2) (NSKS-003 4.9) 4.5 

Water absorption (%) 3.0 

 

Table 4–5 Flexible epoxy resin for U-groove routing and sealing method 

(According to product provider). 

Principal components 
Modified silicone resin, epoxy 

resin, ketimine 

Surface tack-free time Approx. 3.5 h (23 °C, 50%) 

Tensile bond strength 

(JIS A 6024) (MPa) 

(23°C ± 2°C) 

Tensile strength (MPa) 1.2 

Elongation at break (%) 62 

Tensile properties 

(method C of JIS A 

6024) (23°C ± 2°C) 

Tensile strength (MPa) 2.0 

Elongation (%) 77 

 

Table 4–6 Information on the main coatings of SCA and SCB (According to 

product provider). 

Materials 
Common 

name 

Physical 

state 
Ingredient Concentration Chemical formula 

CAS 

number 
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Priming 

coating 

 

(emulsion: 

powder = 1: 

5) (mass) 

Synthetic 

resin 

emulsion 

coating 

Liquid 

(viscous 

liquid), 

milky 

white 

Water 
80%~90% 

 

H2O 

 

7732-

18-5 

Other 10%~20% ― ― 

Propylene glycol 

monomethyl ether 
＜5% C4H10O2 

107-98-

2 

Cement 

additives 

Solid 

(powder), 

ray 

Portland cement, 

alumina cement, 

slag cement, super 

sulphate cement, 

hydraulic cement 

＞90% ― 
65997-

15-1 

Hydrated silicic 

acid 
＜5% SiO2 

7631-

86-9 

Other ＜5% ― ― 

Waterproof 

coating 

Synthetic 

resin 

emulsion 

coating 

Liquid 

(viscous 

liquid), 

white 

Other 50%~60% ― ― 

Water 30%~40% H2O 
7732-

18-5 

Titanium oxide 

(Ⅳ) 
1%~10% TiO2 

13463-

67-7 

 

Methanol ＜5% CH3OH 67-56-1 

Zinc oxide ＜5% ZnO 
1314-

13-2 

Top coating 

Synthetic 

resin 

emulsion 

coating 

Liquid 

(viscous 

liquid) 

Water 40%~50% H2O 
7732-

18-5 

Other 30%~40% ― ― 

Titanium oxide 

(Ⅳ) 
1%~10% TiO2 

13463-

67-7 

2-Butoxy ethanol ＜5% C4H9OCH2CH2OH 
111-76-

2 

Chromium oxide ＜5% Cr2O3 
1308-

38-9 

Cobalt blue ＜5% ― 
1345-

16-0 

 

Table 4–7 Coating procedure for SCA and SCB. 

Primer coating 0.1 kg/m2 

※Crack bridge coating 35 g/m (50 mm width) 

Waterproof coating First time 0.5 kg/m2 
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Second time 0.5 kg/m2 

Third time 0.6 kg/m2 

Top coating 

First time 0.15 kg/m2 

Second time 0.15 kg/m2 

Note: ※Crack bridging coating is only applied to SCB. 

 

Table 4–8 Tensile properties of the coating of the waterproof functional layer of 

SCA and SCB specimens. 

Tensile strength (N/mm2) 

-20℃ 7.9 

-10℃ 6.4 

0℃ 4.8 

23℃ 2.4 

60℃ 1.7 

Elongation at break (%) 467 

Grip-to-grip elongation at 

break (%) 

-20℃ 142 

-10℃ 206 

0℃ 238 

23℃ 287 

60℃ 192 

Note:  

 Sample Preparation: Following the JIS A 6021 standard, the waterproof material was uniformly applied to the mold to ensure the 

absence of air bubbles. After curing for 24 h at 23°C and 50% humidity, followed by an additional 24 h of curing at 40°C, the 

coating was inverted and subjected to further curing for 48 h at 40°C, and then allowed to cure for a minimum of 4 h at 23°C and 

50% humidity. 

 Tensile Strength: A dumbbell-shaped No. 3 specimen with a grip-to-grip distance of 60 mm was subjected to a tensile test at a speed 

of 200 mm/min. The maximum tensile force at the point of coating failure was recorded and used for calculation. 

 Elongation at Break: The elongation at break was calculated based on the displacement of 20 mm between the reference marks 

during the test. 

 Grip-to-Grip Elongation at Break: The grip-to-grip elongation at break was calculated based on the displacement of 60 mm between 

the grips during the test. 
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(a) Tensile strength 

 

(b) Grip-to-grip elongation at break 

 

Figure 4–1 Tensile properties of the coating of the waterproof functional layer 

of SCA and SCB specimens. 

 

Table 4–9 Specific  uality re uirements for crack bridge coating (According 

toNBKS-002：2022). 

Item Quality 

Material 
Base material is acrylic rubber, mixed 

with mineral fillers and additives. 

Tensile performance 

(JIS A 6021: 2022 

7.6.1) 

Tensile strength (N/mm2) ＞0.20 

Elongation at break (%) ＞400 

Tensile performance 

after heat treatment (JIS 

A 6021: 2022 7.9) 

Tensile strength ratio (%) ＞100 

Elongation (%) ＞400 

Adhesion performance 

(JIS A 6021: 2022 7.11) 

Adhesion strength 

(N/mm2) 

＞0.30, and the sum of the interfacial 

failure rate※ of the interface between the 

primer and the crack bridge material and 

the interface between crack bridge 

material and the waterproofing material is 

less than 50%. 

Solid content (%) (JIS 

A 6021: 2022 7.14) 
 Display value ± 3.0 

Cured material specific 

gravity (JIS A 6021: 
 Display value ± 0.1 
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2022 7.15) 

Note: ※The interfacial failure rate is the ratio of interfacial failure to the area of the entire failure surface. 

 

Table 4–10 Coating procedure for SCC. 

Primer coating 0.1 kg/m2 

Waterproof coating 

(Add 3% water to dilute for use. 

The mass of water is not included 

in the coating amount) 

First time 1.1 kg/m2 

Second time 1.1 kg/m2 

Top coating 

First time 0.15 kg/m2 

Second time 0.15 kg/m2 

 

(2) Experimental settings 

The experiments were performed using the reproduced test method presented in Chapter 3. The 

experimental photos are shown in Figure 4–2. Note that rubber heaters were used as the heat source 

in this section. The procedure for the thermal load is shown in Figure 4–3. The initial temperature was 

20°C and heated to 60°C in 1 h. After 3 h of natural cooling a second cycle was followed. After 1000 

cycles, the entire unit was moved to a room with 5°C ambient, keeping the temperature increment 

constant as 40°C and continuing the heat load cycle. The purpose of this setup is to verify whether the 

specimens deteriorate after many cycles and the effect of repair material properties on crack movement 

at different temperatures. 
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Figure 4–2 Photos of the reproduction experiment using rubber heaters. 

 

 

Figure 4–3 Procedure of thermal load cycle. 

In the experiment, the sensors were set up in the positions shown in Figure 4–4. For the specimens 

before repair, Pi-shape displacement sensors were set at the cracks on assumed indoor and outdoor 

surfaces, respectively. T-type thermocouples were set below the displacement sensors. Two heat-flow 

sensors were attached to the indoor surface of the specimen to measure the heat-flow density at the 

cracks and at the mortar, respectively. After the repair was finished, all sensors were set in the same 

position as before the repair. Note that in the case of the surface coating method, additional 

thermocouples were required on the coating surface. In the experiment, the data loggers were recorded 

at 10 min intervals. 
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Figure 4–4 Setting positions of sensors in reproduction experiment. 

4.2.2. Results and discussions 

(1) Hard epoxy resin (HE) 

The results of crack movements of HE specimen before and after the repair are shown in Figure 4–

5. Before repair, the specimen showed bending-like movement: the assumed indoor crack opened, the 

movement extreme value was 0.054 mm. The assumed outdoor crack closed, the movement extreme 

value was 0.075 mm. After repair, the crack movement became significantly smaller, and the extreme 

values of the indoor and outdoor cracks became 0.10 mm and 0.005 mm, respectively. In addition, the 

cracks on both sides were closing movement. The reason is that the cracked specimens become a 

whole again after epoxy injection, hence the movement pattern is changed. 

Before repair After repair

Indoor surfaceOutdoor surface

Surface coating  ethod
(Additional thermocouple on 

the coating surface)

Methods other than 

surface coating  ethod

Heat -flow sensor  measure heat -flow density

T-type thermocouple  Measure temperature

Pi-shape displacement transducer  measure 

crack width change
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Figure 4–5 Results of crack movement before and after repair of HE  

specimen. 

After repair, the HE specimen was subjected to 1000 cycles of crack movement deterioration in a 

20°C environment. Owing to time limit, subsequent experiments in 5°C environment were performed 

for only 20 cycles. The results of crack movement for all cycles are shown in Figure 4–6. The 

fluctuations in the graph are caused by room temperature fluctuations and rubber heater errors as 

shown in Figure 4–7. 

 

Figure 4–6 Crack movement for all cycles of HE specimens after repair. 
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Figure 4–7 Maximum value of temperature on the outdoor surface for each 

cycle of HE specimen. 

To exclude the effect of temperature fluctuations, only cycles with identical temperature conditions 

were selected to discuss the change in crack movement. 20°C experiments were selected at the same 

maximum temperature as before the HE repaired (61.6°C ± 1°C). Experiments at 5°C were selected 

with the same temperature increment for the cycles (maximum temperature = 46.6°C ± 1℃). The 

results of the extreme values of the cycles for the same temperature conditions of HE specimens are 

shown in Figure 4–8. In general, the trend of crack movement is generally stable, indicating that the 

experimental apparatus is providing a steady constraint for the specimen. Noted that the outdoor 

movement was significantly reduced when the experiment changed from a 20°C environment to 5°C. 

As the temperature becomes lower, the most likely changes that HE would undergo are a larger Young's 

modulus and a smaller coefficient of thermal expansion. In other words, the physical properties of the 

injection material can affect the crack movement after the repair. 

 

Figure 4–8 Crack movement extreme values of the cycles for the same 

temperature condition of HE specimen. 
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the heat-flow density at that location. Figure 4–9 shows the heat-flow results for the HE specimen at 

the mortar and the crack for 1000 cycles at 20°C. As can be seen in the figure, the slope of the 

approximation curve is 1.07, which is greater than 1.0. This can be explained by the fact that the 

thermal conductivity of HE is small compared to mortar. This indicates that the heat-flow sensor can 

be used to determine the defective part of the wall. However, since the differences in the measured 

values are small, the precondition must be to ensure a sufficient number of samples. A short period of 

measurement data does not ensure credibility. 

 

Figure 4–9 Heat-flow density at mortar and crack of HE specimen in relation 

to their indoor temperature. 

(2) Soft epoxy resin (SE) 

The crack movement results of the SE specimen before and after repair are shown in Figure 4–10. 

After the repair, a reverse bending-like movement occurred at the crack: indoor closed by 0.012 mm 

and outdoor opened by 0.006 mm. In addition, after SE repair, the crack movement is greater compared 

to that of HE specimens. This indicates that the physical properties of the injection material affect not 

only the crack movement pattern but also the magnitude of the crack movement. 
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Figure 4–10 Results of crack movement before and after repair of SE 

specimen. 

SE specimens were performed at 20°C and 5°C for 1000 and 500 and cycles, respectively, and the 

crack movement results are shown in Figure 4–11. As can be seen from the figure, the indoor and 

outdoor cracks change in the direction of opening and closing, respectively. In other words, the crack 

width does not return to the original position after each cycle, but movement residues exist. This is 

assumed to be caused by the experimental device. To reproduce the bending-like movement of 

through-thickness crack, the outdoor side was equipped with a round steel rod. As shown in Figure 

4–12, when the forces of the round steel rod and the threaded rod are not balanced, movement remains 

at the indoor and outdoor cracks over time. The SE specimen should correspond to Case 2. 

 

Figure 4–11 Crack movement for all cycles of SE specimens after repair. 
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Figure 4–12 Mechanism of crack width change owing to the device. 

Cycles with the same temperature conditions were selected and their extreme values of crack 

movement are drawn in Figure 4–13. The same temperature conditions as before the repair were 

selected for the 20°C experiment, i.e., a maximum temperature of 61.5°C ± 1°C. The experiment for 

the 5°C environment selected cycles with a maximum temperature of 46.5°C ± 1°C. In the figure, 

there is no significant change in crack movement when the temperature environment is constant, and 

the specimens show no signs of deterioration. The indoor crack movement became significantly 

smaller when changing the ambient temperature. This is because the Young's modulus of SE becomes 

larger and the structural stiffness increases, which suppresses the crack movement. The outdoor crack 

changes from an opening movement to a closing movement. This makes the SE's movement pattern 

the same as HE's. Therefore, it is presumed that the epoxy resin injection material may cause the 

repaired cracks to have a movement of closing on both indoor and outdoor sides at low temperatures. 

 

Figure 4–13 Crack movement extreme values of the cycles for the same 

temperature condition of SE specimen. 

The results of heat flow comparison at the mortar and crack are shown in Figure 4–14. The thermal 

conductivity of SE is lower than that of mortar, thus the heat flow at cracks is smaller under the same 
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boundary conditions. The conclusion is the same as that of the HE specimen. The slope of the 

approximate line in the figure is 1.08. 

 

Figure 4–14 Heat-flow density at mortar and crack of SE specimen in relation 

to their indoor temperature. 

(3) Polymer cement (PC) 

The results of the crack movement of the PC specimens before and after the repair are shown in 

Figure 4–15. After the repair, the crack movement was significantly reduced, and both were in the 

direction of closing. The extreme values of the movement on the indoor and outdoor sides were 0.010 

mm and 0.003 mm, respectively. 

 

Figure 4–15 Results of crack movement before and after repair of PC 

specimen. 
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20°C, there was no experiment at 5°C. The results of the crack movement of the PC specimen for 500 

cycles at 20°C are shown in Figure 4–16. In the figure, the indoor cracks accumulate a closing 

movement residue, and the outdoor cracks accumulate an opening movement residue. The force state 

of this specimen may be Case 1 in Figure 4–12. 

 

Figure 4–16 Crack movement for all cycles of PC specimens after repair. 

The extreme value of crack movement of PC specimen under the same temperature conditions 

(maximum temperature = 51.8°C ± 1°C) changes as shown in Figure 4–17. The indoor crack variation 

was stable; however, the outdoor movement had a tendency of getting larger in absolute value. This 

could be because deterioration has occurred, causing the crack movement to become larger again. 

 

Figure 4–17 Crack movement extreme values of the cycles for the same 

temperature condition of PC specimen. 

Regarding the development of the degradation process, air leakage experiments were performed 

every few cycles. Taking the data of PC specimen before the repair, after the repair and after 60 cycles 

of deterioration, the results of the air leakage experiment are shown in Figure 4–18. Before the repair, 

the specimen had a through-thickness crack, thus the air pressure in the negative pressure air chamber 

changed rapidly. After the repair, the specimen was intact, and the air pressure remained the same. 

When the specimen was cracked again, the air pressure also changed. In other words, the smaller the 
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absolute value of air pressure after a certain time, the greater the deterioration of the specimen. The 

results of air leakage experiments at 30 s for PC specimens at each cycle are shown in Figure 4–19. 

For the indoor surface, no signs of deterioration were detected. This result is the same as the conclusion 

drawn from the extreme value results of the crack movement. For the outer surface, deterioration could 

be detected as early as 60 cycles. As the number of cycles increased, the deterioration became 

progressively more severe. However, at 500 cycles, the air leakage experiment detected less 

degradation than before. This is because the slimes used repeatedly in the experiment were not cleaned 

up and covered some cracks. A microscope was used to confirm these indications, as shown in Figure 

4–20. On the outdoor surface, cracks caused by drying shrinkage of the polymer mortar occurred at a 

very early stage. The re-cracking position was in the PC repair zone. The crack width gradually 

increased under the thermal loading. Together with the continuous crack movement, the crack apex 

moved continuously under stress and the cracks became longer and wider. 

 

Figure 4–18 Description of the results of the air leakage experiments with PC 

specimens as an example. 
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(b) Outdoor surface 

  

Figure 4–19 Results of the air leakage experiment at 30 s for the PC 

specimen. 

 

 

Figure 4–20 Re-cracking of the outdoor surface of the PC specimen. 

(4) U-groove routing and sealing (UC) 

The results of the crack movement of the UC specimen before and after the repair are shown in 

Figure 4–21. Before the repair, the extreme values of the indoor and outdoor crack movements were 

0.044 mm and 0.074 mm, respectively. After the repair, both the indoor and outdoor crack movement 

extremes became smaller, 0.043 mm and 0.032 mm, respectively. Note that after the repair, the crack 
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showed a reverse bending-like movement, which is the same as the SE specimen. However, the crack 

movement suppression effect of UC is not as great as that of SE. 

 

Figure 4–21 Results of crack movement before and after repair of UC 

specimen. 

UC specimens were subjected to 1000 and 800 cycles of reproduction experiments at 20°C and 5°C, 

respectively. The results of crack movement for all cycles are shown in Figure 4–22. As with the SE 

specimen, the indoor crack of the UC specimen gradually opened up and the outdoor crack gradually 

closed. This crack width variation is caused by Case 2 in Figure 4–12. 

 

Figure 4–22 Crack movement for all cycles of UC specimens after repair. 

 

The cycles with the same highest temperature were selected and their extreme results of crack 

movement are shown in Figure 4–23. The maximum temperature for the 20°C ambient experiment is 

57.7°C ± 1°C, and the maximum temperature for the 5°C ambient experiment is 42.7°C ± 1°C. As can 

be seen from the figure, the change in ambient temperature did not change the form of the crack 

movement of the UC specimens, which remained the reverse bending-like movement. In addition, for 
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the same temperature increment, the initial temperature decrease reduces the crack movement. 

 

Figure 4–23 Crack movement extreme values of the cycles for the same 

temperature condition of UC specimen. 

(5) Surface Coating A (SCA) 

The results of crack movement before and after repair of the SCA specimen are shown in Figure 1. 

After the repair, the crack movement remained the same bending-like movement, only the movement 

amplitude became smaller. The indoor crack movement changed from 0.042 mm to 0.010 mm. The 

outdoor crack movement changed from 0.069 mm to 0.035 mm. The crack movement amplitude after 

the repair was about 40.5% of that before the repair. 

 

Figure 4–24 Results of crack movement before and after repair of SCA 

specimen. 

Because of time limit, the SCA specimen was subjected to only 500 and 22 movement cycles at 

20 °C and 5 °C environments, respectively. The crack movement results of these cycles are shown in 
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Figure 4–25. The fluctuation of the curves in the figure is mainly caused by the ambient temperature 

variation and the instability of the rubber heater. The constraint of the experimental device was 

relatively stable. Moreover, the outdoor movement is significantly larger than the indoor movement. 

 

Figure 4–25 Crack movement for all cycles of SCA specimens after repair. 

The maximum temperature of the SCA specimen in the cycle before the repair was 62.8 °C. 

Therefore, the cycles after the repair having the same temperature increment were selected and their 

crack movement extreme values are plotted in Figure 4–26. In the figure, the crack movement 

becomes larger when the starting temperature becomes lower, which is the opposite result from the 

previous specimens. There might be errors in the data owing to the small total number of cycles. 

 

Figure 4–26 Crack movement extreme values of the cycles for the same 

temperature condition of SCA specimen. 

For the SCA specimens, the use of heat-flow sensors was also discussed. After the repair, the crack 

on the indoor surface remained open. The heat-flow density at this location was compared with that at 

the nearby mortar, and the results are shown in Figure 4–27. The slope of the approximation line is 

1.20. This is because the crack is equivalent to a thin layer of air and acts as an insulator. Moreover, 

the difference between the two locations is greater than that in the case of HE and SE injection methods. 

This also makes it possible for the heat-flow sensor to determine the presence of cracks. 
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Figure 4–27 Heat-flow density at mortar and crack of SCA specimen in 

relation to their indoor temperature. 

(6) Surface Coating B (SCB) 

A comparison of the crack movement of the SCB specimen before and after the repair is shown in 

Figure 1. As with SCA, the coating of SCB did not change the bending-like movement pattern of the 

crack, but only reduced the amplitude of the movement. The amplitude of crack movement after repair 

was about 77.4% of that before repair. SCB applied an additional layer of crack bridging coating than 

SCA, but the ability to suppress crack movement did not increase. In a waterproofing system, the crack 

bridging coating is the softest functional layer, thus it works more to follow the crack movement than 

to suppress it. Certainly, an increase in the number of specimens is needed to get a definite conclusion. 

 

Figure 4–28 Results of crack movement before and after repair of SCB 

specimen. 
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The SCB was subjected to 1,000 cycles at 20 °C, followed by 22 cycles at 5 °C. The crack movement 

results are shown in Figure 4–29. During the experiment, both indoor and outdoor cracks had some 

tendency to open up. This may be caused by the loosening of the experimental device at the nut and 

the overall constraint force becomes smaller. 

 

Figure 4–29 Crack movement for all cycles of SCB specimens after repair. 

The SCB specimen cycles with maximum outdoor surface temperature of 62.9 °C ± 1 °C (for 20 °C) 

and 47.9 °C ± 1 °C (for 20 °C) were selected, and their extreme values of crack movement results are 

shown in Figure 4–30. It was found that the amplitude of crack movement was reduced by lowering 

the ambient temperature. The temperature decreased, the elongation of the waterproof coating 

decreased, and the tensile strength became greater, thus suppressing the crack movement. 

 

Figure 4–30 Crack movement extreme values of the cycles for the same 

temperature condition of SCB specimen. 

(7) Surface Coating C (SCC) 

The crack movement results of the SCC specimen before and after the repair are shown in Figure 

4–31. Note that the SCC served as a surface coating but changed the movement pattern of the crack. 

The repaired crack showed a reversed bending-like movement similar to that of the UC specimen. 
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Because SCC flows very well, during the repair process, the coating flows into the outdoor side of the 

crack. This partial filling effect creates a force state like the U-groove routing and sealing method. 

 

Figure 4–31 Results of crack movement before and after repair of SCC 

specimen. 

The SCC specimens were moved to a 5°C environment after only 467 cycles in a 20°C environment 

owing to time constraints. The results of crack movement for all cycles of SCC are shown in Figure 

4–32. The cycles with a temperature increment of 42.3 °C ± 1 °C for 2 two temperature environments 

were filtered out and plotted in Figure 4–33. In the figure, the crack movement becomes smaller when 

the ambient temperature decreases, especially the indoor crack. 

 

Figure 4–32 Crack movement for all cycles of SCC specimens after repair. 
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Figure 4–33 Crack movement extreme values of the cycles for the same 

temperature condition of SCC specimen. 

4.2.3. Numerical simulation of crack movement after repair in 
reproduction experiments 

As discussed above, the through-thickness cracks show different movement patterns after repair 

under different repair solutions. The possible crack movements under the injection method, U-groove 

routing and sealing method and surface coating method are summarized in Figure 4–34. Among them, 

the injection method can produce multiple opening and closing patterns owing to the physical 

properties and temperature of the material, thus it is not indicated in the figure. In this section, 

numerical simulations of each of these movements are performed using finite element methods. In the 

simulation, the properties of each material are shown in Table 4–11. The mortar model was the same 

as in Chapter 3. The analysis system was the static-state thermal and static structural module. The 

initial temperature was 20 °C. The final temperature of the outdoor surface was 60 °C. The contact 

surfaces of the materials were all set to “bonded”. 
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(a) Before repair 

 

(b) Injection 

 

(c) U-groove routing and sealing 

 

(d) Surface coating 

 

Figure 4–34 Possible crack movement under various repair solutions. 

 

Table 4–11 Properties of materials in numerical simulation of crack movement 

after repair. 

Property Mortar 
Threaded 

rod 

Materials for 

injection 

Epoxy resin 

for U-groove 

Surface 

coating 
Unit 

Density 2100 7800 1850 1850 1300 kg/m3 

Coefficient of 

thermal expansion 

1.5E–

05 
1.2E–05 

1E–05 ~ 1E–

04 
6E–05 6E–05 1/K 

Young's modulus 2E+10 2E+11 
1E+9 ~ 

3E+10 
5E+9 1E+8 Pa 

Poisson's ratio 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 ― 
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Isotropic thermal 

conductivity 
1.51 60.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 

W/(m∙

K) 

Specific heat, Cp 700 434 1500 1500 1500 
J/(kg∙

K) 

 

(1) Injection method 

Common materials used for injection methods are resin and cement type material. The main factors 

affecting crack movement include material type and temperature. Temperature affects crack movement 

by changing the coefficient of thermal expansion and Young's modulus of the material. Therefore, 

numerical simulations were performed in this section for five coefficients of thermal expansion and 

four Young's moduli of materials, as shown in Table 4–12 and Table 4–13. Common cement and resin 

type material properties can be included. 

Table 4–12 Coefficient of thermal expansion of injected materials for numerical 

simulation. 

No. 1 2 3 4 5 Unit 

Value 10 40 60 80 100 ×10-6 1/K 

 

Table 4–13 Young's modulus of injection material for numerical simulation. 

No. 1 2 3 4 Unit 

Value 1 5 15 30 GPa 

 

The simulation results are discussed mainly around the opening and closing movement at the crack. 

As shown in Figure 4–35, an increase in the crack width after the temperature rise on the outdoor 

surface compared to the width before the rise indicates an opening movement, and vice versa. The 

results of the numerical simulation are shown in Figure 4–36. The different properties of the injection 

material do cause different opening and closing movements. For example, an injection material with 

a coefficient of thermal expansion of 10×10-6 /K and a Young's modulus of 30 GPa causes a closing 

movement of both indoor and outdoor cracks. As the coefficient of thermal expansion increases and 

the Young's modulus decreases, the cracks on both the indoor and outdoor surfaces may move in an 

opening movement. For epoxy resins, an increase in temperature means an increase in its coefficient 

of thermal expansion and a decrease in its Young's modulus. In this case, indoor cracks may change 

from closing to opening and outdoor cracks may change from opening to closing. This is also 

consistent with the conclusion in the previous section that changing the ambient temperature may 

change the crack movement pattern after repair. 
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Figure 4–35 Crack opening and closing movement in numerical simulation. 

 

 

(a) Indoor crack 

 

(b) Outdoor crack 
 

Figure 4–36 Possible crack movement in the injection method (positive values 

are opening, negative values are closing). 

(2) U-groove routing and sealing method 

The details of the simulation model of the U-groove method are shown in Figure 4–37. The 

deformation results in the X-direction are shown in Figure 4–38. After the repair, the indoor crack is 

closed by 0.058 mm and the outdoor crack is opened by 0.015 mm. This movement is caused mainly 

by the fact that the repair method fills only the outdoor side. 
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Figure 4–37 The details of the simulation model of the U-groove routing and 

sealing method. 

 

 

(a) All bodies 

 

(b) Indoor closing 0.058 mm (at crack) 

 

(c) Outdoor opening 0.015 mm (at 

crack) 

  

Figure 4–38 The deformation results of the U-groove routing and sealing 

method in the X-direction. 

(3) Surface coating method 

The details of the simulation model of the surface coating method are shown in Figure 4–39. The 

deformation results in the X-direction are shown in Figure 4–40. After the repair, the indoor crack is 

opened by 0.045 mm and the outdoor crack is closing by 0.079 mm. This movement is mainly owing 

to the fact that the Young's modulus of the coating is much smaller than that of the mortar. 
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Figure 4–39 The details of the simulation model of the surface coating 

method. 

 

 

(a) All bodies 

 

(b) Indoor opening 0.045 mm (at 

crack) 

 

(c) Outdoor closing 0.079 mm (at 

crack) 

 

Figure 4–40 The deformation results of surface coating method in the X-

direction. 
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4.3.   a uation of repair so utions  ased on fatigue of  ending 
 ike  o e ent 

4.3.1. Materials and methods 

(1) Repair solutions 

Four common crack repair solutions were evaluated in this section, as shown in Table 4–14. Note 

that the materials used were the same as in the previous section. 

Table 4–14 List of repair solutions for fatigue tests. 

Notation  Method Solution process Photos 

HE 
Hard epoxy 

resin 

Injection 

method 

 Surface preparation 

 Crack sealing 

 Epoxy preparation 

 Epoxy injection 

 Curing and drying 

 Finishing 
 

SE 
Soft epoxy 

resin 

SCA 

Waterborne 

Acrylic 

Waterproof 

Coating 

conforming to 

JIS A 6021 

Surface 

coating 

method 

 Crack preparation 

 Surface priming 

 Crack bridging coating 

(In the case of SCB 

only) 

 Multiple coating 

application 

 Curing and drying  

SCB 

SCA with 

crack bridging 

coating 

(2) Experimental settings 

This experiment was performed using the fatigue apparatus presented in Chapter 3. The specimen 

setup is shown in Figure 4–41. The torque of each nut was controlled to 1 N∙m using an adjustable 

wrench. A FLKB-6-11 strain gauge from Tokyo Measuring Instruments was attached to the center of 

the specimen. The strain limit was 5% (50,000 strain). The strain gauge bonding adhesive is CN-E 

adhesive from the same company. A T-type thermocouple was setup near the specimen for strain value 

calibration. 
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Figure 4–41 Experimental settings of fatigue test. 

The concept of the experiment is shown in Figure 4–42. When the translational unit of the fatigue 

apparatus moves, the strain gauge monitors a waveform like a sine curve. The amplitude, length, and 

other information of the waveform can be used to evaluate the repair solution. Based on the previous 

test, the balance of specimen damage rate, strain gauge limit, and experimental time was considered, 

and the movement was set between ± 0.3 mm and ± 0.7 mm (Too small displacements do not 

deteriorate the specimen. Too large displacements result in a too high rate of specimen damage.), the 

duration of each cycle was set at 8 s, and the data recording interval was 1 s. 

 

Figure 4–42 Conception of the experiment. 
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(3) Variables and numbers 

In the experiment, the amplitude of the up and down shift of the middle part of the fatigue device 

was divided into three levels: 0.3 mm, 0,5 mm, and 0.7 mm. The experiments were conducted in a 

constant temperature and humidity chamber throughout. The humidity was adjusted to 50% RH. The 

temperature was divided into three levels: 5°C, 20°C and 35°C. This allowed for the evaluation of 

each repair solution with 9 different sets of variables. The notation of experimental specimens under 

each variable is shown in the Table 4–15. The damage condition of the specimens was recorded after 

each set of experiments. The relevant symbols used, and their representations are described in the 

Table 4–16. The basic number of specimens for each set of experiments is 5. However, depending on 

the damage, adjustments were made. The exact execution process is shown in the Figure 4–43. 

Table 4–15 The notation of specimens under each variable. 

Notation 5℃ 20℃ 35℃ 

Hard epoxy resin 

0.3 mm HE-5-0.3 HE-20-0.3 HE-35-0.3 

0.5 mm HE-5-0.5 HE-20-0.5 HE-35-0.5 

0.7 mm HE-5-0.7 HE-20-0.7 HE-35-0.7 

Soft epoxy resin 

0.3 mm SE-5-0.3 SE-20-0.3 SE-35-0.3 

0.5 mm SE-5-0.5 SE-20-0.5 SE-35-0.5 

0.7 mm SE-5-0.7 SE-20-0.7 SE-35-0.7 

Coating SCA 

0.3 mm SCA-5-0.3 SCA-20-0.3 SCA-35-0.3 

0.5 mm SCA-5-0.5 SCA-20-0.5 SCA-35-0.5 

0.7 mm SCA-5-0.7 SCA-20-0.7 SCA-35-0.7 

Coating SCB 

0.3 mm SCB-5-0.3 SCB-20-0.3 SCB-35-0.3 

0.5 mm SCB-5-0.5 SCB-20-0.5 SCB-35-0.5 

0.7 mm SCB-5-0.7 SCB-20-0.7 SCB-35-0.7 

 

Table 4–16 Symbols describing the damage of the specimen. 

Symbol Injection method Surface coating method 

〇 Intact Intact 

△ ― Surface damage but no loss of function 

× broken Hole damage 
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Figure 4–43 The approach flow for deciding the number of specimens. 

4.3.2. Results and discussions 

(1) Specimen damage results 

The results of the experimental specimen damage are summarized in the Table 4–17. The damage 

rate of specimens for injection methods is summarized in Figure 4–44 and Figure 4–45. The ratios in 

the figures are obtained by dividing the number of specimens with “×” and “○” by the total number of 

specimens, respectively. Notably, to ensure comparability, only the first five specimens of each group 

were used to calculate the ratio, i.e., the total number of specimens was 5. Moreover, the typical 

patterns of damage for each repair solution are shown in Figure 4–46 through Figure 4–49. 

Table 4–17 Specimen damage results. 

  5℃ 20℃ 35℃ 

HE 

0.3 mm 〇〇〇〇〇 〇〇〇〇〇 ×××〇〇〇〇 

0.5 mm ×××〇〇〇〇 〇×〇〇×〇× ××〇〇××× 

0.7 mm ××××× ××××〇 ××〇×× 

SE 

0.3 mm 〇〇〇〇〇 〇〇〇〇〇 ×〇×〇×〇〇 

0.5 mm 〇〇〇〇〇 〇〇〇〇× ××××× 

0.7 mm 〇×〇〇〇 ×〇××× ××××× 

SCA 
0.3 mm 6000: 〇〇〇〇〇 6000: 〇〇〇〇〇 6000: 〇△〇〇〇 

 2000: △△△   
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0.5 mm 4000: △×△ 

6000: ×△× 

4000: △△△ 

6000: ×△△ 

 

6000: △△△△〇 

0.7 mm 

2000: △△△ 

4000: △×× 

6000: ××× 

2000: ×△× 

4000: ××× 

6000: ××× 

2000: ××△ 

4000: ××× 

6000: ××× 

SCB 

0.3 mm 〇〇〇〇〇 〇〇〇〇〇 〇△〇〇〇 

0.5 mm △△△△△ △△△△△ 〇〇△△〇 

0.7 mm △△△△△ △△△△△ △△△△△ 

Note: Symbol Injection method Surface coating method 

 〇 Intact Intact 

 △ ― 
Surface damage but no 

loss of function 

 × broken Hole damage 

 

 

(a) Damage rate versus temperature 

 

(b) Damage rate versus movement 

  

Figure 4–44 HE specimen damage rate (The first five specimens were used 

for each group). 
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(a) Damage rate versus temperature 

 

(b) Damage rate versus movement 

  

Figure 4–45 SE specimen damage rate (The first five specimens were used 

for each group). 

 

 

Figure 4–46 Typical damage pattern of HE specimens  Fracture. 

 

 

(a) Fracture 

 

(b) Crack 

 

(c) Adhesion 

  

Figure 4–47 Typical damage patterns of SE specimens. 
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(a) Photo area 

 

(b) Surface crack 

 

(c) Hole damage 

 

(d) Long hole damage 

  

Figure 4–48 Typical damage patterns of SCA specimens. 

 

 

(a) Surface crack 

 

(b) Crack or peel along strain gauge 

  

Figure 4–49 Typical damage patterns of SCB specimens. 

 

Strain gauge area
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For HE specimens, specimens at low temperatures and small movements were intact. However, 

when the ambient temperature increased to 35°C, even crack movements with a small movement of 

0.3 mm could not be followed and nearly half of the broken specimens occurred. In addition, the 

relationship between HE specimen damage rate and temperature could be clarified in Figure 4–44(a). 

However, the damage rate is positively correlated with movement in Figure 4–44(b). The typical 

damage pattern of HE was fracture (Figure 4–46), independent of both temperature and movement 

conditions. 

For SE specimens, the experimental groups in the low-temperature domain all had good resistance 

to movement fatigue. However, at 35°C, almost no specimens completed the full 6000 cycles. 

Similarly, it can be seen in Figure 4–45 that the damage rate of SE specimens showed a significant 

positive correlation with both temperature and movement. The typical damage patterns of SE were 

fracture, crack and adhesion, which were mainly related to the temperature environment. Under low 

temperature environment, the SE material with high Young's modulus showed the same fracture 

damage as the HE specimens (Figure 4–47(a)). When the temperature increased, SE softened, and 

ductility became better. The damage process was no longer a brittle fracture but an accumulation of 

processes. With small movements, SE specimens showed cracking as a damage pattern (Figure 4–

47(b)). As the movement increased, the interlayer stress increased, and the crack depth intensified. 

However, the crack tip did not occur only at the mortar and epoxy interface but would penetrate the 

epoxy. Combined with the stickiness of the epoxy resin, the final pattern presented is cracked but 

adhered (Figure 4–47(c)). The specimens of this damage pattern maintained their integrity, but the 

cracks again allowed the intrusion of harmful substances. Therefore, it is a repair failure. 

For SCA specimens, when the movement was 0.3 mm, the specimens showed good workability 

regardless of the temperature environment. This phase is presumed to be the elastic phase of the 

coating. However, as the movement increased, the damage rate of the specimens increased. At a 

movement of 0.5 mm, the external force may reach the yield strength of the coating, causing it to enter 

the damage phase. Therefore, the elongation properties of the material dominate the damage at this 

stage. The grip-to-grip elongation at break of the material at 5 °C is the smallest, thus the highest 

damage rate. Because low temperatures can cause the coating to transition from a cohesive and flexible 

material to a rigid and brittle one. Almost no specimens could resist fatigue for more than 4000 cycles 

when the movement was increased to 0.7 mm. The coating was pulled off beyond the necking period 

when the movement was 0.7 mm. The external force at this point is very likely to exceed the ultimate 

strength of the coating, thus the damage of the material is dominated by the tensile strength. At 5 °C 

the tensile strength of the coating is higher than that of the other two temperatures, hence the damage 

rate is lower. According to the severity, there were mainly three damage modes: surface crack, hole 

damage and long hole damage (Figure 4–48). The degree of damage was mainly correlated with the 

movement. The greater the movement, the more severe the damage. No correlation between damage 
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pattern and temperature was found. 

For SCB, all specimens were undamaged or only surface damaged after 6000 cycles, therefore 

experiments with fewer cycles were not performed. In other words, SCB might be the best of the four 

repair solutions. It can maintain the effect of sealing cracks to stop the intrusion of harmful substances 

into the structure under all nine conditions. In addition, the intact rate of the specimens at 35°C was 

greater than the other two groups. The typical damage pattern of SCB specimens was surface cracks 

(Figure 4–49(a)). Although it affected the aesthetics, it could still maintain the sealing at the crack 

after 6000 cycles and was therefore considered as an effective repair. In addition, some specimens 

showed damage in the form of surface cracks or peeling along the strain gauges. This damage could 

cause the measured strain to be smaller than the true value. The treatment of this error will be described 

again at the amplitude results section. 

Overall, for the injection repair solution, the fatigue resistance of the SE specimens may be better 

than that of the HE specimens, especially in the low-temperature domain. At high temperatures, 

injection repair solutions tend to fail prematurely. This may be caused by the fact that the Young's 

modulus of the resin becomes smaller, and the expansion coefficient becomes larger at higher 

temperatures, causing greater interlayer stresses. For surface coating method, For the surface coating 

method, it is not very sensitive to the temperature environment, i.e., it may be suitable for crack repair 

in many climates. Moreover, SCA can guarantee the repair effect during small movements. Additional 

crack bridging layer is required when the movement becomes large, i.e., SCB solution should be used 

to ensure the repair effect. 

(2) Damage cycles results 

The number of cycles when specimens undergo damage is plotted in Figure 4–50. For the injection 

method, information can be obtained from the value of the strain gauge when damage to the specimen 

occurs. This is because either cracks or fractures cause a sudden increase in the strain value. The cycle 

in which this value is located is then considered as the number of damage cycles. However, for the 

surface coating method, the damage cycle is not completely determined by the strain gauge data. This 

is because the deteriorated area was not necessarily covered by strain gauges. Moreover, both surface 

cracks and hole deterioration show large strains and cannot be distinguished from each other. Therefore, 

this section only discusses the damage cycle results of the injection method. 
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(a) HE specimen 

 

(b) SE specimen 

 

Figure 4–50 Number of cycles when the specimen damaged (The first five 

specimens were used for each group). 

In Figure 4–50, each marked point represents a damaged specimen. The first five specimens were 

used for each group; thus, the blue block width can represent the number of damaged specimens under 

that movement. In Figure 4–50(a), the number of damage cycles of HE specimens decreases as the 

movement increases. Moreover, the larger the movement, the more specimens are damaged. This 

indicates that movement not only causes high damage rate of specimens but also causes premature 

repair failure. In Figure 4–50(b), no relationship between the number of damage cycles and the 

movement of SE specimens was found. However, SE specimens are sensitive to temperature based on 

the phenomenon that the number of red marks is the highest. An increase in temperature is very likely 

to lead to repair failure. 

(3) Typical strain waveform results 

The typical strain waveform results for an intact specimen of HE-20-0.7, for example, are shown in 

Figure 4–51. During the experiment, the parts with strain gauges were repeatedly tensioned and 

compressed. The intact specimens provided continuous fatigue resistance for a continuous 6000 cycles. 

However, there were only eight data collection points per cycle, thus there was a periodic failure to 

collect peaks. This showed up as a local variation of the extreme values in the waveform graph. 

Specifically, the difference between the maximum and minimum values of each cycle is defined as the 

amplitude. 6000 cycles result in 6000 amplitude values. In this example, the coefficient of variation 

of these 6000 amplitude values is 5.4%. In other words, the local miss-recording of extreme values is 

acceptable. In addition, all other intact specimens had an amplitude coefficient of variation of less than 

7.0%. 
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Figure 4–51 Typical strain waveform results of intact specimens (HE-20-0.7 

as an example). 

Taking HE-35-0.7 as an example, the typical strain results corresponding to the fracture occurring 

in the specimen are shown in Figure 4–52. Before fracture, the strain amplitude was almost constant 

for each cycle, but was shifted upward or downward (in this example, downward) overall. The 

direction might be random, as it depends on which part of the specimen is weaker, the upper or lower 

part. At the end of each cycle, residual strain was slowly accumulated in the weaker half. The specimen 

fractured when the absolute value of the strain was greater than the maximum value that the specimen 

could withstand. 

 

Figure 4–52 Fracture damage strain results of injection method specimen 

(HE-35-0.7 as an example). 

Taking SE-20-0.7 as an example, the typical strain results when the SE specimen is not fractured 

are shown in Figure 4–53. In the figure, the strain amplitude is gradually getting larger for each cycle, 

indicating that the specimen is gradually losing resistance to movement fatigue. Although higher 

elongation of SE can follow the movement when the temperature increases, the loss of bonding 

properties leads to peeling of the resin-mortar interface. Moreover, the strain also tends to be shifted 

toward the weaker half side. In this example, the residue of the lower part is larger. The specimen was 

also cracked in the downward process when it was damaged. 
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Figure 4–53 Typical strain results for SE specimens except for fracture (SE-

20-0.7 as an example). 

For the surface coating method, a typical strain waveform plot for a specimen that remains intact 

after fatigue cycles is of the same form as that of the injection method, which can be referred to in 

Figure 4–51. However, the strain waveform may differ from the injection method when the surface 

coating specimen deteriorates. Taking SCA-5-0.7 as an example, the typical strain when the surface 

coating specimen is cracked is shown in Figure 4–54. In the initial phase, the strain response of the 

coating had a decreasing phase before stabilizing. This may be explained that the bonding forces 

between molecules may change when repeatedly tensile and compressive, and the strain in the material 

accumulates inside the coating. Another factor contributing to the decrease could be the occurrence of 

deterioration, as this phenomenon occurred less in the experimental group with small movements. 

When the coating undergoes minor deterioration, the strain tends to concentrate near the point of 

deterioration, resulting in a smaller measured value of the strain gauge. As the number of cycles 

increases, the coating surface cracks and the strain increases significantly, even out of range. However, 

the degree of deterioration on the upper and lower surfaces of the specimens was not always identical 

and tended to accumulate on the weaker side. Strain gauges are only set on the upper surface. Therefore, 

it should be noted that the strain results cannot be used completely to judge the integrity of the 

specimen. 

 

Figure 4–54 Typical strain waveform of surface coating specimens when 

cracking (SCA-5-0.7 as an example). 
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Furthermore, abnormal strain results can be caused when the degradation zone does not reach the 

strain gauge area. For example, in the case of Figure 4–55, the strain gauge adhesive locally reinforced 

the coating surface causing peeling along the edge of the strain gauge. For such strain results, we refer 

to strain amplitudes of intact specimens to select confidence intervals. As mentioned above, the strain 

amplitude coefficient of variation of 6000 cycles for intact specimens was below 7.0%. Therefore, for 

specimens with abnormal strain results, only the previous cycles with a coefficient of variation of less 

than 7.0% were intercepted and used for the average calculation. 

 

Figure 4–55 Strain waveform results of the coating peeling along the strain 

gauge (SCA-35-0.5 as an example). 

(4) Amplitude results 

The amplitude is the difference between the minimum and maximum strain values for each cycle. 

The results of strain amplitudes for all specimens are shown in Figure 4–56, Figure 4–57, Figure 4–

58, and Figure 4–59. Notably, the amplitudes above 20,000 strains are not plotted in the figure, 

considering the performance of the strain gauges. The average values of strain amplitudes for each 

group of specimens are shown in Figure 4–60. The calculation procedure was to calculate the average 

value of amplitude for each specimen firstly. The intact specimens were averaged using the amplitudes 

of all cycles. Cracked, fractured such specimens were taken only a certain number of cycles preceding 

for average calculation. The selection criterion was to ensure that the coefficient of variation was less 

than 7.0%. Then, specimens with the same temperature and movement were the same experimental 

group, and these average values were averaged again within the group. The average and standard 

deviation obtained at the end are the values in Figure 4–60. 
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Figure 4–56 HE specimen strain amplitude results. 
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Figure 4–57 SE specimen strain amplitude results. 
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Figure 4–58 SCA specimen strain amplitude results. 
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Figure 4–59 SCB specimen strain amplitude results. 
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(a) HE specimen 

 

(b) SE specimen 

 

(c) SCA specimen 

 

(d) SCB specimen 

  

Figure 4–60 Average value of strain amplitude. 

For HE specimens, under the same movement conditions, the strain amplitude becomes larger as 

the temperature of the experimental environment increases. This can be explained that as temperature 

increases, the Young's modulus of HE becomes smaller and less able to resist the movement, thus 

tending to follow the movement and produce larger strain values. At the same temperature conditions, 

the greater the movement the greater the strain amplitude. And the specimens tend to fracture very 

early. (Referring to Figure 4–50(a), all the HE specimens fractured before 61 cycles at 0.7 mm 

movement.) 

For SE specimens, under the same movement conditions, the higher the temperature, the higher the 

amplitude, especially at 35°C. When the experimental ambient temperature is the same, the greater the 

movement the greater the amplitude. It is noted that almost all specimens in the 5°C-0.7 mm group 

could resist fatigue damage, but none of the specimens in the 35°C-0.7 mm group could. This indicates 

that SE is very sensitive to temperature during fatigue movements. 

For SCA specimens, when the movement conditions are the same, the higher the temperature, the 

lower the strain amplitude, which is the opposite of the injection method. This may be caused by the 

strain gauges being set on the surface of the coating. The temperature rises, the thermal movement of 
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the molecules increases and the coating film softens. The movement at the bottom of the coating does 

not fully transfer to the surface layer, resulting in small strain measurements. In addition, the greater 

the movement at the same temperature, the greater the strain amplitude and the standard deviation of 

the amplitude becomes significantly larger. The reason is that the location of the coating degradation 

occurs randomly. Whether the position of the strain gauges of each specimen is covered within the 

degradation area causes intra-group errors. Moreover, the decreasing strain values in the SCA-35-0.7 

group are caused by the peeling of the coating along the strain gauges. 

For SCB, the trend of strain amplitude variation of the specimens is basically the same as that of 

SCA, except that the overall is smaller because SCB has an additional crack bridging coating than 

SCA. In addition, although there are also sharp increasing strain amplitude curves in the SCB group, 

these are only surface cracking degradation and not hole damage. 

(5) Air leakage test results 

The air leakage test method described in Chapter 3 can be used to quantitatively discriminate the 

harmfulness of cracks. In this experiment, air leakage experiments were performed on SCA-0.7 

specimens to compare the deterioration of the specimens at each temperature condition. Data for the 

30th s of the air leakage experiment were used for discussion, for which the β indicator was proposed. 

β values were calculated as follows: 

𝛽 =
𝑃(𝑡)

𝑃0
(4 − 1) 

where P(t) is the value of air pressure in the negative pressure chamber at time t in the unit of kPa. p0 

is the value of air pressure in the negative pressure chamber at the initial moment in the unit of kPa. 

In this experiment, t was taken as 30 s, and P0 was approximately –60 kPa relative to the standard 

atmospheric pressure. A β value of 1 means that the air pressure remains unchanged for a certain time, 

i.e., there is no air leakage. A β value of 0 means that the air pressure returns to standard atmospheric 

pressure for a certain time. The smaller the β value, the higher the degree of deterioration. 

The mean results of the specimens from the SCA-0.7 experimental group at each temperature and 

cycle condition are shown in Figure 4–61. In the figure, the higher the number of cycles, the higher 

the degree of deterioration of the specimens. Most of the specimens underwent hole deterioration 

under the movement of 0.7 mm, thus the tensile strength of the coating membrane dominated the 

degree of deterioration. The tensile strength of the coating is highest at 5°C, thus the degree of 

deterioration is probably the lightest. In the interval between 20°C and 35°C, the strength of the coating 

film does not change significantly, thus the degree of deterioration is also relatively close. 
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Figure 4–61 Average results of the SCA-0.7 experimental group at 30 s of the 

air leakage experiment. 

4.4.  onc usions 

The purpose of this Chapter 4 is to evaluate the durability of various repair methods under crack 

movement. The evaluation methods involved are the reproduction experimental method and the 

fatigue test method proposed in Chapter 3. The main conclusions are as follows: 

1. In the reproduction experiments, when the injection method was applied, hard epoxy (HE) and 

polymer cement (PC) injection materials caused the repaired indoor and outdoor cracks to show 

a movement pattern that was both closed. In the case of soft resin (SE) with a smaller Young's 

modulus as the injection material and in the case of the U-groove routing sealing method (UC), 

the cracks were in reversed bending-like movement. When surface coatings A (SCA) and B (SCB) 

were applied, the crack movement pattern was not changed, i.e., it was still a bending-like 

movement. Surface coating C (SCC) caused a reverse bending-like movement similar to UC 

because it flowed inside the crack during the coating process. Moreover, the decrease in initial 

ambient temperature resulted in a decrease in the extreme values of movement for most 

specimens. 

2. The repair solutions in the reproduction experiments maintained good durability for materials 

other than PC, and no signs of deterioration were observed during the tests. The PC specimen 

was likely to develop drying shrinkage cracks, which were worsened by thermal loading and 

movement cycles. The 30 s air leakage test result after 240 cycles was about 0. 

3. Heat-flow sensors can be used to detect the defective parts of the wall. The heat-flow density at 

the cracks was less than at the mortar because the cracks were equivalent to a thin air insulation 

layer. After repair, epoxy, a repair material with less thermal conductivity than mortar, can also 

be detected. However, the data accuracy is not enough, thus a large number of samples is needed. 
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4. Numerical simulations demonstrated that different repair solutions in the reproduction 

experiments caused different movement patterns of the repaired cracks. For the injection method, 

changes in the coefficient of thermal expansion and Young's modulus of the material can cause 

various forms of crack movement. The U-groove routing and sealing method caused reverse 

bending-like movement probably because it was filled only on the outdoor side of the specimen. 

The surface coating method does not change the crack movement pattern because the coating has 

a very low Young's modulus relative to the mortar. 

5. In the fatigue tests, brittle fracture occurred in all HE specimens, and the number of cycles at 

damage decreased with increasing temperature. The smallest strain at the crack was 56 for 0.3 

mm movement at 5 °C. The largest strain at the crack was 737 for 0.7 mm movement at 35 °C. 

For SE specimens, the strain increased substantially with increasing temperature. The strains for 

all test groups ranged from 127 to 5098. At high temperatures, even though the elongation of SE 

was strong, the loss of adhesion still resulted in an extremely high rate of damage. 

6. For the surface coating method in fatigue test, the SCA specimen could guarantee the repair effect 

when the movement of the apparatus was 0.3 mm. However, when the movement increased, SCA 

generated surface cracks and hole damage. As the temperature increased, the strain measured on 

the surface became smaller because the coating became softer, and the underlying motion was 

not transmitted to the surface. In addition, under small movements, the higher the elongation of 

the coating, the lower the damage rate. Under large movements, the tensile strength of the coating 

dominates the degree of damage, and the higher the strength, the lighter the deterioration. For 

SCB, crack repair is guaranteed at each temperature even with 0.7 mm movement. 

7. The limitation of this chapter is the lack of measurement data of actual buildings and numerical 

simulations of full-size building models. In addition, the number of cycles and the apparatus 

movements in the fatigue test corresponding to the realistic situation are not clear. Furthermore, 

specimens with the surface left as cast are used to simulate cracks would underestimate the repair 

effect of the injection method. 
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Chapter 5  

A simple test method for evaluating the 

thermal insulation performance of building 

envelopes 

5.1. Purpose 

Existing insulation performance evaluation methods may suffer from difficulties in equipment 

control and long testing time. To this end, a simple laboratory-scale method was designed in this 

chapter to evaluate the insulation performance of building elements. Two specimens of roof panels 

with different insulation levels were used. Static and dynamic heat-transfer experiments were 

conducted using an environmental simulation chamber and heat-flow sensor sensors. When the 

boundary conditions are the same, a larger absolute value of this heat-flow sensor means better 

insulation performance. The user can quickly compare the effectiveness of the insulation construction 

and the thermal transmittance value (U-value) of the building elements. 

5.2. Materia s and Methods 

5.2.1. Environmental Simulation Chamber 

The experiment involved in this chapter used an environmental simulation apparatus with 

independently controlled dual chambers, as shown in Figure 5–1(a). The apparatus had effective 

insulation properties and a sensitive control system. Both chambers had the same dimensions: a width 

of 955 mm, height of 1100 mm, and depth of 1100 mm. The chambers were equipped with semi-

enclosed environmentally controlled accessories, including sensors, blowers, and chillers. Aluminum 

alloy sheets formed the inner walls of the chambers. The temperature of the outdoor chamber could 

be controlled in the range of −20 to 40 °C, and its relative humidity could be controlled from 40% to 

90%. The outdoor chamber was also equipped with an infrared lamp-based radiant heating function 

and a simulated precipitation function. The controllable temperature range of the indoor chamber was 

4 °C to 40 °C, and the relative humidity ranged from 40% to 90%. The experimental setup is illustrated 

in Figure 5–1(b). 
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(a) appearance of the simulation 

chamber 

 

(b) heat-transfer experimental setup 

  

Figure 5–1 Environmental simulation chamber. 

5.2.2. Heat-Flow Sensors 

Details pertaining to the heat-flow sensors used in the experiments are listed in Table 5–1. The 

surface temperatures and heat-flow densities were measured by connecting a heat-flow sensor to the 

surface of the specimens. A specialized thermally conductive double-sided adhesive tape was used to 

attach the sensors while preventing the adherence of foreign objects or the formation of air layers. In 

addition to the increase or decrease in temperatures, the heat-flow sensors also measured the direction 

of heat transfer. As depicted in Figure 5–2, the measured value was positive when the heat-flow sensor 

was placed on the low-temperature side and negative when it was placed on the high-temperature side. 

The smaller the absolute value of the heat-flow density, the better the insulation performance of the 

test specimen. 

 

Figure 5–2 Heat-flow sensor usage. 
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Table 5–1 Heat-flow sensor specifications. 

Heat-flow sensor dimensions 

(Approx.) 

Width = 10.0 mm 

Width = 10.0 mm  

Length = 31.6 mm Heat-Flow Sensor 

Thickness = 0.25 mm  

Typical sensitivity 0.04 mV/W·m–2 

 

Operating temperature −40 ℃ to 150 ℃ 

Liquid ingress protection 

(Except tip) 
IP06, IP07 (EN60529) 

Internal resistance (Incl. cable) 3 Ω to 1000 Ω 

Min. curvature radius 30 mm 

Compression strength 4 MPa 

Thermal resistance 1.3 × 10-3 (m2·K/W) 

Repeatable precision ± 2% 

Responsivity Up to 0.4 s 

5.3.   o patterns of Heat  ransfer Perfor ance  xperi ent 

5.3.1. Experimental Specimen 

The specimens used in the experiment had a width of 765 mm and height of 800 mm. The specimens 

were prepared using 0.8 mm-thick metal slabs as the substrates to simulate factory roofs, as illustrated 

in Figure 5–3. To mount the specimen slabs in the environmental simulation chamber, they were fitted 

using 30 mm × 45 mm foam frame strips. Therefore, in the experiment, the actual working area of the 

specimen had a width of 710 mm and height of 675 mm. Only a silicone acrylic coating was applied 

to specimen A1, as indicated in Table 5–2, whereas specimen A2 was subjected to a waterproof coating 

and a heat insulation layer. 

 

Figure 5–3 Metal substrate experimental specimens. 
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Table 5–2 Details of the metal substrate experimental specimens. 

Specimen  Details of each layer 

A1 
Outdoor 

 
Indoor 

1 kg silicone acrylic coating 

0.8 mm metal roof panel 

A2 

Outdoor 

 
Indoor 

1 kg silicone acrylic coating 

10 mm sprayed polyurethane foam 

0.8 mm metal roof panel 

5.3.2. Heat-Transfer Procedure and Setup 

The heat-transfer process is shown in Figure 5–4. In Figure 5–4(a), heat-transfer Pattern 1 

simulates static heat transfer. At the beginning, the temperatures of both the outdoor and indoor 

chambers were set to 20 °C. The temperature of the indoor chamber was then held constant, and the 

outdoor chamber temperature was raised to 40 °C within the shortest possible duration. Over the next 

10 h, a temperature difference of 20 °C was maintained between the two chambers. This temperature 

difference was large enough to reliably estimate the heat-transfer performance of the components. In 

Figure 5–4(b), heat-transfer Pattern 2 simulated a dynamic heat transfer. The temperatures of the 

outdoor chamber and the indoor chamber were set to 40 °C and 20 °C, respectively. After reaching the 

balanced state, the power to the indoor chamber was individually turned off. This can simulate the 

situation of turning off the indoor air conditioner in real summer life. The temperature change in the 

indoor chamber was recorded while the outdoor temperature was maintained at 40 °C. A small air-

circulation fan was used to minimize the air temperature differential in the indoor chamber after the 

power was turned off. However, as high-velocity winds can affect the results of heat-flow sensors, air 

was circulated in the chamber at a speed of less than 0.5 m/s. Further, data analysis was performed 

depending on the time at which the power was turned off. This was used as the initial time (t = 0). In 

addition, because the effect of humidity was not the focus of our discussion, the relative humidity of 

the chamber was set to 50% in all the experiments. 

 

(a) Pattern 1 (static heat transfer) 
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(b) Pattern 2 (dynamic heat transfer) 

  

Figure 5–4 Air temperature settings for the environmental simulation 

chambers in the heat-transfer experiments. 

During the experiments, data were recorded at 30 s intervals. In the preparation phase of the 

experiment, the positions of 10 heat-flow density and 29 temperature measurement points were 

calibrated (Figure 5–5). The results indicated that measurement points located at the geometric center 

could represent the average values of the corresponding space. Therefore, the measurement points for 

the heat-flow density and temperature in this experiment were set according to the configuration of 

black circles depicted in Figure 5–5. 

 

 

Figure 5–5 Settings of measurement points. 

5.3.3. Results and Discussions 

For heat-transfer Pattern 1, the results of the temperature and heat-flow density are shown in Figure 
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5–6 and Figure 5–7, respectively. The thermal transmittance (U-value) was calculated using Equation 

(5–1): 

𝑈(𝑡) =
𝑞(𝑡)

|𝑇𝑖𝑎(𝑡) − 𝑇𝑜𝑎(𝑡)|
(5 − 1) 

 

(a) Chamber air temperature results 

 

(b) Specimen surface temperature results 
  

Figure 5–6 Temperature results for specimens A1 and A2 in heat-transfer 

Pattern 1. 
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Figure 5–7 Heat-flow density results for specimens A1 and A2 in heat-transfer 

Pattern 1. 

The results are shown in Figure 5–8. In Equation (5–1), U(t) and q(t) indicate the U-value 

(W/(m2 °C)) and heat-flow density (W/m2) of the specimen, respectively. Toa and Tia denote air 

temperatures in the outdoor and indoor chambers, respectively. In heat-transfer Pattern 1, the middle 

8 h, that is, 3–11 h of the experimental procedure, were considered to indicate a true steady state. The 

mean values and standard deviations (σ) of the experimental data for this period are listed in Table 5–

3. 

 

Figure 5–8 Thermal transmittance (U-value) results for specimens A1 and A2 

in heat-transfer Pattern 1. 
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Table 5–3 Mean and standard deviations of the results for specimens A1 and A2 

in heat-transfer Pattern 1. 

Specimen 

𝑇𝑜𝑎 𝑇𝑜𝑠 𝑇𝑖𝑠 𝑇𝑖𝑎 |𝑇𝑖𝑎 − 𝑇𝑜𝑎| |𝑇𝑖𝑠 − 𝑇𝑜𝑠| 𝑞 𝑈 

(𝜎) (𝜎) (𝜎) (𝜎) (𝜎) (𝜎) (𝜎) (𝜎) 

[°C] [°C] [°C] [°C] [°C] [°C] [W/m2] [W/(m2·°C)] 

A1 
39.1 29.7 29.3 20.2 18.9 0.4 113.4 6.0 

(1.3) (0.6) (0.6) (0.1) (1.2) (0.1) (19.7) (1.0) 

A2 
39.4 35.0 23.3 19.5 19.9 11.7 44.4 2.2 

(1.3) (0.4) (0.1) (0.1) (1.3) (0.4) (6.7) (0.4) 

 

In Figure 5–6(a), during the first 2 h, the air temperature in both chambers was 20 °C, and almost 

no temperature difference was noted. Following this, the outdoor chamber temperature was set to 

increase rapidly while the indoor chamber temperature was maintained constant. During the heat-

transfer process, the temperatures of both the indoor and outdoor chambers fluctuated around 

approximately 40 ± 2.2 and 20 ± 0.7 °C, respectively, which roughly satisfied the preset environmental 

conditions. In addition, the air temperature difference (|Tia − Toa|) for specimen A1 was approximately 

1.0 °C greater than that for specimen A2. This difference could be explained by the poor insulation 

properties of specimen A1, which was extremely thin. As shown in Figure 5–6(b), specimen A1 

produced only a small difference between the indoor and outdoor surface temperatures (|Tis − Tos|), 

which was approximately 0.4 °C. In contrast, specimen A2 produced both a higher outdoor surface 

temperature (Tos = 35.0 °C) and lower indoor surface temperature (Tis = 23.3 °C). This difference in 

temperature between the two surfaces (|Tis − Tos|) of specimen A2 was significant at approximately 

11.7 °C. This indicates that the application of an insulation material to a metal slab can effectively 

increase the thermal resistance of the element to achieve thermal insulation. 

Figure 5–7 illustrates the heat-flow density results for heat-transfer Pattern 1. The corresponding 

data were acquired using the heat-flow sensor placed at the central position, as indicated in Figure 5–

5. During the first 2 h, no heat transfer was noted, and the heat-flow density fluctuated around zero. 

After the first 2 h, the heat-flow density of specimen A1 rapidly increased to approximately 113.4 

W/m2. Conversely, the heat-flow density of specimen A2 increased at a slower rate and fluctuated at 

approximately 44.4 W/m2. Thus, the insulating material reduced the heat transfer by more than half. 

In Figure 5–8, which depicts the thermal transmittance results, the U-values fluctuated considerably 

for the 2 h during which almost no temperature difference was noted between the indoor and outdoor 

environments. Because heat transfer was almost absent during such periods, the data could not be used 

to calculate the U-values. During the middle 8 h of static heat transfer, specimen A1 exhibited a larger 

U-value of approximately 6.0 W/(m2∙°C). Under the same conditions, the U-value of specimen A2 was 
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significantly reduced at approximately 2.2 W/(m2∙°C), and the thermal insulation performance of the 

element improved. 

In heat-transfer Pattern 2, the time point (t = 0) at which the power to the indoor chamber was turned 

off, depicted in Figure 5–4(b), was used as the starting point for data collection. The indoor surface 

heat-flow density and indoor chamber temperature results for the specimen are presented in Figure 5–

9. Notably, because the wiring of the heat-flow sensor at the central position (Figure 5–5) had some 

flaws, the average values measured by the other two heat-flow sensors are presented here. Initially, 

the temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor chambers was the highest; thus, the heat 

transfer was the most intense. As the temperature difference decreased over time, heat transfer slowed. 

For specimen A1, the heat-flow density decreased rapidly from >100 W/m2 to zero. After 

approximately 13 h, the chamber air temperature almost stopped increasing, implying the end of 

dynamic heat transfer. For specimen A2, the heat-transfer reduction process was slightly slower. The 

initial heat-flow density was about 50 W/m2, which required about 24 h to gradually approach zero. A 

similar conclusion can be drawn from the temperature results, wherein, after 24 h, the dynamic heat-

transfer process was almost complete. It is worth noting that, during the first 10 min, a rapid decrease 

in heat-flow density occurred. This could be attributed to the heating mechanism of the environmental 

simulation chamber. Note that the outdoor chamber temperature was not maintained constant at 40 °C 

but rather fluctuated in small ranges, and heating to target temperature was only reinitiated when the 

lower temperature limit of the system was reached. The decrease in heat-flow density was the 

combined result of a decrease in the outdoor chamber temperature and a reduction in heat transfer. 

 

Figure 5–9 Results of specimen A1 and A2 for heat-transfer Pattern 2. 

The relationship between the heat-flow density and air temperature difference at each moment for 

heat-transfer Pattern 2 is shown in Figure 5–10. A linear relationship with a coefficient of 

determination of 0.92 or more was obtained for both specimens. According to the implications of 

physical quantities of the data, the slope of the approximation curve denotes the U-value of the 
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specimen. Comparing these results with those of heat-transfer Pattern 1 (Table 5–3), it was observed 

that the U-values obtained for these two sets of experiments were almost the same. This indicates that 

the U-value of the specimen can also be obtained from this dynamic heat-transfer experiment. 

 

Figure 5–10 Relationship between the heat-flow density and temperature 

difference in heat-transfer Pattern 2. 

5.4.  onc usions 

In this chapter, a set of simple heat-transfer experiments was designed to evaluate the thermal 

insulation performance of building elements. The main conclusions of this chapter are as follows: 

1. Using the environmental simulation chamber and the heat-flow sensor, two patterns of heat 

transfer experiments were designed in this chapter. Patterns 1 and 2 simulated steady-state heat 

transfer and dynamic heat transfer, respectively. The results showed that the thermal insulation 

performance of the experimental specimens could be determined by comparing the values 

measured by the heat-flow sensor under the same boundary conditions. The smaller absolute 

value of heat-flow density indicated the better thermal insulation performance. 

2. In the steady-state heat transfer process with an ambient temperature difference of 20 °C, the 

difference between the indoor and outdoor surfaces of the metal roof panel specimen was only 

0.4 °C, and the heat-flow density through the surface was 113.4 W/m2. In contrast, the 

specimen with insulation increased this temperature difference to 11.7 °C and reduced the heat-

flow value to 44.4 W/m2. The insulation material achieved the function of heat insulation by 

increasing the temperature gradient inside itself. 

3. In the dynamic heat-transfer, it was demonstrated that the thermal insulation performance of 

the experimental specimens could also be determined by the rate of change of heat-flow density. 

Moreover, the U-values obtained in the dynamic experiments were very close to the results of 

the previous static experiments, and it may be possible to reduce the U-values of the roof 

elements from 6 W/(m2∙°C) to about 2 W/(m2∙°C) by applying a thermal insulation layer.
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Chapter 6  

Thermal insulation method performance 

evaluation 

6.1. Purpose 

The purpose of this chapter was to establish a relationship between heat-flow values and 

temperature for evaluating the thermal insulation performance of building elements. To that end, static 

and dynamic heat-transfer experiments were conducted on two factory roof slab specimens using an 

environmental simulation chamber and heat-flow sensors. A relationship between heat-flow density 

and time has been established, and it can evaluate the insulation performance in the field in the case 

of using heat-flow sensors. Six simulation cases were analyzed by determining the relationship 

between the heat-flow density and temperature increase in an indoor space using a simple full-scale 

building model. In addition, the insulation performance of 14 experimental specimens was evaluated 

under steady-state heat-transfer conditions, including self-developed and commercially available 

insulation materials and construction methods for factory roof slabs. 

6.2. Proposa  for Si u ating Bui ding  her a   nsu ation 
Perfor ance 

During the warmest seasons, improving the insulating performance of a roof can be highly effective 

in reducing the total energy penetrating a building. Notably, temperature is a better understood concept 

than heat. This is because temperature is a physical quantity that is commonly used by the public in 

their daily lives. However, the conversion of heat to temperature often requires specialized and 

complex models. This conversion is not conveniently achievable for owners with daily sensor usage. 

Therefore, in this section, we propose a relationship between the change in heat-flow density and time. 

This relationship can be used to help owners better establish a correlation between the heat-flow 

density and temperature when using heat-flow sensors by predicting the indoor temperature increase. 

6.2.1. Simulation Formula for the Heat-Flow Density 

Our proposal can be used to simulate a situation wherein the outdoor temperature is higher than the 

indoor temperature, as is often the case in summers. Notably, indoor temperature increases when 

cooling air conditioners in the building are turned off. The proposed method can roughly predict the 

heat-flow density in a building during this process. This corresponds exactly to the dynamic heat 

transfer described by Pattern 2 in Chapter 5. This proposal assumes that the variation law of heat-flow 
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density with time conforms to an exponential function. To simplify this model, we use only two 

variables, q0 and α, as presented in Equation (6–1): 

𝑞𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢.(𝑡) = 𝑞0 ∙ 𝑒
𝛼𝑡 (6 − 1) 

In this equation, q0 denotes the average of several heat-flow densities obtained during static heat 

transfer. The data in Chapter 5 are referenced in this calculation; thus, the q0 values for specimens A1 

and A2 were 113.4 W/m2 and 44.4 W/m2, respectively. However, in case of field limitations, q0 can 

also refer to the heat-flow density at any point when the air conditioner is turned off (t = 0). It should 

be noted that the calculated temperature result will be greater when the employed q0 is larger than the 

actual average heat-flow density, and vice versa. The other symbol α is a dimensionless quantity that 

indicates the rate of heat-flow density change with time. The larger the absolute value of α, the faster 

the change in the heat-flow density. The α value is calculated inversely based on the time 

corresponding to the end of the heat-transfer process (tend). According to the respective physical 

meanings, at moment tend, q(t) should be minimal. Because the exponential function can only be 

infinitely close to, but not equal to, zero, the value of qsimu.(tend) is simplified to 1.0. Therefore, the 

formula for α is expressed by Equation (6–2): 

𝛼 = ln(1 𝑞0)⁄ 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑⁄ (6 − 2) 

According to Chapter 5, the approximate values of tend for specimens A1 and A2 were considered as 

13 and 24, respectively, as the temperature change of the corresponding experimental specimen in that 

hour was only 0.1 °C. 

Subsequently, the rise in temperature was calculated. For dynamic heat transfer, the outdoor 

chamber temperature was held at approximately 40 °C after the power was turned off in the indoor 

chamber. The quantity of heat (Q) continuously penetrating the indoor chamber through the specimen 

was calculated using Equation (6–3): 

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑞𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢.(𝑡)
𝑡

0

𝑑𝑡 ∙ 𝐴 (6 − 3) 

where the area A had a heat inflow of approximately 0.048 m2 in this experiment. During the heat-

transfer process, the air, aluminum alloy inner wall, and other accessories in the indoor chamber were 

heated at the same rate. The relationship between the quantity of heat (Q) absorbed and the temperature 

increase (∆T) is presented in Equation (6–4) and Equation (6–5), respectively: 

𝑄𝑎(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑎 ∙ 𝑐𝑎 ∙ ∆𝑇(𝑡) (6 − 4) 

𝑄𝐴𝑙(𝑡) = 𝑚𝐴𝑙 ∙ 𝑐𝐴𝑙 ∙ ∆𝑇(𝑡) (6 − 5) 

where the air specifically refers to the air in the volume of the indoor chamber. The mass ma and 
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specific heat capacity ca of air were 1.40 kg and 1007 J/(kg·°C), respectively. The corresponding 

quantities for the aluminum alloy inner wall and environmental controlling accessories were estimated 

using the measurable surface area and thickness of the aluminum alloy. Thus, the mAl and cAl values 

were 25 kg and 900 J/(kg·°C), respectively. In addition, heat loss primarily comprised the loss caused 

by the chamber wall and the flanking loss of the specimen slab, which was calculated according to 

Equation (6–6): 

𝑄𝑙(𝑡) = (1 − 𝜂) ∙ 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡) (6 − 6) 

The smaller the specimen thickness, the greater the flanking loss, and the lower the heating efficiency 

[135][136]. The efficiency η values for specimens A1 and A2 were considered as constants with values 

of 85% and 95%, respectively. The heat-transfer process followed the law of conservation of energy 

with Equation (6–7): 

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡) = 𝑄𝑎(𝑡) + 𝑄𝐴𝑙(𝑡) + 𝑄𝑙(𝑡) (6 − 7) 

and the temperature variation curve for the indoor chamber air could be obtained using Equation (6–

8): 

𝑇𝑖𝑎(𝑡) = 𝑇𝑖𝑎(𝑡 = 0) + ∆𝑇(𝑡) (6 − 8) 

where the initial value of the indoor chamber air temperature (Tia (t = 0)) was 20 °C. 

The experimental data were plotted against the simulation results, as in Figure 6–1. To clearly 

present the data points, unlike in Chapter 5, the time interval for the experimental data scatter was 

decreased to one per hour. As can be seen, the trend of heat-flow density decreasing with time is well-

fitted in Figure 6–1. For specimen A1, the fluctuations in the experimental data after 8 h were caused 

by high-frequency changes in the outdoor chamber temperature. However, this was an experiment-

specific deviation that did not need to be filtered. Moreover, for the quantity of heat, this fluctuation 

did not have a significant effect on the indoor temperature change. Notably, the quantity of heat refers 

to the area between the heat-flow density curve and horizontal time axis curve. The temperature-

change curve was determined using the simulated heat-flow density curve. This curve also exhibited 

a trend similar to that of the experimental data. This implies that the heat-flow simulation formula can 

be used to roughly estimate the rise in the indoor space temperature. 
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Figure 6–1 Comparison of experimental data with simulation results. 

6.2.2. Simple Full-Scale Building Model 

Further, in our analysis, simplified heat-transfer simulations were performed on a full-scale factory 

building model using Equation (6–1). Note that the scope of the following discussion encompasses 

the heat-transfer process that occurs during summers. The initial state (t = 0) indicates the time at 

which the indoor air conditioner is turned off. Heat is continuously transferred from the outdoor 

environment to the indoor environment through roofs. The heat-transfer process is considered 

complete (t = tend) when the indoor air temperature reaches the same level as the outdoor temperature. 

The dimensions of the adopted building model are depicted in Figure 6–2. 

 

Figure 6–2 Factory building model. 

Note that five cases are discussed in this section, and the corresponding details are listed in Table 

6–1. In Cases 1 to 3, the roofs had the same thermal transmittance (1.0 W/m2·°C) and different initial 

indoor–outdoor temperature differences. The purpose was to discuss the effect of the initial indoor–

outdoor temperature difference on the overall temperature rise. In Cases 3 to 5, the indoor–outdoor 

temperature difference was the same (15.0 °C), whereas the thermal transmittances of the roofs were 

varied. The purpose was to discuss the effect of the thermal transmittance of roofs on the indoor 
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temperature rise. 

Table 6–1 Case details. 

 Thermal transmittance Temperature Difference Hear flow density 

 (𝑈(𝑡 = 0)) (|𝑇𝑖𝑎(𝑡 = 0) − 𝑇𝑜𝑎(𝑡 = 0)|) (𝑞0 = 𝑞(𝑡 = 0)) 

 [W/m2·℃] [℃] [W/m2] 

Case 1 1.0 5.0 5.0 

Case 2 1.0 10.0 10.0 

Case 3 1.0 15.0 15.0 

Case 4 2.0 15.0 30.0 

Case 5 0.5 15.0 7.5 

 

The assumptions of the model calculations are presented below: 

1. Only heat entering the building from the roof is considered; 

2. In all cases, the effective quantity of heat (Qe) entering the building within 24 h heats the indoor 

air to a preset outdoor air temperature; 

3. The effective quantity of heat (Qe) denotes the amount of heat used to heat the air, which is 30% 

of the total quantity of heat (Qtot). The remaining heat is assumed to be absorbed by factory 

machinery or lost via ventilation. 

The variation in the heat-flow density with time was obtained using Equation (6–1). The q0 value 

in each case was calculated according to Equation (5–1) in chapter 5 using the U-value and the 

indoor–outdoor temperature difference at t = 0. The α value was calculated inversely based on the 

end-time of the heat transfer (tend) using Equation (6–2). Here, tend was determined according to the 

second assumption and was obtained, as shown in the following Equation (6–9): 

{
 
 

 
 



𝑄𝑒(𝑡 = 24ℎ) = 𝑚𝑎 ∙ 𝑐𝑎 ∙ ∆𝑇(𝑡 = 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑)

𝑄𝑒(𝑡) = 𝜂 ∙ 𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡)

𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑞𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑢.(𝑡)
𝑡

0

𝑑𝑡 ∙ 𝐴

∆𝑇(𝑡 = 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑) = |𝑇𝑖𝑎(𝑡 = 0) − 𝑇𝑜𝑎(𝑡 = 0)|

(6 − 9) 

where the mass ma and specific heat capacity ca of air in the factory were assumed to be 541.8 kg and 

1007 J/(kg·°C), respectively. The value of η was considered as 30% according to the third assumption. 

Here, the working area A refers to a roof area of 90 m2. 

The simulation results for the indoor temperature increase in 24 h (assumption 2) are illustrated in 

Figure 6–3. The data for the 6th h in the figure are labeled while considering the realistic duration of 

the high-temperature period during daytime. In Figure 6–3(a), for the same insulation performance of 

the roof, the temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor environments plays a decisive 
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role in the level of indoor temperature rise. For equivalent time periods, the higher the initial 

temperature difference, the higher the increase in temperature. Particularly in the first few hours, the 

temperature in Case 1 increased by 9.9 °C at 6 h. Figure 6–3(b) indicates that the insulation 

performance of the roof exerted a significant effect on the temperature change in the building. 

Moreover, in the first few hours, the temperature in Case 4, which involved a relatively poor insulation 

(U = 2.0 W/m2·°C), increased rapidly. Thus, heat from the outside was quickly transferred to the 

building. Conversely, the temperature in Case 5, which had better insulation (U = 0.5 W/m2·°C), 

increased at a much slower and more uniform rate. At the 6th h, the temperature rise in Case 5 (6.5 °C) 

was less than half of that in Case 4 (13.2 °C). This implies that a well-insulated roof can reduce indoor 

temperatures by decreasing the rate of heat influx into the building. 

 

(a) effect of indoor–outdoor temperature difference on temperature rise 

(Cases 1 to 3) 

 

(b) effect of heat transmittance of the roof on temperature rise (Cases 3 to 5) 
  

Figure 6–3 Simulations of indoor temperature rise. 
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6.3.   a uating the  her a   nsu ation Perfor ance of  arious 
 oof S a s 

Improving the thermal insulation performance of a roof is important to provide a more comfortable 

indoor environment during warmer seasons. This is particularly true for buildings such as factories, 

which often possess large roof surface areas for equivalent building spaces. Therefore, balancing the 

heat entering through the roof results in considerable power consumption of cooling equipment. From 

this perspective, the better the insulation performance of roof slab elements, the greater the achievable 

energy savings. In this section, static heat-transfer experiments were conducted on specimens of 

commercially available insulation materials, self-developed insulation materials, and common 

construction methods. The thermal insulation performance of these roof slabs was evaluated using 

simple experiments and simulations. 

6.3.1. Specimens and Experiment 

The specimens involved in this section were square slabs with side lengths of 30 mm, as shown in 

Figure 6–4. The specimens were constructed using a fiber-reinforced concrete board as the substrate, 

and on top of this, waterproof or thermal insulation was applied. Details pertaining to each layer are 

listed in Table 6–2. 

 

Figure 6–4 Appearance of the specimens. 

 

Table 6–2 Details of specimen layers. 

Specimen  Details of Each Layer Photo 

SPF15  15 mm sprayed polyurethane foam 

 

SPF25 
 

25 mm sprayed polyurethane foam 
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XPS 
 

30 mm extruded polystyrene foam 

 

PUF 
 

30 mm rigid polyurethane foam 

 

B1  3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board 

 

B2  
18 g acrylic-urethane topcoat 

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board 
 

B3  

18 g acrylic-urethane topcoat 

1.5 mm polyurethane waterproof  

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board  

B4 
 

18 g acrylic-urethane topcoat 

1.5 mm polyurethane waterproof 

10 mm sprayed polyurethane foam (SPF) 

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board  

B5 

 

18 g acrylic-urethane topcoat 

1.5 mm polyurethane waterproof 

20 mm sprayed polyurethane foam (SPF) 

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board  

C1 

 

18 g acrylic-urethane topcoat 

2 mm polyurethane waterproof 

1.1 mm self-adhesive asphalt sheet 

30 mm thermal insulation layer* 

1.5 mm butyl adhesive sheet 

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board 

*C1: extruded polystyrene foam (XPS) 

*C2: rigid polyurethane foam (PUF) 

 

C2 

 

D1 

 

6 mm asphalt waterproof 

30 mm rigid polyurethane foam (PUF) 

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board  

D2 

 

1.7 mm rubber sheet waterproof 

30 mm rigid polyurethane foam (PUF) 

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board  

E1 

 

18 g acrylic-urethane topcoat 

2 mm polyurethane waterproof 

1.3 mm modified asphalt sheet 

30 mm extruded polystyrene foam (XPS) 

3 mm fiber-reinforced cement board 
 

 

In Table 6–2, the listed sprayed polyurethane foam (SPF) specimen is a self-developed specimen 

sprayed with polyurethane foam insulation with a ten-fold expansion rate. The extruded polystyrene 
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foam (XPS) is a molded thermal insulation material with a thermal conductivity of 0.028 W/m∙°C (JIS 

A 9521). The rigid polyurethane foam (PUF) is a molded thermal insulation material with a thermal 

conductivity of 0.023 W/m∙°C (JIS A 9521). All three types of insulation are highly durable, high-

performance materials that resist moisture and prevent condensation. According to the type of material, 

SPF and PUF are both polyurethane insulations, while XPS is polystyrene insulation. The former has 

better insulation properties, while the latter is cheaper and less sensitive to moisture. According to the 

molding process, SPF is molded in situ by spraying and making it foam at the same time, while XPF 

and PUF are made into boards at the plant and cut into various sizes in situ as needed. The spraying 

process ensures the adhesion and fixation of the insulation to the substrate. It is not only limited to flat 

construction surfaces but also suitable for wave panels or metal-profiled cladding sheets. However, 

weather conditions such as natural winds for spraying operations should be regulated to take full 

account of their impact on the surrounding area. The molded thermal insulation is applicable to flat 

surfaces only and not suitable for small or cornered areas. The cutting and assembling part of the 

molded board tends to lose its insulation and airtightness [137], thus requiring additional treatment 

attention. However, the use of molded insulation requires less technology and has economic 

advantages. 

Specimens B1 through B5 were SPF insulation systems that could be used to elucidate the effects 

of each layer on the insulation performance. Specimen B3 was coated with a rapid-spray polyurethane 

seal for waterproofing. Specimen B4 had a standard construction with a 10 mm-thick SPF insulation 

system. The 20 mm-thick specimen (B5) was used for special construction in individual regions. 

Specimens C1 through E1 were based on various waterproofing and thermal insulation 

constructions specified in JASS 8 [138]. Among them, specimens C1 and C2 were typified by adhesive 

waterproofing and insulation methods that could be used for flat concrete roofs. The two-sided 

adhesive butyl system allows the insulation to be bonded to the substrate, eliminating the need for 

anchors, and thus avoiding thermal bridging. Moreover, the butyl sheet is waterproof, making the 

system unaffected by the moisture of the substrate; thus, the insulation layer can be either polyurethane 

or polystyrene. Specimens D1 and D2 were asphalt waterproofing and rubber sheet waterproofing 

constructions, respectively. Asphalt waterproofing has been widely used since very early on, with 

excellent waterproofing performance and a high degree of reliability. However, it is difficult to remove 

it during the renovation, and in some cases the construction process is not environmentally friendly. 

The rubber sheet waterproof has good ductility and can follow the movement of the roof slab joints 

without breaking. In the case of renovation, it can be directly covered on the uppermost layer of the 

existing structure with simple construction and short construction period. However, the thickness of 

the rubber sheet waterproof is small; thus, it is sensitive to UV and impact, and in addition, the cost is 

high. Specimen E1 was a modified asphalt waterproofing construction used for mechanical fixation 

systems. This specimen refers to the waterproofing and insulation constructions of concrete flat roofs 
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using metal anchors. Notably, the small specimen used butyl adhesive sheets instead of anchors to 

bond the layers. Mechanical fixation systems require less surface treatment of the substrate; however, 

since the insulation layer is in direct contact with the substrate, only insulation materials with low 

water absorption should be used. 

All specimens were subjected to heat-transfer Pattern 1, as described in Chapter 5. The temperature 

difference between the indoor and outdoor air was 20 °C. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 

6–5. A heat-flow sensor was set at the geometric center of the indoor surface of the specimen. The 

time interval for data recording was set to 5 min. 

 

Figure 6–5 Heat-transfer experimental setup. 

6.3.2. Results and Discussions 

The heat-flow density results for each specimen listed in Table 6–2 are presented in Figure 6–6. At 

the beginning of data recording, the heat flow was negative for some of the specimens. This was 

because the surface temperature of the specimens was below 20 °C at the beginning, owing to which 

heat flowed into the specimens from the indoor chamber. Within the first 2 h, the heat-flow density 

values for all specimens reached near zero. This indicates that no heat transfer occurred within the 

specimens and that both chambers had reached the preset temperature of 20 °C. After the 2nd h, the 

outdoor chamber temperature was set to rise rapidly, resulting in a significant increase in the heat-flow 

density values of the specimens. Subsequently, the whole system gradually reached a steady state of 

heat transfer, with the heat-flow density fluctuating around a specific value. At the 12th h, the 

temperature difference between the two chambers disappeared, and the heat-flow density through the 

specimen then decreased rapidly. At the end of the experiment, there was no heat transfer; that is, the 

heat-flow density was zero. The calculation of the U-value requires experimental data of steady-state 

heat transfer at large temperature differences to evaluate the thermal insulation performance. The 

middle 8 h of the experiment were regarded to correspond to the true static heat transfer. Thus, the 
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data from 3–11 h were averaged to evaluate the performance of the specimens. 

 

(a) insulation material specimens 

 

(b) specimens B1 to B5 

 

(c) specimens C1 to E1 
  

Figure 6–6 Heat-flow density results in heat-transfer Pattern 1 for the 

specimens listed in Table 5–5. 
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In Figure 6–6(a), the insulation properties of various insulation materials are clearly compared. 

Note that lower heat-flow density values indicate better thermal insulation performance. Among the 

specimens, the PUF specimen with a thickness of 30 mm demonstrated optimal thermal insulation 

performance. The average heat-flow density from the surface of the specimen to the indoor chamber 

was approximately 10.3 W/m2. In addition, the SPF insulation material exhibited an excellent 

insulation ability. The average heat-flow density of the SPF specimen with a thickness of 25 mm was 

approximately 17.8 W/m2. 

As shown in Figure 6–6(b), the specimens with more complete construction procedures 

demonstrated lower heat-flow densities and better thermal insulation performance. The average heat-

flow density of the specimens without insulation layers (B1, B2, and B3) was about 60 W/m2, whereas 

that of specimens with insulation layers (B4 and B5) was about 20 W/m2. The difference between the 

two groups was evident, with a heat-transfer difference of approximately three times. The average 

heat-flow densities of specimens B1, B2, and B3 were 66.2 W/m2, 62.2 W/m2, and 61.7 W/m2, 

respectively. Therefore, it could be determined that the top coating and waterproofing layers also had 

certain insulation capacities. The data for specimen B2 fluctuated considerably, which can be 

explained since the experimental specimen was too thin and, therefore, particularly sensitive to 

temperature changes. The average heat-flow densities of specimens B4 and B5 were 23.8 W/m2 and 

17.8 W/m2, respectively. The 10 mm-thick SPF insulation material demonstrated a good insulation 

effect, and the 20 mm-thick SPF insulation material further reduced the heat-flow density. However, 

in terms of efficiency per unit thickness, the 10 mm SPF may be more efficient. This implies that, for 

most building insulation constructions, selecting materials with excessive thicknesses is not essential; 

alternatively, striking a balance between the efficiency and economic benefits appears more reasonable. 

Figure 6–6(c) indicates that the heat-flow densities of all the specimens were between 10 W/m2 and 

15 W/m2, with minimal variation. The large fluctuations in the heat-flow density of specimen E1 could 

be explained by the effect of wind on the heat-flow sensor in the chamber during the experiment. This 

may also be attributed to the insufficient adhesion of the heat-flow sensor onto the surface of the 

specimen. The difference between different insulation materials for the same construction method can 

be determined by comparing specimens C1 and C2. The trend followed by the results for this group 

of experiments was the same as that depicted in Figure 6–6(a); that is, the PUF insulation slightly 

outperformed the XPS insulation for the same thickness. By comparing specimens D1 and D2, the 

insulation effects of different waterproofing methods can be ascertained. Asphalt waterproofing may 

provide better insulation performance than rubber sheet waterproofing. The differences in the 

insulation fixation techniques can be obtained by comparing specimens C1 and E1. Evidently, the 

adhesion method results in better insulation than the mechanical fixation method. This could be related 

to the construction method itself, which increases the number of layers and the thickness of the 

specimen. It is worth noting that the adhesion method can also avoid thermal bridging resulting from 
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the mechanical fixation method in actual constructions. In general, the difference in insulation 

performance between the specimens can be conveniently compared using a heat-flow sensor when the 

boundary conditions of heat transfer are the same. 

The results of the average values of the heat-flow density and calculated heat transmittance for all 

specimens are summarized in Figure 6–7. The smaller the U-value, the better the thermal insulation 

of the specimens. The chamber temperature was the same in these experiments, which means that the 

boundary conditions of the specimens were the same. In this case, the trend of U-value and heat-flow 

density values should be the same for various specimens. In addition, insulating materials perform the 

insulation function by increasing the temperature gradient inside themselves. This means that excellent 

thermal insulations reduce the heat exchange between the entire specimen and the chamber 

environment. Thus, the specimens with better thermal insulation may have smaller heat-flow density 

values. However, the heat-flow density of specimen E1 was greater than that of the insulation material 

alone (XPS), which may be explained based on the disparate vertical position of the specimen in the 

environmental simulation chamber (Figure 6–5). Because hot air tends to move upward, the 

temperature in the upper part of the chamber may be slightly higher than that in the lower part. 

Specimen E1, which was placed in the upper part, exhibited an elevated temperature and high heat-

flow density. In addition, the heat-flow densities of specimens D1 and D2 were also slightly higher 

than those of the corresponding individual insulating materials (PUF). This may be attributed to the 

specimen size. As presented in Figure 6–4, specimens D1 and D2 were divided into left and right 

parts. Among these, the left half was the object of the measurements in this experiment, and the right 

half was superimposed with a highly reflective coating on top of the left half for other experiments. 

Notably, the thermal bridge effect could have been caused by the difference in thickness between the 

left and right halves, as well as the small size of the specimens. More heat could be transferred into 

the indoor chamber through the left half, and this led to the large values of the heat flow measured in 

specimens D1 and D2. 

 

Figure 6–7 Mean values of the heat-flow density and U-value for each 

specimen. 
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Generally, the thermal insulation performance of building elements can be evaluated using heat-

flow sensors. A heat-flow sensor can provide reference data for evaluating the effectiveness of various 

constructions or renovations of the building thermal insulation. In fine evaluations, extra care must be 

dedicated to set up such sensors to reduce errors. Heat-flow sensors should be tightly adhered onto the 

measurement surfaces, and the use of excessively small specimens should be avoided. This is because 

small specimens may lead to heat transfer in a direction parallel to the sensor or the thermal bridge, 

which can affect the measured value. The heat-flow sensor itself should also avoid direct- or variable-

speed winds, which can cause fluctuations in the heat-flow density by altering the temperature. 

Temperature simulations of the full-scale building were also performed for the specimens in this 

section using the heat-flow density calculation equation presented in Section 6.2.1. The equations and 

assumptions involved in the calculation process were the same as those described in Section 6.2.2. To 

simulate hot summer conditions, the difference between indoor and outdoor temperatures was set to 

12 °C. Similarly, the 6th h of the heat-transfer process was considered as the subject of our discussion, 

considering the duration of high temperatures during daytime. The temperature increases inside the 

factory after turning off the indoor cooling equipment are depicted in Figure 6–8. The indoor 

temperature of the roof slab specimens B1 to B3 (without insulation) increased by an average of 

11.7 °C after 6 h. In contrast, for roofs constructed based on various waterproofing and insulation 

construction methods specified in JASS 8, such as specimens C1 to E1, the average temperature rise 

after 6 h was around 6.1 °C, which was only 52% of the former. Thus, roof slabs with excellent thermal 

insulation can effectively reduce the temperature increase inside buildings, and smaller temperature 

increments can result in economic benefits by reducing the cooling power requirements of factories 

during summers. Certainly, the initial cost of applying thermal insulation should not be underestimated; 

thus, more grants such as the thermal insulation retrofit program are recommended. 

 

Figure 6–8 Temperature increments in 6 h for buildings with various roof slabs 

in the simulation. 
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6.4.  onc usions 

This chapter attempted to connect specialized evaluation indicators to the temperature, a common 

physical quantity. The main conclusions of this chapter are as follows: 

1. A simplified equation for the variation in heat-flow density with time was established. This 

equation could be used to approximate the temperature rise in an indoor space. The simulation 

results agreed well with the experimental results. Notably, temperature is a quantity easily 

understood by laymen; thus, it can improve the communication efficiency between owners, 

thereby aiding in the mitigation of environmental problems. 

2. A better-insulated roof can achieve a lower interior temperature in summers by increasing the 

temperature gradient within it. In steady-state heat-transfer experiments, the heat-flow density 

values and heat transmittance values (U-values) of various specimens ranged from 9.0 W/m2 to 

113.4 W/m2 and from 0.5 W/m2·°C to 6.0 W/m2·°C, respectively. Better-insulated specimens 

have lower heat-flow densities and U-values under the same boundary conditions. During 

dynamic heat transfer, better-insulated specimens reduce the rate of heat transfer, resulting in a 

smaller temperature rise in the same amount of time. 

3. During our simulations on a full-scale building model, the indoor–outdoor temperature difference 

was a key factor in determining the degree of indoor temperature increase inside the building. An 

extra 5.0 °C increase in temperature difference may result in an extra 3.3 °C temperature rise 

after 6 h. In addition, buildings with a small U-value for the roof were found to be capable of 

efficiently improving the indoor thermal environment, particularly in the first few hours. At the 

6th h, the average indoor temperature rise for buildings with insulated roof slabs was 

approximately 52% of that without insulation. 

4. To ensure the simplicity of the structure, the current prediction model is only applicable under 

certain conditions. Since uniform thermal radiation based on infrared lamps had not been realized 

on the specimen surface in the laboratory, the scope of this paper does not address the effect of 

solar radiation on thermal insulation performance. The primary limitations may arise from the 

definition of the end-time of the heat-transfer process and the heating efficiency. In future, 

establishing a relationship between these variables and the heat-flow density may be a feasible 

solution. In addition, obtaining measurement data from actual physical buildings could also 

provide a reference for accurate building models. 
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Chapter 7  Conclusions and Prospects 

7.1.  onc usions 

To extend the service life of buildings, this paper studied the effectiveness of crack repair and 

thermal insulation performance in building envelopes, and the main conclusions drawn are as follows: 

Chapter 1 

Chapter 1 investigated the processes and difficulties of sustainable development in the construction 

industry. It was found that extending the service life of existing buildings is a priority to improve the 

current situation. In addition, energy use for space cooling is one of the main causes of climate change. 

To this end, improving the thermal insulation of buildings and raising public awareness seem to be 

effective methods. In fact, the building envelope is an important element that separates the internal 

and external spaces, which determines the characteristic that it is the part most prone to deterioration. 

Surveys revealed that occupants were most distressed by the exterior wall as an element and by cracks 

as a form of deterioration. In this chapter, the research objects were selected from the perspective of 

sustainable development for exterior wall crack repair and thermal insulation renovation. 

Chapter 2 

(1) Crack repair effectiveness 

In Chapter 2, through literature survey and actual measurements, it is found that cracks accelerate 

the deterioration of buildings and may also cause abnormal vibration of buildings. The crack width 

and leakage condition are the main selection criteria for the current crack repair solutions. However, 

repair failures still occur, and one possible reason for this may be that crack movement is not 

adequately considered. Crack movement refers to the change in concrete crack width caused by daily 

temperature changes. To address this issue, after combing the studies on crack movement, it was found 

that the daily cycle of concrete cracks has a movement of about 0.02 mm to 0.2 mm. Moreover, the 

movement decreases after repair, but it still exists. Starting with the most harmful through-thickness 

cracks, measurement data from various locations in Japan indicate that such cracks are likely to 

produce bending-like movement. In other words, when the outdoor surface temperature rises, the 

outdoor cracks close and the indoor cracks open. 

To clarify the evaluation method for the durability of the repaired cracks under this movement, a 

literature survey of existing methods was conducted. These methods include filling conditions, 

physical strength, chemical resistance, etc. Experiments with multiple degradation conditions coupled 

usually include temperature conditions, hydrostatic pressure, etc. Therefore, Chapter 2 clarified that 

there is no experimental method about the degradation conditions to simulate the bending-like cyclic 
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movement. 

(2) Insulation performance 

After a survey of building insulation solutions, it was found that insulation materials are popular 

owing to their lack of site restrictions and versatility. Regarding thermal insulation performance, 

evaluation indicators generally include thermal conductivity (K-value) and thermal resistance (R-

value). In the field, the total thermal resistance and thermal conductivity (U-value) are most often 

chosen. In the specifications, these indicators of insulation performance are clearly defined and 

measured. However, in the laboratory, huge equipment and complex calibration processes are the main 

difficulties. In field measurements, long periods of monitoring must be experienced. In this chapter it 

was found that when communicating the effectiveness of insulation systems, commonly used physical 

quantities rather than specialized metrics may improve the efficiency of communication with building 

owners. 

Chapter 3 

To accumulate data, this chapter monitored cracks in buildings on campus. The results agreed with 

previous studies and found that exterior wall through-thickness cracks are subject to bending-like 

movement: when the temperature changes, cracks on the high-temperature side close and cracks on 

the low-temperature side open. There are no experimental methods available to produce this form of 

degradation in the repair area, therefore two laboratory-scale simulation methods are presented in this 

chapter. 

(1) Reproduction experimental method 

To ensure the validity of the reproduction experiments, the available data on through-thickness 

cracks were compiled. It was found that the daily movement of through-thickness cracks was directly 

proportional to the wall section temperature gradient, inversely proportional to constraint strength, and 

not significantly related to the initial crack width. Moreover, the bending-like movement is a combined 

deterioration of temperature and mechanical loading that acts on the crack repair area almost every 

day. These are the conditions that need to be met for the reproduction experiment. 

Numerical simulations of the three constraint schemes of the mortar specimen by the finite element 

method revealed that the bending-like movement could be reproduced in the asymmetric constraint 

scheme. It was verified that the proposed experimental method can satisfy the conditions mentioned 

above. In addition, the method can also achieve a variety of experimental groups by adjusting 

parameters such as infrared lamp intensity, wrench torque and initial crack width. 

(2) Fatigue test method 

Thermal loading is an essential deterioration condition when evaluating the effectiveness of a repair, 

however, the heating-cooling cycle usually takes a lot of test time. For this reason, distinguishing the 
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mechanical load from the ambient temperature can shorten the test cycle. The fatigue test proposed in 

this chapter is an efficient device for simulating bending-like movement. This method can simulate 

the mechanical fatigue in the repair area, and combined with the constant temperature and humidity 

chamber can also simulate the fatigue evaluation under a variety of climatic conditions. Its advantages 

are controllable movement and period, easy to increase the experimental variables, accelerate the 

degradation process and shorten the test period. Meanwhile, the results of the digital image correction 

method showed that the specimens used for this experiment need to meet the condition of geometric 

symmetry of the upper and lower halves. This allows for a half-tensioned and half-compressed state 

of force. 

Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 focuses on the durability evaluation of common crack repair solutions for crack 

movement using the reproduction experimental method and fatigue test method proposed in Chapter 

3. Methods covered are injection method, U-groove routing and sealing method, and surface coating 

method. The materials used include mainly epoxy resins, polymer cement and water-based acrylic 

waterproofing coatings. The results of the two experiments are combined and summarized here 

according to the distinction of each repair material. 

(1) Hard epoxy resin (HE) 

In the reproduction experiment, the crack movement pattern changed after HE injection repair. With 

the increase of outdoor temperature, the movement from indoor-opening outdoor-closing bending-like 

movement became closed on both sides. It suppresses the crack movement better than most repair 

methods. When the initial temperature decreases, the movement amplitude of the HE specimen 

decreases, and the movement pattern remains unchanged. The closing movement resulted in the HE is 

compressed stress state, and it can be presumed that its durability may be excellent. Because 

compression is less likely to cause bond failure, it is more durable than tension. 

However, in the fatigue test, HE proved to be suitable only for cracks with small amplitude 

movement. Once the crack movement becomes large, HE undergoes brittle fracture. In addition, the 

ambient temperature also influenced the durability of HE, and brittle fracture occurred in the 

experimental group with small movement at 35 °C. 

In general, HE is one of the repair materials with high Young's modulus. It is assumed that HE can 

obtain durability by suppressing crack movement. The most suitable conditions of application for HE 

used in this study may be to repair cracks with small movements. Moreover, it is preferable to use it 

in winter or cold place, where a longer service time can be obtained in a compressed condition. 

(2) Soft epoxy resin (SE) 

In the reproduction experiments with an initial ambient temperature of 20 °C, the specimens 

generated a reverse bending-like crack movement after SE injection. That is, when the outdoor 
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temperature increased, the outdoor cracks opened, and the indoor cracks closed. In the reproduction 

experiment with an initial ambient temperature of 5 °C, the SE specimens showed the same bilaterally 

closed movement as the HE specimen. The different initial ambient temperatures may have influenced 

the movement patterns by changing the thermal expansion coefficient and Young's modulus of SE. 

Numerical simulations of the finite element method for the reproduction experiments also support this 

idea. 

In fatigue experiments, the SE is highly sensitive to temperature. 35 °C fatigue tests in which the 

SE fails to repair with very little movement. At high temperatures the Young's modulus of SE becomes 

smaller, the material becomes more ductile, and the ability to follow deformation becomes better. 

However, the bond failure at the mortar-resin interface prevents all these properties from being realized. 

In other words, the soft injection material can follow the deformation of the crack movement, but only 

if sufficient bonding capacity is guaranteed. 

In general, the SE used in this study can repair cracks with a wide range of movements and ensure 

good repair durability. However, it is only suitable for use in cold regions or winter. The compressed 

state of force in low temperature environment can ensure that SE does not fail in bonding. Under high 

temperature environment, SE is not only the state of being tensioned at outdoor surface but also must 

bear the effect of low bonding brought by high temperature, which is an unfriendly state. 

(3) Polymer cement (PC) 

The polymer cement injection repair was the only specimen that showed significant deterioration in 

the reproduction experiments. The crack movement pattern after repair was closed both indoors and 

outdoors. The main cause of deterioration was early drying shrinkage cracks. In the combined thermal 

and mechanical load deterioration mode, the apex of the drying shrinkage cracks kept getting longer 

and wider. 30 s air leakage test results at 240 cycles showed that all the air in the negative pressure air 

chamber was exhausted. Therefore, cement-based materials may not be suitable for repairing the crack 

of movement. 

(4) U-groove routing and sealing method (UC) 

The movement of UC specimens at the crack after repair may be a reverse bending-like movement 

with indoor closing and outdoor opening. The possibility of generating such movement was also 

demonstrated by numerical simulations with the finite element method. The reason for this movement 

may be that the repair method was filled only outdoors, and the stresses originally concentrated in the 

cracks were dispersed by the filling material and the specimens expanded in the out-of-plane direction. 

Presumably, the repair solution is durable as long as the flexible epoxy resin used can follow the 

deformation at the crack and ensure sufficient bonding strength. 

(5) Surface Coating Method (SCA, SCB and SCC) 

After SCA and SCB were coated on the cracks, the specimens produced still bending-like 
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movements when the temperature of the assumed outdoor surface increased. This may be because the 

coatings were applied only to the outdoor surface and the Young's modulus of the layers was too small 

compared to that of the mortar, insufficient to affect the crack movement pattern. The use of SCC 

caused a reverse bending-like movement similar to that of UC. This may be related to the fact that it 

flowed inside the cracks during the coating process. 

In the fatigue tests, SCA ensured the repair for cracks with small movements. However, when the 

movement increased, the specimens produced surface cracks or hole damage. If additional crack 

bridging functional layer, i.e., SCB solution, is added, the repair effect can be guaranteed for cracks 

with large movements. At small movements, the specimen damage rate may be dominated by the 

elongation of the coating. The lower the elongation the more likely the repair failure. At large 

movements, the degree of specimen damage may be dominated by the tensile strength of the coating. 

The higher the tensile strength, the lower the degree of damage. Moreover, as the temperature of the 

experimental environment increases, the molecular kinetic energy within the coating becomes larger 

and the interlayer mobility becomes better. This means that the crack movement decreases gradually 

during the transfer from the substrate to the surface. This reduces the risk of cracking of the surface 

layer of the coating. This means that the crack movement decreases gradually during the transfer from 

the substrate to the surface. This reduces the risk of cracking of the surface layer of the coating. 

In general, the water-based acrylic waterproofing coating used in this paper can be used for repairs 

where crack movement exists. It can reduce crack movement by reducing the driving force of 

temperature gradients through thermal insulation properties. It can also perform its soft properties to 

follow the deformation and thus ensure the effectiveness of the repair. Compared to epoxy injection 

methods, the surface coating is not sensitive to application temperature and can be used in most 

seasons and regions. It should be used in conjunction with a crack bridging layer when the crack 

movement is large. 

Chapter 5 

Chapter 5 designed a set of simple heat transfer experiments based on an environmental simulation 

chamber and a heat-flow sensor to evaluate the thermal insulation performance of building 

components. The results of both static and dynamic heat transfer experiments showed that the heat-

flow sensor can be used to quantitatively evaluate the thermal insulation performance. The smaller the 

absolute value of heat-flow density under the same boundary conditions, the better the thermal 

insulation performance is indicated. In static heat transfer experiments at 40°C outdoors and 20°C 

indoors, the application of an insulation layer to a metal roof slab specimen reduced the surface heat-

flow density from 113.4 W/m2 to 44.4 W/m2. In dynamic heat transfer experiments, it was possible to 

reduce the U-value of the roof element from 6 W/(m2∙°C) to about 2 W/(m2∙°C) by applying an 

insulation layer. 
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Chapter 6 

Temperature is a physical quantity that is easily understood by the general public and using it as an 

evaluation criterion can improve the efficiency of communication with homeowners, thus helping to 

mitigate environmental problems. To this end, this chapter established a relationship between 

professional evaluation metrics and temperature, a common physical quantity. A simplified equation 

for the variation of heat-flow density with time is first established. This equation is then used to 

approximate the temperature increment in an indoor space. The calculated results are in good 

agreement with the experimental ones. Subsequently, in a simulation of a full-scale building model, it 

was found that buildings with small roof U-values were effective in improving the indoor thermal 

environment, especially during the first few hours when the cooling equipment was turned off. At the 

6th hour, the average indoor temperature increment of the building with insulated roof panels was 

reduced by approximately 48%. 

7.2. Prospects 

The items to be refined and conducted in future studies are as follows: 

1. This study only involved the bending-like movement of through-thickness cracks. Monitoring 

and experiments of other kinds of cracks and other movement patterns also need to be performed 

if a complete crack repair solution selection system is to be proposed. In addition, the various 

initial widths of cracks should also be included as variables in the evaluation.  

2. The current reproduction experiments are inefficient, with slow deterioration of the solution and 

long test periods. In the future, attempts could be made to minimize the specimen size or improve 

the constraint methods. 

3. The current discussion about the crack movement patterns after the application of various repair 

solutions can only revolve around the results of reproduction experiments and its numerical 

simulation by finite element methods. To obtain more convincing conclusions, measurement data 

of the actual building are essential. Numerical analysis of full-size building models should also 

be performed. 

4. In the fatigue experiments, the crack cross section of the injection method specimens is left as 

cast. This can lead to an underestimation of the durability of the injection method. Therefore, the 

conclusions of this experiment can currently only be used for the evaluation of the same material 

under different conditions, and not for the evaluation of comparing different repair method. In 

the future, the influence of cross-section factors on durability can be clarified by making 

specimens with natural cross-section cracks. Moreover, the relationship between the number of 

cycles of crack movement in the experiment and the realistic length of service needs to be 

clarified. The correspondence between the movement of the fatigue device corresponding to the 

movement of the actual building also needs to be investigated. 
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5. Regarding the predictive equation of heat flow over time proposed in this paper, the simplicity 

of the structure has led to the possibility that the current predictive model may not be applicable 

in some cases. The main limitation may come from the definition of the end time of the heat 

transfer process and the heating efficiency. In the future, relating these variables to the heat-flow 

density may be a feasible solution. Furthermore, incorporating empirical data obtained from real 

buildings could serve as a valuable point of reference, enhancing the precision of future 

predictive equations.
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